HOW TO MAKE:

- TWO DIFFERENT CRYSTAL SETS
- A SINGLE VALVE NOTE MAGNIFIER
- A NEW SINGLE VALVE REFLEX
- A TWO VALVE DOUBLE REACTION RECEIVER
- A HIGHLY SENSITIVE THREE VALVE SET
- A NEW TYPE FOUR VALVE RECEIVER
- A MULTI-PURPOSE TUNER

SPECIAL ARTICLES FOR THE BEGINNER.

- HOW TO TUNE YOUR SET
- NEW LIST OF AMATEUR CALL-SIGNS
All the B.B.C. Stations on one knob—

The usual three-valve Receiver presents rather a difficult problem in tuning (to obtain the best results) to the beginner. Almost invariably there are two condenser dials to be rotated simultaneously and coils to be adjusted. The 'old hand,' of course, makes light of such difficulties, but to the novice, undoubtedly they are certainly quite formidable.

The Set shown above, although using one stage of H.F., is tuned entirely by one variable condenser and one switch and has been designed throughout to give the best results with the greatest possible ease. At the same time, however, simplification in design has also resulted in marked economy in outlay. Any experimenter can now build this splendid 3-Valve Set under the new Radio Press Envelope System at a total cost of but £5 to £6 (excluding Valves and accessories, of course) using the best components.

If required the L.F. Valve can be cut out instantly by means of a switch. Why not make up this efficient Set, designed by G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., Staff Editor, and which has received all B.B.C. Stations in London—three of them on an indoor aerial. Upon a medium-sized outside aerial it picked up the Madrid, Konigswusterhausen, Petit Parisien, Eiffel Tower, and Radiola broadcasting stations, the last-named at very fair loud speaker strength. The American station WGY has also been received at good 'phone strength. If you have hitherto been afraid to build up a multi-valve Set here is just the Receiver you should build—order a copy from your Bookseller to-day.

RADIO PRESS LTD., DEVEREUX COURT, STRAND, W.C.2.

How to build the "Simplicity" 3 Valve Set

Radio Press Envelope No. 3.

Envelope No. 3 contains blue prints showing panel lay-out (front and back) and full wiring diagram, together with the most explicit instructions for assembly. It is practically impossible for even the most complete novice to go wrong in building up this Set. Photographs showing finished instrument in different positions also included, together with all necessary working drawings.

2/9, post free.
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Sitting quietly in the basement of a large building in Paris, this man attends to the distribution of the wireless messages of Radio Central, the great French high-power station. With the aid of the pneumatic tubes, messages are sent from the public receiving office to the particular circuit desired, with the minimum of delay. Our photograph shows the "tube exchange."
The "All-Britain" Receiver.

By HERBERT K. SIMPSON.

The "All-Britain" Receiver, utilising the new Tri-Coil principle, is certainly the most interesting yet described by Mr. Simpson. We predict that many hundreds will be used this coming winter, not only for general broadcast reception, but also for picking up those elusive American signals.

A METHOD of coupling a high-frequency valve, seldom used in the present day, is that in which two coils, conveniently of the plug-in type, are employed, one being in the anode circuit of the high-frequency amplifier, while the second is in the grid circuit of the next valve, transfer of energy being obtained by coupling the two coils closely together. Using this method of coupling, several alternative arrangements are possible. For example, either or both of the coils may be tuned, or alternatively both may be left untuned, the latter method resulting in a very stable circuit at the expense of a slight loss in signal strength.

The Completed Receiver

A photograph of the finished receiver is seen in Fig. 1, from which it will be seen that the panel is mounted vertically in a polished mahogany cabinet, the coil-holder being at the top, with the tuning handles projecting above the receiver. Below the coil-holder the valves are situated, each with its own filament control, while the variable condensers are located at the bottom of the panel. The small knobs to the right of each condenser dial are those controlling the vernier condensers, which are of a new pattern manufactured by the Radio Communication Company, Ltd. To the right of the panel, at the bottom, a knob is seen, which controls a switch, of the Utility type, by means of which the third, or low-frequency, valve may be thrown in or out of circuit at will. The aerial and earth terminals are situated on the left-hand side of the receiver, while various arrangements, such as series, parallel, or constant aerial tuning may be employed by connecting the correct sockets by means of the Clix plugs, seen in the photograph.

Separate High-Tension Terminals

On the right of the panel is seen a row of seven terminals, these being the terminals to which the batteries are connected. The three top terminals are those for the positive high-tension supply to each of the three valves respectively, enabling the correct voltage to be applied to each valve. This is a refinement, and should in no case be omitted, as it is not possible to obtain the best results from each valve unless the anode voltage for that particular valve can be adjusted to the correct working value. The fourth terminal from the top in the right-hand row is the common high-tension negative, while the remaining three, in order, are L.T. +, L.T. - G.B. +, and G.B. -. The terminal for grid bias is provided in order that the experimenter may be certain that his third valve is acting properly as an amplifier, but if no extra grid bias is used the bottom terminal in the row must be connected to the terminal immediately above it by means of a piece of wire. The telephones are connected to the two terminals at the bottom of the panel to the right of the variable condensers. It will thus be seen that all the controls have been obtained from all the British stations, while Continental transmissions are regularly heard.

Fig. 1.—The All-Britain, ready for work.

This remarkable three-valve receiver, utilising the new Tri-Coil principle, is certainly the most interesting yet described by Mr. Simpson. We predict that many hundreds will be used this coming winter, not only for general broadcast reception, but also for picking up those elusive American signals.
and terminals are close at hand, while the whole presents a very neat appearance owing to the design and lay-out of the component parts.

**Circuit Diagram**

A diagram showing the circuit arrangement of the receiver is given in Fig. 6, and it will be seen that the aerial circuit comprises the variable condensers \( C_1 \) and \( C_4 \), the coil \( L_i \), and the small fixed condenser of 0.0001 \( \mu F \) capacity, by means of which the constant aerial tuning system may be introduced. \( A \) and \( E \) are terminals, to which the aerial and earth leads are joined respectively, while the points marked \( X \), followed by a numeral, are Clix sockets, enabling, as far as those in the aerial circuit are concerned, the three chief forms of aerial tuning to be employed at will. A rubber-covered flexible lead is fastened to the aerial terminal \( A \) above the panel, and this lead terminates in a Clix plug, the lead being of sufficient length to enable the plug to fit comfortably into any of the first three sockets in the left-hand row counting from the top. A piece of flex about 4 in. long has a Clix plug secured at each end, and is used in the aerial circuit to facilitate the connections for parallel tuning and constant aerial tuning. A table of connections for the various forms of tuning will be found below.

**Vernier Condensers**

The condensers \( C_2 \) (in the aerial circuit) and \( C_4 \) are vernier condensers, and are a necessity for fine tuning on weak signals. The type used in this receiver is known as the micrometer and gives a fine control of tuning. They are to be recommended, if only on account of the small space which they occupy.

**Change-Over Switch**

A switch is provided, as seen in the circuit diagram (from which the connections may be followed), by means of which the last valve may be cut out if desired. The switch, which is of the Utility type, controls the filament of \( V_3 \) as well as changing over the telephones from the anodes of \( V_3 \) and \( V_2 \). When the switch is over to the side marked (2) the filament of \( V_3 \) is switched off, and the 'phones are included in the anode circuit of \( V_2 \), the low-frequency transformer being out of circuit. In this position the connections for H.T. + are somewhat altered, as the terminal H.T. 2 is now disconnected, the anode supply for \( V_3 \) being therefore obtained at the terminal H.T. 3. When using two valves only, therefore, some slight alteration to the supply to terminal H.T. 1 may be necessary. When the switch is turned to the side marked (3), all three valves are in use, the filament of \( V_3 \) being automatically switched on and the low-frequency transformer placed in circuit, while the telephones are moved to the anode circuit of \( V_3 \) by the same movement of the switch.

**Reversal of Coils**

The three coils \( L_i \), \( L_1 \), and \( L_2 \) are mounted in a three-coil holder, and provision is made by means of Clix whereby the movable coils may be reversed. Reaction is obtained by coupling \( L_1 \) to \( L_2 \), the latter being the fixed coil in the...
Fig. 4.—Everything revealed to the light of day.
Fig. 5.—The circuit joined up to use all three valves.

three-coil holder; thus reversing the connections to \( L_1 \) has the effect of reversing the reaction. The coupling between the first and second valves is obtained by means of \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \), the latter being the right-hand movable coil. These coils may be coupled closely together, but greater selectivity will be obtainable by separating them to some extent. A reversal of \( L_3 \) may be desirable, and provision for this is made in the same way as for \( L_1 \).

Components and Cost

A list of the component parts required to build this receiver will be found below, together with the retail prices, and it will be seen that all parts used are of the best quality, and the constructor is therefore advised to adhere as closely as possible to the specification given. He may, however, use such parts as he may already possess, provided they are of unquestionable repute and in proper condition.

Notes on Components

The valve holders used are of a particularly good design, there being no possibility of damaging a valve by surface contact of its pins with metal parts of the socket, while capacity between the brass contact pieces is reduced to a minimum. The holders are mounted below the panel, the valve plugging into the usual four holes drilled in the panel. A drilling template is supplied with each holder to ensure accuracy of drilling.

If desired, any suitable wire type resistances may be employed, as these are now available for either

Fig. 6.—Simplified theoretical circuit.

Fig. 7.—The box.
Components.

Cabinet.
Panel, 9 in. by 16 in. by 1 in. (Paragon, Peter Curtis, Ltd.)
2 0.0005 variable condensers (K. Raymond, new type with knob and dial).

1 Three-coil holder (Goswell Engineering Co., Ltd.)
3 Lissenstat minor filament resistances (Lissen Ltd.)
2 "Polar," micrometer condensers (Radio Communication Co.).
1 "Utility" 2-pole, 2-way switch (knob type) (Wilkins and Wright.)
1 "Tangent" L.F. transformer (Gent and Co.).
3 H.T.C. valve holders, type C (H.T.C. Electrical Co.).
7 Clix, with insulator and locknut, (Autoveyors).
8 Clix, with locknut only (Autoveyors).
11 Terminals, 4 B.A. W.O. type, (K. Raymond).
14 ft. square wire.

Dubilier condensers: one 0.0001 μF.
one 0.0003 μF.
one 0.001 μF.
one 0.004 μF.

Screws, rubber leads, etc.

The panel, which is of ebonite, measures 9 in. by 16 in. by 1 in. thick, and should be of the best quality. Unless the ebonite is guaranteed free from leakage the glossy surface skin should in all cases be removed, as it is most detrimental to the results obtainable. This skin forms a semi-conducting layer, and will seriously impair the efficiency of the receiver if allowed to remain on the ebonite. Fig. 11 is a scale drawing, showing the lay-out of the parts on the panel, and all the necessary dimensions are given for drilling the required holes. It is desirable to have all the component parts at hand before drilling is commenced, in order to ensure all the holes being of the correct size. Do not use a pencil on the panel when marking out, as the graphite will form a series of leakage lines across the panel; use a sharp-pointed instrument, and mark out on the back of the panel, but do not become confused and mount up the parts the wrong way round! Make a small ring round each hole of the smallest size to be drilled, and when these are finished, proceed in the same way with the next size hole. Much time and confusion is saved, and there is less likelihood of a wrong size hole being drilled. Fig. 2 is a photograph of the panel, showing how the parts are arranged, which should clear up any points of difficulty which may arise.

Mounting the Parts.

When all the necessary holes have been drilled, the various parts may be secured in position on the panel. To facilitate working, mount up the smallest parts first, leaving such relatively heavy parts as variable condensers and low-frequency transformer until the last. In this way the panel does not become so awkward to handle.
In the earlier stages of construction, the positions of the fixed condensers may be seen in the photographs of the back of the panel.

When everything is in position, it is advisable to run over all nuts with a spanner and make certain that all are tight, as ebonite contracts slightly under pressure, and a nut which was previously quite tight may be found to have worked loose in a relatively short time.

**Wiring Up**

Before the actual process of wiring up is commenced, tin thoroughly all places, such as terminal shanks, to which wires are to be joined, as this will make the actual soldering a much easier task. The wire, which is of square section, should be bent to the correct shape to fit exactly between a given number of points, using as little solder as possible consistent with safety and a good joint. A detailed wiring diagram of the receiver is given in the drawing, Fig. 12, and the wiring, seen from several angles, is made clear in the large photographs of the back of the panel, Figs. 8 to 10.

**The Cabinet**

The cabinet is of a very simple design, and will be found easy to construct from the dimensioned...
Fig 11.—The engraving chart and drilling diagram. You will find it worth while to use the new panel transfers.

drawing given in Fig. 7. Those who prefer may purchase the cabinet ready made. The work is carried out in \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. finished mahogany, and two ledges are provided at the sides, to which the panel is secured by means of wood screws, the holes for which are seen in Fig. 11.

**Coils and Valves**

For broadcast reception, when using constant aerial tuning, the aerial coil \( L_1 \) may be a No. 50 for wavelengths up to 420 metres, above which a No. 75 may be tried. This is the left-hand movable coil in the three-coil holder, the fixed coil being \( L_3 \), and the right-hand moving coil \( L_2 \), \( L_1 \) may be a No. 75, while \( L_2 \) may be a No. 60 or 75. Any good make of valve may be used, and dull emitter valves will be found quite satisfactory. The writer found the following combination to give excellent results. Red Top Cossor for the high-
frequency amplifier, Ediswan AR for the rectifier, and a B.T.H. B4 for the motor magnifier. The constructor may have some valves already on hand, and no doubt these will be useful. Each valve should be tried in each socket, excepting in the case of valves designed for one special position, in order to ascertain which combination gives the best results.

Batteries

A high-tension voltage of about 80 volts should be used, tappings being taken from each of the three H.T. terminals to suitable points on the battery, the negative of which is connected to the terminal marked H.T. in Fig. 11. As indicated in the circuit diagram the third valve will require the full high-tension voltage to be applied to its anode, while the next, in decreasing order, will be the first, and then the second, valves, the actual voltage applied being found by trial. A 6-volt accumulator should be used, with bright emitter valves, while if those of the dull emitter type are to be exclusively employed, a 4-volt accumulator will suffice. A single dry-cell will probably be found quite well for grid bias, unless a B4 valve is used, in which case two or even 3 cells may be tried. In some cases no extra grid bias will be found necessary, in which case the terminal G.B. must be connected directly to L.T. —

Testing the Receiver

Owing to the ease with which the local station may be picked up, it is advisable to commence testing with constant aerial tuning. Connect the aerial and earth leads to A and E respectively, and join the flexible lead from A to X1. The Clix sockets X4, and X4, must be joined together by means of the link previously mentioned. It may be found more convenient when commencing testing, to join all three positive high-tension terminals together, and joining them, by a single lead, to the positive of the battery; also, the G.B.—terminal may be shortened to L.T. — in the initial stages of operation of the receiver.

Having connected up, the valves and coils should be inserted, the coils being as shown in the table. Join the telephones to the terminals marked TEL in Fig. 11 and turn on the filament of all three valves, making sure that the switch is over to the right. Tuning on the variable condenser should result in the local station being easily picked up at good strength.

Overview of the "All-Britain" Receiver

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Aerial Coil.</th>
<th>Anode Coil.</th>
<th>Sec. Coil.</th>
<th>A. Cond.</th>
<th>Sec. Cond.</th>
<th>2-Valve</th>
<th>3-Valve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radio Paris</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>Good Phone</td>
<td>Mod. L.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5XX</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>Good Phone</td>
<td>Mod. L.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5RD (C.A.T.)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Weak Phone</td>
<td>Aud. L.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5T</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Weak Phone</td>
<td>Mod. Phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5SC</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Weak Phone</td>
<td>Aud. on L.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5NO</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Good Phone</td>
<td>Aud. L.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6BM</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Good Phone</td>
<td>Aud. L.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2ZY</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Weak Phone</td>
<td>Weak L.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3WA</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Weak Phone</td>
<td>Weak L.S.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOOD RESULTS WITH A SIMPSON SET

To the Editor of Modern Wireless

SIR,—Just a line to say how much the construction articles by Mr. Herbert K. Simpson are appreciated. I started by building the Crystal Receiver, described in the March number of Modern Wireless, and by listening intently in a quiet room could follow speech quite clearly from Birmingham (35 miles away), using a 100 ft. aerial outdoors. Wanting the signals louder I added to the set the one-valve amplifier described in the same issue. This was a great improvement, and 2LO came in faintly. When your June issue came out and I read Mr. Simpson’s article, entitled "An Efficient Single-valve Receiver," I felt that I could get much better results with my one-valve. I therefore constructed that set, using a Marconi D.E.R. valve. Birmingham now comes in almost too loud on the 'phones, and I have received speech from all the British stations except Sheffield, Liverpool and Edinburgh—the lower wave-lengths. My longest distance is Aberdeen, 315 miles, and I have heard speech from there quite distinctly, and have verified that station by hearing the name given. I have got both music and speech from there quite distinctly, and have finished the tuning.

Constant Aerial Tuning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>Plymouth</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>20/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>Cardiff</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>34/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>40/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Manchester</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>62/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>Bournemouth</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>78/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>Paris, E.S.</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>80/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>Newcastle</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>80/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>Glasgow</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>80/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>115/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315</td>
<td>Aberdeen</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>50/75</td>
<td>48/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6MJ Leicester</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>50/75</td>
<td>60/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PARALLEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>Plymouth</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>20/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>Cardiff</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>34/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>40/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Manchester</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>62/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>Bournemouth</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>78/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>Paris, E.S.</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>80/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>Newcastle</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>80/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>Glasgow</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>80/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>115/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315</td>
<td>Aberdeen</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>50/75</td>
<td>48/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6MJ Leicester</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>50/75</td>
<td>60/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>Plymouth</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>20/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>Cardiff</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>34/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>40/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Manchester</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>62/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>Bournemouth</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>78/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>Paris, E.S.</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>80/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>Newcastle</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>80/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>Glasgow</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>80/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>35/75</td>
<td>115/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315</td>
<td>Aberdeen</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>50/75</td>
<td>48/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6MJ Leicester</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>50/75</td>
<td>60/125</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A Beauty Chorus

No doubt you spent long hours in rapt contemplation of the portraits of the Staff which appeared in last month's issue of MODERN WIRELESS. But did you realize that as you gazed upon the great and noble beauty you were beholding in one of the pictures the features of the Listener-in? I do not expect that you did, for quite between ourselves that photograph does not do me justice. I wish to make a point of this on account of the exceedingly rude remarks which it evoked from the assembled Staff when I bore it into the office one day in response to an urgent telephone request from Mr. Hercy Parris. If you will believe me I was told, just like that, (a) that it has been very skilfully touched up; (b) that my nose has been improved out of all recognition; (c) it made me look years younger than it had any right to do; (d) that I looked in fact quite a decent fellow in it. Naturally one met the majority of these demonstrations of jealousy merely with a lift of the eyebrows, with a well-bred shrug of the shoulders, or with a graceful wave of the hands. Still, when they had all finished, which did not occur for some time, I explained that I at any rate was not one of those who were perpetually running round to the photographer. When I was asked for a photograph I made a hasty search into the family chamber of horrors and could discover only four portraits of myself taken during the last few years. The first showed me helping my family to enjoy themselves by assisting in the construction of a castle on the sands. This, though the likeness was excelle it, seemed hardly suitable for inclusion in a gallery containing a staff of serious-minded experts (though with a few slight alterations it might have been made to represent me burying my earth!). The second I fear was quite hopeless. It was taken by an ex-friend during a short leave in the Great War. I had just returned to the deck of his sailing-boat after a refreshing plunge in the ocean when he snapped me garbed in a cap, khaki, field service, officer's, a cigarette and a fishing rod. The third, which showed me mounted upon my saddle and about to depart for a chase on a hunting morning, had neither a wireless nor an intellectual atmosphere and there was therefore nothing for it but the fourth. This I must tell you in confidence was a real studio portrait taken several years ago. In it the photographer had certainly done his best, and I was duly grateful to him. I do not think though that the outset which I have already reported was called for. It is strange to notice how jealousy can warp even the sunniest natures.

How to Distinguish

But you, reader, who are a person of taste, discrimination and refinement, will not have the slightest difficulty in identifying me at once. You will naturally select the most intellectual of the dials depicted: your eye will fall upon the luscious brow and the nobly shaped head which marks me out at once from all the rest. If Nature has bungled a little over the rest you will say in your kindly way, "Ah, well, we cannot have everything... It would be too much to expect a combination of such a brain and perfect beauty." That is just what you did say? I thank you very much. It is pleasant to come across kind words now and then, even if one has to write them oneself.

More Portraits

It occurred to me that if you were given merely the portraits of the official Staff and no more, a great gap would be left, for I am sure that you would wish to be able to visualise the features of what I may call the unofficial Staff who have done so much for the advancement of wireless in these pages. I refer of course to those great and noble fellows the members of the Little Puddleton wireless club. Is Professor Goop to be to you a name and nothing more? Are you never to know anything of the appearance of Puddleley? Would life be worth living if I were not to give you portraits of General Blood Thunderby and Admiral Whiskerton Cattle? "No!" I hear you answer. "No, a thousand times no!" and with this reply ringing in my brain I have taken immediate steps to remedy the omission in our last number.

Our Need

It is unfortunate that Little Puddleton possesses no photographer. We are a thoroughly go-ahead town in most respects, for we have seventeen wireless shops, and I believe that there is a grocer, a butcher and other necessary if unpicturesque people of that kind. But personal vanity has never been a local characteristic, and though many photographers have made an attempt none of them has even succeeded in flourishing among us. The Little Puddleton Gazette did at one time start a series of portraits of local celebrities, but as its printing plant is not very up-to-date there were of the smudgy order, which made the photograph appear as though it had been taken at long range in a London fog. In fact, I am not sure that the same block was not used for all of them. The matter was therefore rather difficult The only thing for it seemed to be to call in the services of an artist fellow to ply his pencil. Little Puddleton cannot boast one amongst its inhabitants, but in the neighbouring township of Bilgewater Magna dwells no less a person than Sempronius Vandyck Tittlesworth, whose flowing mane points to know anything of the appearance of Puddleley? Would life be worth living if I were not to give you portraits of General Blood Thunderby and Admiral Whiskerton Cattle?" "No!" I hear you answer. "No, a thousand times no!" and with this reply ringing in my brain I have taken immediate steps to remedy the omission in our last number.

Our Need

It is unfortunate that Little Puddleton possesses no photographer. We are a thoroughly go-ahead town in most respects, for we have seventeen wireless shops, and I believe that there is a grocer, a butcher and other necessary if unpicturesque people of that kind. But personal vanity has never been a local characteristic, and though many photographers have made an attempt none of them has even succeeded in flourishing among us. The Little Puddleton Gazette did at one time start a series of portraits of local celebrities, but as its printing plant is not very up-to-date there were of the smudgy order, which made the photograph appear as though it had been taken at long range in a London fog. In fact, I am not sure that the same block was not used for all of them. The matter was therefore rather difficult The only thing for it seemed to be to call in the services of an artist fellow to ply his pencil. Little Puddleton cannot boast one amongst its inhabitants, but in the neighbouring township of Bilgewater Magna dwells no less a person than Sempronius Vandyck Tittlesworth, whose flowing mane points out at once as no small potatoes in the great world of art. I know that Tittlesworth is a first-rate artist, for on the few occasions on which we have met he has told me so most emphatically. Only the other day he bore off against all comers a prize of £50. The prize, it was true, was given by one of our popular newspapers for supplying the last line of a limmick, but that is beside the point. If it proves any-
thing it proves that the really great
are always versatile.

Our Difficult Warrior
I suggested therefore to the mem-
bers of the club that we should hire
a charabanc and journey to Bilge-
water Magna in order that Tittles-
worth might immortalise them.
This proposal I regret to say met
with very poor response, everyone
pleading either modesty or a pre-
vious engagement. The only thing
for it was to invite Tittlesworth to
stay with me for a day or two and
to turn him loose into the streets of
Little Puddleton so that he might
catch our celebrities on the wing,
so to speak, and transfer his im-
pressions to paper. The process
was a little trying to myself, since I
had to harbour the artist and whilst
I wished to converse about wireless
and of sensible topics of that kind,
his only desire was to talk of
Tittlesworth and art. However,
by driving him forth as often as
possible in search of victims I man-
aged to survive. The results of his
labours are here for you to see.* I
can assure you that each is a life-
like portrait of the subject. The
only person who has so far seen
Tittlesworth's sketch of him is
General Blood Thunderby, who, in-
stead of being flattered, went off
into one of his nasty tantrums on
beholding it. The things that he
said produced an unparalleled out-
break of atmospherics in the neigh-
bourhood. He departed hot foot
for Bilgewater Magna in search of
Tittlesworth, but the artist having
had some experience of the effects
of portraiture upon the human
 temper had wisely decided to spend
his fees and his summer holiday in
Iceland, to whose distant shores he
had removed himself before the
General descended like a wolf on
the fold. I understand that a
barricade is to be erected in Dever-
oux Court on Wednesdays for the

next few weeks, that being the day
upon which cheap return tickets
are issued from Little Puddleton to
the Metropolis. If the General
should happen to get through or
under the barricade a loud-speaker
demonstration will no doubt take
place.†
You will I think agree that Little
Puddleton has produced in her sons
a wondrous company of noble types.
Gaze upon the noble brow of Pro-
fessor Goop. Observe how the
constant application of the tele-
phones has eradicated his once
flowing locks. Notice how his
trousers bag at the knees, a sure
sign of the true scientist, produced
in his case chiefly by grovelling
under the table to find a wanted
socket in the high-tension battery
with a wander plug. His shoulders
have the academic stoop and on his
forefingers and thumbs are con-
denser-corns. General Blood Thun-
derby's countenance shows you
that he has lived in Eastern climes,

sacrificing his liver for his country! You see that he is a man who will
never allow himself to be defeated
by any wireless fault, however ab-
struse. I have known him dis-
member entirely a five-valve set to
discover what was wrong with it,
and I have fled before his wrath
when he found that its dumbness
was due to his failure to connect
the aerial. But I will say no more of
the fine portraits which I present to
your delighted eyes. They speak
for themselves and will show you
just what the members of a go-
ahead wireless club ought to look
like.

Ambition
The kind of fellow I admire more
than I can tell you is the chappy
who wrote to a wireless paper not
long ago to ask them to give him
full particulars of the wavelengths
and call signs of the Australian
broadcasting stations. This was a
really kindly thought for that genial
and ingenious soul the radio-long-
bowist, who has been having rather
a rotten time of late. When the
reception of broadcasting from
across the Herring Pond first oc-
curred splendid fields were opened
to him, for he could always astonish
you by wonderfuil tales of what he
had accomplished in the chilly
small hours of the previous morning.
But then this kind of thing became
commonplace. Everybody did it.
Even the one-valve set was found
to be capable of picking up trans-
Atlantic items. As no one was bold
enough to claim to have heard
WGY on a crystal it seemed as
though all wireless men would have
to confine themselves willy-nilly to
the straight and narrow path of
strict truthfulness, which would
have been a thousand pities, for if
you cannot give your imagination a
loose rein at times all romance
vanishes. There was a sad period
depression when there were
practically no wonderful feats left
for the radioliar to report. Things
brightened up a little when Jugo-
Slavia and Czecho-Slovakia and
places like that began to broadcast,
for you can always arouse a little
enthusiasm by reporting that you
had received Kczw.spkskoff most
clearly on the previous evening. In
fact you could invent all sorts of
names that sounded like atmos-
pherics, and if your audience said
that they had never heard of these
stations you had only to glance
pityingly at them and say that they
were rather behind the times. But
now even this source of supply has
been cut off, for all European
stations have been tabulated, and
everybody is getting them. But
Australia! Surely this is a stroke
of genius, and new hope arises in our
breasts. I am wondering, who will
be the first man to report that he
has heard a concert from Melbourne
or Sydney. He will be a brave
fellow, and I think that a huge
statue of him should be erected to
form one of the aerial masts of
Bush House. I only wish I dared.

* "No, they are not."—Ed.
† That's why we are not taking risks.—Ed.
"My good man, we cannot print those."—Ed.
"Oh I"—CONTRIB.
"Why not?"—CONTRIB.
"The LISTENER-IN.
A Crystal Set.

By PERCY W. HARRIS.

An article in which the author describes a new receiver with which he has obtained louder signals than with any other crystal set.

A reader who prides himself on the turn of a phrase remarked recently that the chief charm of Wireless lies in its infinite variety. Of the making of sets there seems no end, and even the humble crystal receiver is capable of many variations. Those of us who spend a great deal of time in experimenting are naturally prone to modify our ideas from time to time as new facts come to light, or as new emphasis is thrown upon some aspect of the subject by the latest experiments. The new crystal receiver about to be described is really well worth making, even if you already have a crystal set, for it includes several new ideas and possibilities without any great complication.

Most experimenters are beginning to realise that there is no one set that will give first-class results on every aerial. So far as crystal receivers are concerned one man may find a variometer instrument suits his case, and another will swear by a condenser-tuned arrangement. As a receiving station must be considered as a whole, including aerial, earth and every part of the apparatus, accurate comparisons are difficult, so that the fact remains that sometimes a set seems to "match" an aerial in quite a remarkable way, whereas in other circumstances it might not work quite so well.

The chief virtue of the present crystal receiver is that it is capable of several different adjustments to suit different aerials. It can be used, for example, as an ordinary circuit crystal receiver in which the whole of the inductance is in the aerial circuit, shunted by a variable condenser across which the crystal and telephones are connected. If with a given aerial the whole of the inductance is too great for the wavelength it is desired to receive, a portion of it can be cut out, and either two-thirds or one-third of the whole inductance used. Furthermore, by an equally simple change we can arrange for the whole of the inductance to be in a closed circuit and only a portion of it (one-third or two-thirds, as is desired) in the aerial circuit, thus providing us with an aperiodic or semi-aperiodic coupling which in many circumstances proves highly efficient. The particular switching arrangement used also facilitates connecting the aerial directly to the earth—always an advantage when the set is left for some time. All recent experiments have indicated the importance of low-resistance and low capacity coils for reception.

In the present instance the coil is of low ohmic resistance and very low self-capacity, while compactness is achieved by winding the coil in three slots on the special Former which I first introduced to the wireless public in Wireless Weekly some months ago. The former is very simply made from two strips of ebonite 1 ¼ in. wide, 6 in. long by ½ in. thick. In the middle of each of these pieces is cut a ¼ in. slot for half of the width of the strip so that the two pieces can be fixed together at right angles, egg-box fashion.

After the strips have been cut and before they are joined together it is necessary to make three cuts at each end of each strip for a depth of 1 ½ in. These slots must be wide enough to admit of a single turn of No. 16 D.C.C. wire. (Do not try and substitute a finer wire for this, as much of the efficiency of the set depends on the use of this thick wire.) You will find that if you take two hack-saw blades side by side and grip them in the hack-saw frame that the double width slit now made will just take the wire. If it is not convenient to use two hack-saw blades together then you can...
make the slit wide by making two cuts very close to one another.

Winding the Coil
No. 16 D.C.C wire is best bought in a large hank and not wound on a small bobbin, as it is very thick and easily bent out of shape. There is quite a knack in using this thick wire for winding coils. The best way to proceed is to invoke the aid of an assistant who can take the coil in his hand and rotate it slowly, paying it out to you as you need it. With your assistant handy, take one end of the wire, pass it through one of the outer slots and give it a sharp bend at right angles to grip it in position.

Fig. 1.—The theoretical diagram.

Now rotate your coil and wind in 20 turns in the first slot. When the 20th turn is reached carry on in the second slot, and when you have wound a further 20 turns, pass on to the third slot, into which the last 20 turns is wound.

Fig. 2.—For longer waves.

All three coils are of course in series, wound in the same direction. At the end of the third set of 20 turns cut off the wire, leaving a few inches projecting and bent to the right to keep the coil in place.

Coil Tapping
You should not use any shellac or wax on this coil. Leave it quite dry. Now scrape a little of the cotton covering off the wire at the end of the first 20 turns and at the end of the second 20 turns. When the insulation is scraped away for about a \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. clean the wire and tin it with the soldering iron. Tin also the ends of the coil. Now set the coil aside while you proceed with the other work.

Components Required
So far I have not given you a list of components. Here they are:

- One box with lid as shown in the illustration, measuring 9 in. by 5\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. by 3 in. (interior).
- One ebonite panel for same 9 in. by 5\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. by \( \frac{1}{2} \) in.
- One variable condenser .0005 mfd. (Sterling square law is used here, but any good make will do).
- One good quality crystal detector with cat-whisker and crystal (that used is a pattern known as the "Kupee" made by Quality Products of Hyde).
- Four terminals.
- One socket for plug-in coil.
- One short-circuiting plug (Ediswan).
- Four terminals.
- Two switch arms.

The complete assembly with lid open.
Drilling chart for front of panel. The loading coil short circuiting plug is withdrawn and a No. 150 coil of any recognised make inserted in the socket when it is desired to receive 5XX.

Back of panel and wiring diagram, showing the connections of the coil. Notice that the upper and lower switch studs are in parallel. The moving plates of the condenser should be connected to earth.
The four wires indicated to the coil itself the stiffness of these wires will hold the coil in position. Notice that the coil is joined at each end and at points one-third and two-thirds from the beginning. Take particular care to see that connections are properly made as shown.

**How to Manipulate the Set**

When you have finished this work you will have a crystal receiver with several possible circuit arrangements. From examination of the simple diagrams and representations of the switch studs to be used, you will gather what can be done. You are recommended to try out every arrangement to see which is the best on your aerial. The set has been tried out by several members of the staff of Radio Press as well as myself, and different switch arrangements are found to suit different aerials.

If you make the set exactly as described with good quality components and with No. 16 gauge D.C.C. wire, you will most probably get better signals than any you have heard before with a crystal receiver. In my own case I get distinctly louder signals than I have been able to get with any other arrangement. Incidentally it is one of the few crystal receivers which will give very satisfactory results on 300 metres, for receiving which the arrangement No. 7 is recommended.

Let Us Know Your Results

All readers who satisfactorily construct this set are invited to report the results they obtain, and which of the several arrangements best suits their own conditions. When reporting it will be of value if readers will give particulars of the aerial used, (whether it is indoors or outdoors) and the exact distance from the nearest broadcasting station.

**THE FOUR-VALVE FAMILY SET.**

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.

E. MITTERSHEAD,

Erdington,

Birmingham.

[**Not reproducible.—**ED.]

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.

SIR,—May I congratulate you on the excellent 4-valve set explained in "Radio Press Envelope No. 2." It is just as described and gives all results claimed. I personally am delighted and enclose a snap of my finished set. May I add that I got Radiola first test made. Others would do well to copy this set.

Yours truly,

E. MITTERSHEAD.

Erdington,

Birmingham.

SIR,—In accordance with your request on page 12 of "How to Make and Use" the above set, I have much pleasure in informing you that I have recently constructed the set and am highly delighted with it, particularly in view of the fact that this is my first attempt at wireless constructional work.

The results so far obtained are truly remarkable, the volume being tremendous. I have had a 3-valve set since January, but the "Family" is very much superior. In fact reception on two valves is almost equal to that of the 3-valve set.

I have endeavoured as far as possible to strictly follow your instructions, the only alteration being that I mounted the components on to an ebonite panel which I have sunk into the cabinet, the dimensions of the latter being increased accordingly. I have also used "Eureka" transformers.

I consider that your instructions and drawings are so clear that anyone should be able to successfully construct the set.

Yours truly,

A. J. FARRA,

Wentworth Road,

York.
How Broadcasting Helps the Experimenter.

By A. R. BURROWS, Director of Programmes, British Broadcasting Company.

Many people are under the impression that broadcasting has placed many restrictions upon experimenting. In this article Mr. Burrows removes a number of doubts on this matter.

Do you find as an experimenter that broadcasting hinders you in your research? I ask this because we have been from time to time the recipients of complaints concerning the hours and length of our transmissions. Whatever may be your answer, I am certain that broadcasting will prove in the long run to have been the experimenter's greatest friend. My belief is based on two main facts.

Broadcasting has already popularised wireless science generally to an extent undreamt of even by those intimately associated with wireless development.

New Fields

Broadcasting has created many new problems for the experimenter. It is providing new fields for conquest, and in so doing is training many in a way which will prove helpful in after life.

Some, perhaps many, who are reading this may be looking for-ward to a wireless career. But do you find as an experimenter that broadcasting hinders you in your research? I ask this because we have been from time to time the recipients of complaints concerning the hours and length of our transmissions. Whatever may be your answer, I am certain that broadcasting will prove in the long run to have been the experimenter's greatest friend. My belief is based on two main facts.

Broadcasting has already popularised wireless science generally to an extent undreamt of even by those intimately associated with wireless development.

New Fields

Broadcasting has created many new problems for the experimenter. It is providing new fields for conquest, and in so doing is training many in a way which will prove helpful in after life.

Some, perhaps many, who are reading this may be looking forward to a wireless career. Has it occurred to you how much larger will be the field for your activities now that every other person has a wireless interest? How few persons, relatively speaking, have sent their messages to foreign countries by wireless, being ignorant and, therefore, suspicious of the claims made for wireless transmission. In future wireless will be a popular channel for communication. It will, therefore, provide employment for engineers and operators and inventive minds. That there is almost unlimited scope for research on the commercial side is instanced by the fact that whereas until recently the majority of wireless engineers were concentrating their energies upon the building of high-power stations, employing long and lofty aerials and ever-increasing wavelengths, there is now a growing interest in the possibilities of short wavelengths and low-power transmitters, used in conjunction with reflectors. If the new practice justifies itself, then it would appear that Senator Marconi was at no time nearer success than in his very earliest days when he employed metal reflectors behind his transmitting and collecting surfaces.

Outstanding Problems

I think you will agree that broadcasting has stirred up a very useful interest in wireless generally. What, then, are the problems requiring solution? Let us take those which broadcasting has emphasised.

Standing high above all others is the question of interference—interference between the broadcasting stations themselves, and the interference with the broadcast programmes by spark stations and harmonics from continuous-wave stations.

Could one wish for greater scope for experiment than the elimination of this trouble? It covers aerials, tuners, the design of valve detectors, amplifiers and what not.

Aerial Design

Do not think for one moment that the last word has been said on aerial design. There are many aerials in use today which, although theoretically non-directional in character, are giving most marked directional effects. It is not many years ago that a high aerial and good earth were regarded as absolutely essential for receiving purposes, when, to the astonishment of nearly everyone, it was found that, provided an amplifying instrument was employed to compensate for the weakness of the received signals, there was no absolute necessity for high aerials and good earths, but that excellent reception could be obtained by means of a few turns of wire around a wooden frame, provided that the edge of the frame was turned in the direction of the oncoming signals. This discovery was followed, as one would naturally expect, by all sorts of experiments to ascertain how small a frame might be employed.

Early Broadcasting

I remember well the excellent results obtained in London when listening to the Chelmsford high-power station of 1920 with a frame aerial which could be secreted in the back of one's coat. The amplifier, however, was one of seven valves, and, despite the fact that it was fitted in a small suit-case, was really outside the limit of portability. Today, of course, there are several designs of really portable sets which would, give good signals with such an aerial.
The directional properties of the frame aerial led to all sorts of other important developments, notably the construction of direction-finding stations for navigational and warlike purposes. The heavy curtain which has been drawn about the part played by wireless in the Great War may never be fully lifted, but we do know, on the authority of Admiral Sir Henry Jackson, who was then Admiral of the Fleet, that the observations made with wireless direction-finding stations, by Capt. Round and a body of highly-skilled assistants, were indirectly responsible for the Battle of Jutland—an event which had been sought by our Fleet for nearly two years.

Frame Aerial Limitations

Whilst the frame aerial has many uses, it also has limitations. It is valueless, for instance, for cutting out interference when the interfering station lies, say, in a westerly direction and the station which it is desired to receive is in an easterly direction. The frame aerial, therefore, gives little assistance to an experimenter at Eastbourne who wants to receive Bournemouth and cut out Boulogne.

This form of aerial, however, proved to be a stepping stone to something still richer in possibilities, an aerial which is highly sensitive to signals coming in one direction but almost insensitive to those coming in the diametrically opposite direction. It is actually a combination of a frame aerial with a vertical aerial, and has what are described diagrammatically as “heart-shaped characteristics.” These aerials are being constructed for commercial purposes, but so far have played only a small part in the work of the amateur experimenter.

The point I would drive home in this connection is that even this latter aerial is by no means the last word, and there is a most useful field for research not only along “highly directional” lines, but in the simplification of these, at present, somewhat complex devices, so as to bring them within the requirements of the man in the street. The establishment of broadcasting stations at almost all points of the compass within these islands cannot be otherwise than of assistance to the experimenter who cares to concentrate upon aerial problems.

Then we come to tuning processes, and particularly to the tuning which is possible between the several valves used in a receiving circuit. It is well known that intervalve transformers can be constructed so as to be particularly efficient on a specific wavelength. What fascinating work is offered to the experimenter who concentrates on “the Himalayas of the transformer world”! What useful assistance is given by the many broadcasting stations operating in the 300-500 metres wave band!

Time Signals

How fine a field, too, our broadcast time signals open up for research in wireless control. To what number of persons has it occurred that a device might be constructed which, responding only to the six squeaks from Greenwich, will operate all sorts of mechanism? Is it too much to anticipate the day when some ingenious experimenter in this country will come forward with a “calling device” which will secure wirelessly a prompt “turnout” by everyone to whom...
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early rising is essential? In that
day the B.B.C. will undoubtedly
be willing to play its part and com-
mence its programme with the cock
crow. Don’t run away with the
idea that thousands of pounds are
required for the production of
models. It is astonishing what can
be done with a metal-cutting fret-
saw, a few files, a soldering iron
and the infinite capacity for taking
pains which is said to constitute
genius.

True Experimenter’s Work
The true work of the experim-enter, as I see it, is to welcome
difficulties with a view to mastering
them. He should not moan be-
difficulties with a view to mastering
menter, as I see it, is to welcome

Useful Hints
Useful hints could also be given
in the regular broadcast bul-
etins from the Radio Society of
Great Britain and the Radio Asso-
ciation. Is it too much to suggest
that valuable data can be collected
by the experimenters of Great
Britain in connection with the
shortwave developments now at-
tracting so great attention? If I
remember rightly the American
Radio League collected some most
interesting and surprising informa-
tion about three years ago upon
the behaviour of short waves at
certain times of the day and in
certain directions across the Ameri-
can continent.

So far the views of a
broadcaster on the increased scope
given by broadcasting to the
experimenter. Let me now come
to a matter which more nearly
concerns the broadcast programmes.

Lessons in Morse
From time to time we have been
asked to arrange for the broad-
casting of lessons in Morse. So far
nothing worth mentioning has been
done in this direction, not because
we are opposed to the idea, but for
the reason that we are not satisfied
that a method of teaching has yet
been submitted which will justify
the time set apart to it. We have
to keep in mind the fact that Morse
practice from the broadcasting
stations in regular programme hours
would have but a very limited
appeal, and that for each ten
persons interested annoyance would
probably be given to one thousand
others. There is also the difficulty
that Morse transmission at ten
words per minute would be value-
less to beginners, and irritating for
those who pride themselves on a
good average of eighteen.

Emergency Possibilities
A training in Morse is useful if
only as a new exercise for the brain.
It may even be of national value
in time of emergency, so that there
are good grounds for considering
regular transmissions in Morse
characters provided they can be
arranged so as not to interfere
with present programmes. The
question then arises, when and for
what period? Here the views of
the readers of Modern Wireless
will be welcomed. Only, when
addressing them to your Editor, do
try to visualise the position of fellow
experimenters—who may not leave
business until 7 p.m.—and of those
to whom music alone hath charms.
Tri-coil Circuits

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
Editor of "Wireless Weekly" and of "Modern Wireless."

This article describes a method of coupling likely to prove highly popular. The name "tri-coil" has been given to a method of coupling which I have employed with great success in a great variety of circuits.

The arrangement to be described is applicable to so many different classes of circuits that it is not possible to use the name for any particular circuit, but rather for a system of coupling.

The method is really a combination of other well-known arrangements, but possesses many advantages over the more common anode coupling.

An examination of the advantages of the tri-coil system, given on this page, will indicate that the system has very distinctive features which will tend to popularise it amongst all classes of valve users.

A Popular Circuit

Probably the most popular coupling method in use today is the S.T. 34 circuit shown in Fig. 1. This circuit, in spite of its general effectiveness, is going to meet a serious rival in the tri-coil circuit for a number of reasons. In the first place, the S.T.34 does not lend itself to reflex circuits with the same success. The S.T. 75 circuit seems to have met with a rather mixed reception. Those using loudspeakers are generally very pleased, but those using 'phones experience the troubles pointed out when the original article dealing with this circuit was written. Consequently, the Fig 1 method of coupling has distinct limitations as regards its adaptability to reflex methods.

Another trouble is that because designed the first valve will tend to oscillate even when no reaction is applied to the anode inductance L3 by means of a coil L2. This, of course, is due to the inherent coupling between the circuits L1, C1 and L2, C2. If the second valve is switched off, the first valve will frequently oscillate of its own accord, due to this inherent coupling. If the first valve is switched off and the coupling between L1 and L2 is sufficiently tight, the second valve will oscillate, the reason, of course, being that the circuit L1, C2 is not only the anode circuit of the first valve, but also the grid circuit of the second. It is therefore sometimes difficult, when the whole circuit is oscillating, to tell which valve is causing the trouble. If, when the set is heterodyning an incoming signal, a slight adjustment of C1 immediately makes a big difference in the beat note, then the first valve is oscillating. If the beat note is only slightly changed, then it is the second valve that is causing the trouble. It must not be imagined that because self-oscillation is produced only when the reaction coil L3 is brought closer to L2, it is therefore the second valve that is oscillating. In many cases, introducing reaction to the anode circuit of the first valve will cause that valve to oscillate.

Since a tendency of the second valve to oscillate is entirely controlled by the reaction coupling between L3 and L2, it is frequently unusual to introduce damping into the aerial circuit so as to be absolutely certain that the trouble is not being caused by the first valve. This is usually done by connecting the bottom of the aerial circuit, not to the negative terminal of the filament accumulator, but to the positive side.

This, of course, involves considerable losses, and in many cases it means that practically no reaction effect is being applied to the aerial circuit where it is really of very great value.

Damping

In many S.T. 34 circuits, as constructed, the whole of the reaction is communicated to the tuned anode circuit, and although there is always a certain amount of inherent reaction between the tuned anode circuit and the grid circuit of the first valve, yet, owing to the chance of complication due to one or other of the valves oscillating, and one valve acting on the other, many experimenters "tie down" the first valve by introducing heavy damping into the grid circuit, which, of course, includes the aerial circuit.

Regarding the Fig. 1 circuit, we must remember that, while it is desirable to introduce the maximum reaction into the L1, C1 tuned anode circuit, yet there is no real necessity for this reaction to be introduced from the anode circuit of the second valve. If it comes from the first valve, just as good results will be obtained, but if we dispense with L3, and couple L1 to L2, although a good circuit is obtained, yet, due to troubles from capacity coupling, the circuit tends to be unstable and somewhat erratic to operate.

Another point in connection with the Fig. 1 circuit is that we are dealing with the tendency of two separate valves to oscillate.
alteration of the adjustments of one valve will affect the tendency of the other to oscillate, and this effect is always noticed unless very heavy damping is introduced into the grid circuit of the first valve. If, when operating the Fig. 1 circuit, we couple \( L_1 \) as closely as possible to \( L_2 \) without producing self-oscillation, and then reduce the filament current of the first valve, the chances are that the second valve will immediately proceed to oscillate.

Another trouble is that it is impossible to alter the voltages of the second valve without modifying the reaction effect. An increase of voltage across the filament, for example, while it may be desirable from the point of view of the rectifying action of the valve, will alter the reaction effect obtained in the receiver. In the case of a tri-coil circuit, however, the detector valve may be adjusted to its best operating condition without regard to the effect of these alterations on other parts of the circuit.

Another advantage which the tri-coil method is that it is possible to get very high selectivity, the degree of this selectivity being, at the same time, variable. It is also possible in the tri-coil circuit to vary the signal strength within very wide limits without altering filament adjustments or detuning.

**General Theory**

I propose to give in this article some of the circuits which particularly lend themselves to the employment of the tri-coil system, and I have also suggested circuits to some of the constructional authors on the Radio Press staff; their sets are described elsewhere in this issue.

Before giving the actual circuits, however, it would be as well to give some general idea of the operation of the tri-coil system. As its name implies, three coils are used, and these three coils are coupled together.

Fig. 5 shows the simplest tri-coil circuit, in which one stage of high-frequency amplification is followed by detection. This circuit is undoubtedly the best one to try when first carrying out experiments. The Fig. 9 circuit is similar to Fig. 5, but has an additional valve acting as a low-frequency amplifier.

In Fig. 5 it will be seen that there is an aerial and grid coil \( L_1 \) in the grid circuit of the valve. This valve acts as a high-frequency amplifier, and the amplified currents pass through the untuned anode coil \( L_2 \). This coil is coupled to a coil \( L_3 \), which is shunted by a variable condenser \( C_2 \). The circuit \( L_3 \), \( C_3 \) is the grid circuit of the second valve which acts purely and simply as a detector, the usual grid condenser and leak being provided. The telephones are shunted by a 0.002 fixed condenser, although this condenser makes little difference. The use of a condenser will generally be found to lessen the tendency to self-oscillation.

The coils \( L_1 \), \( L_2 \), and \( L_3 \) may be mounted in a coil holder, as shown in Fig. 6. In order to be sure that the reaction effect is the right way round on the aerial circuit, the leads going to \( L_1 \) may be made reversible,
the simplest tri-coil circuit.

The operation of the circuit is really very simple; the valve V₁ acts as a high-frequency amplifier, and the amplified oscillations in L₂ are induced into the circuit L₁, C₂, grid circuit of the valve V₂. When L₁ is kept well away from L₂ there will be very little reaction applied to the aerial circuit. If a reaction effect is still obtained, it may be nullified by reversing the leads to L₁. When the coil L₁ is tightly coupled to L₂, the maximum amplification will usually be obtained, whereas when L₁ is loosely coupled to L₂, the transfer of energy is less, so that the potentials communicated to the grid of the second valve are smaller, and weaker signals will be obtained. A closer examination of what happens is necessary if the proper operation of the circuit is to be understood.

Detailed Theory of Operation of Tri-Coil Circuits

Fig. 3 will assist considerably in explaining the effect of the tri-coil circuit. A valve V is so arranged that an aperiodic anode inductance L₁, is coupled to a grid coil L₃ shunted by a variable condenser C₁. The coupling is such that a reaction effect is obtained. If the valve V is adjusted to produce a reaction effect without oscillating, the bringing up of the circuit L₁, C₃ close to the apparatus will result in some of the reaction effect being communicated to the circuit L₁, C₂. The circuit L₁, C₃, due to its coupling with the rest of the apparatus, will absorb, as it were, some of the reaction effect and the damping of the circuit L₁, C₂ will be reduced.

Apart from the fact that the valve V is now reducing the damping of the circuit L₁, C₂, we also have the interesting effect of this circuit on the valve circuits. If the coil L₃ is coupled to L₁, it may well be that the absorption of reaction effects by the circuit L₁, C₂ may reduce the reaction effect produced by the valve, and if the valve were oscillating, it is quite possible that the coupling of L₃ to L₁ would stop the valve oscillating, provided, of course, the circuit L₁, C₂ is tuned to the same wavelength as L₁, C₃. This effect is often obtained in loose-coupled circuits in which reaction is employed.

If, however, the coupling between L₁ and L₂ is loose and L₃ is coupled closely to L₄, then when the circuit L₁, C₃ is tuned to the same wavelength as the circuit L₁, C₂, the reaction effect produced by the valve will increase and the valve will quite probably oscillate.

This effect may be better explained, perhaps, by reference to Fig. 4, which shows a single valve high-frequency amplifier working on the tri-coil principle. The arrowheads on the right go to a detector, which may be a crystal detector and telephones or a detector valve. The aerial coil L₁ is coupled to L₂, and L₃ is coupled to L₄, the three coils being arranged in a three-coil holder. If L₃ is kept right away from L₄, and L₁ is coupled to L₂, then there will be practically no reaction on the aerial and grid circuits. Such conditions are those illustrated in Fig. 8, which shows a practical two-valve circuit using the tri-coil arrangement, but with the aerial coil well away from the other two. If there is an aperiodic coil in the anode circuit of a valve and a tuned grid circuit, and these coils are separated, there will be neither magnetic coupling between the two circuits, nor capacity coupling. The capacity coupling effect is not noticeable unless the anode circuit is tuned, or virtually tuned, to the same wavelength as the grid circuit, and if this happens, a reaction effect and possibly self-oscillation will result, even though the coils in the grid and anode circuits are well separated.
Fig. 8.—A practical two-valve tri-coil circuit.

Now in the Fig. 8 arrangement conditions existing in the circuit will depend not only on the coupling or absence of coupling between $L_1$ and $L_2$, but also on the coupling between $L_2$ and $L_n$. There is no magnetic reaction, but if $L_1$ is brought close up to $L_n$, the anode circuit will begin to act like a tuned anode circuit, even though the coil $L_1$ is aperiodic. In other words, the coil $L_1$ and the circuit $L_2, C_2$ act together like a single circuit included in the anode circuit of the valve. The closer the coupling the more does this combined circuit resemble Fig. 5, but has an additional note magnifier.

Since a tight coupling between $L_1$ and $L_2$ turns the anode circuit of the first valve into what is virtually a tuned anode circuit, the arrangement will tend to have the same instability as a tuned anode circuit, i.e., when the circuit $L_1, C_1$ is tuned to the same wavelength as the grid and aerial circuits, the first valve will tend to oscillate, due to capacity coupling in the valve and between the coils, even though the grid coil of the first valve and the anode coil of the first valve are well separated. This tendency for effect, the damping of the circuit $L_n, C_1$ will be decreased and there will be a corresponding increase in signal strength and selectivity. It is therefore important to remember that tightening the coupling between $L_1$ and $L_2$, and the proper tuning of $L_1, C_1$ will increase the reaction effect produced by the first valve. If self-oscillation occurs it may be at once stopped by loosening the coupling between $L_1$ and $L_n$.

Reverting to Fig. 5, it will be seen that almost any effect desired can be obtained by means of the tri-coil method used. For example, when first connecting up the set the coil $L_1$ should be kept right away from $L_n$ and $L_2$, brought close up to $L_n$. This arrangement does not introduce quite sufficient reaction into the aerial circuit, $L_1$ may be brought slightly closer to $L_2$, the condensers $C_1$ and $C_2$ being retuned, of course.

If it is desired to weaken the signal strength, the coil $L_1$ may be withdrawn from $L_n$. The degree of reaction introduced into the circuit $L_1, C_1$ will depend upon the coupling between $L_1$, and $C_1, C_2$; the coupling between $L_1$, and $L_2$, of course, must not be made so loose that signal strength suffers seriously; if the valve is too near self-oscillation point, it is much better to keep $L_1$ right away from $L_n$, and if there is still too great a tendency, $L_2$ may be moved a little further away from $L_n$. If there is still too much tendency towards self-oscillation, the emergency remedy, of course, is to loosen the coupling still further between $L_1$ and $L_2$. If, however, this reduces signal strength too much, even after retuning on the condensers, the leads to the coil $L_1$ may be reversed, and, of course, in extremely exceptional cases, $L_1$ might be brought a little closer to
L₂, so that a reverse reaction effect is fully developed.

The size of the three coils is rather important, especially the size of the anode coil L₂.

The size of the aerial coil, of course, depends upon the size of aerial, the method of tuning the aerial circuit, and the station to be received. When constant aerial tuning is employed, as in Fig. 5 and Fig. 9, a fixed condenser of 0.0001 µF is connected in the aerial lead, and the 300 metre to 500 metre broadcast waveband may be covered with a No. 50 plug-in coil shunted by a 0.0005 µF variable condenser. If constant aerial tuning is not employed and a parallel tuning condenser is used, the coil will be smaller and may be, say, a No. 35. Similarly, a different size will be required if a series tuning condenser is employed. For the broadcast waveband from 300 to 500 metres the coil L₃ may be a No. 75 plug-in coil, while for the same waveband the coil L₁ may be a No. 50 shunted by a 0.0005 µF variable condenser. A No. 75 coil may be used provided a variable condenser of very low minimum is used, and if the minimum is low enough, a 0.0003 µF variable condenser will be sufficient to cover the 300 to 500 metre waveband.

The Fig. 9 circuit is similar to that employed in the "All Britain" tri-coil receiver, constructional details of which are given in this issue. I have myself obtained excellent results with this particular receiver, which may be strongly recommended.

The main point in connection with the choice of the middle coil is to remember that if this coil is too large it may tend to resonate to the same wavelength as the incoming signals, with the result that the valve will be unstable. If the coil is too small there will be no trouble in this direction, but on the other hand the coupling between the anode circuit and the grid circuit of the second valve will be too loose to obtain the full development of signal strength. An examination of Mr. Harris's article on a modification of the Grebe circuit, which appeared in Modern Wireless of March, 1924, will be of interest to those reading the present article. The arrangements described in that article provided no method of introducing any deliberate reaction into either the aerial circuit or the inter-valve coupling circuit.

Fig. 10 is a pictorial form of the Fig. 9 circuit and is reproduced for the benefit of those to whom circuit diagrams are still a problem.

A Single-Valve Reflex Circuit

Figs. 11 and 12 are circuits of a single-valve reflex receiver which I have developed, and which possesses very great stability while enabling a perfect control of reaction to be obtained. It will be seen that the tri-coil system is used and is combined with a dual amplification arrangement. Here again reaction is introduced into the tertiary circuit L₃ C₂ by coupling L₃ to L₂. The method of feeding the low-frequency currents into the grid circuit, which I have adopted as standard for all reflex circuits, is

Fig. 11.—An interesting tri-coil reflex circuit.

Fig. 12.—Pictorial representation of fig. 11.

Fig. 13.—The S.T. 100 circuit modified by the adoption of the tri-coil method.
embodied, and greatly helps towards stability. I have asked Mr. Percy W. Harris to describe to readers the construction of a set using this circuit, and the user of a single valve will find that excellent results are obtainable. In this receiver, as in the case of the other tri-coil circuit, it is desirable to be able to reverse the leads going to both \( L_1 \) and \( L_3 \). When first working such a circuit it is desirable to keep \( L_1 \) away from the other two coils, which, however, should be brought close together. This rule, again, applies to all tri-coil circuits.

A Tri-Coil S.T. 100 Circuit

A tri-coil circuit using principles embodied in the S.T. 100 is given in Fig. 13, while a pictorial form of the circuit is given in Fig. 14. This arrangement is similar to Fig. 11, with an additional stage of low-frequency amplification added. This circuit, while giving excellent power, is more stable than the S.T. 100, owing to the entire separation of the two transformers. It is important in this circuit, as well as the Fig. 11 arrangement, to see that the primary winding of the transformer in the aerial circuit is connected the right way round. The secondary will always have the O.S. terminal nearest the grid, and this also applies to the second transformer in Fig. 13. It will also be usual to have the I.P. terminal next to one side of the crystal detector, although both ways should be tried. It is important to remember that whenever either of the outside coils is moved the variable condensers \( C_1 \) and \( C_4 \) should be retuned. The condenser shunted across the secondary of the iron-core transformer in the aerial circuit may have a capacity of 0.001 \( \mu \)F.

In Fig. 13 the condenser across the loud-speaker may have a value of 0.002 \( \mu \)F or 0.004 \( \mu \)F. Some loudspeakers require no condenser whatever across them; this again is a matter for trial. If telephones are used in the Fig. 13 circuit there is no need to have a condenser across them, but a condenser is necessary in Fig. 11 across the phones, because it acts as a bypass for the high-frequency currents. Its value, in this case, is 0.002 \( \mu \)F.

A Two-Valve Reflex Using a Valve Detector

A two-valve reflex circuit is given in Fig. 15, and, as will be seen, the tri-coil principle is employed here and the same rules and values
Fig. 17.—The addition of an extra stage of audio frequency amplification to Fig. 15.

apply. The second valve now acts purely as a detector, the low-frequency currents being fed back into the grid circuit of the first valve, in the anode circuit of which, a loud-speaker or ‘phones are connected. Whichever is employed, a condenser of 0.002 µF should be connected, while for some loud-speakers a 0.004 µF will give purer reproduction. In this figure the anode voltage of the second valve may be made very much lower, and this will usually increase the stability of the circuit. The lower anode voltage is obtained by tapping off the high-tension battery B2. I have tried one or two sets made up using this circuit, and they have given excellent results, although in one case a little trouble was experienced, due to buzzing. In this circuit a little grid bias will be often helpful in the grid circuit of the first valve, and the same remark applies to both valves in Fig. 13, and may be applied also to Fig. 11.

Fig. 16 is the pictorial form of Fig. 15. Fig. 17 is the Fig. 15 arrangement with an extra stage of low-frequency amplification. This three-valve dual circuit possesses many merits.

Fig. 18.—A transformless reflex.

Fig. 19.—An additional valve to Fig. 18 circuit.

Fig. 19 is similar to Fig. 18, but this time an additional low-frequency valve has been added and a resistance Rn, of similar value to Rb, is connected in the anode circuit of the second valve, while the same sizes of grid condenser and leak are used in the case of the third as in the case of the second.

A Single-Valve Transformerless Reflex Circuit

For the benefit of those who desire a single-valve reflex circuit using the tri-coil principle without the use of an iron-core step-up transformer, Fig. 20 is given, and it will be seen that the rectified currents from the crystal detector are applied to the grid circuit of the valve. The condenser C1 has a value
September, 1924

Fig. 20.—A single-valve transformerless reflex.

of 0.0003 μF. Fig. 21 is the pictorial representation of the Fig. 20 circuit.

In Figs. 18, 19 and 20 the earth connection may be made to the

first issue of MODERN WIRELESS. As stated at the beginning of this article, the method of coupling is really a combination of well-known

Point X as an alternative to the position shown in these drawings.

Conclusion

From an extensive experience both with laboratory layout and with finished receivers, using this principle, I can confidently recommend the use of tri-coil coupling, and we shall be extremely interested to obtain reports of results obtained by readers with any of these circuits.

We always make a policy of differentiating between circuits of experimental interest and those of real practical proved value to the home constructor. The publication of the results obtained with sets made in accordance with some of these circuits is sufficient evidence of their value.

The circuits, of course, are very different from the double reaction circuits which I produced over 12 months ago and described in the arrangements, and yet possesses a large number of distinctive merits of its own.

From Our Readers.

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.

SIR.—Being a reader of your excellent magazine, it will interest you to hear that I have made up my receiver according to the circuit given by Mr. Stanley G. Rattee, in your June issue, and am pleased to tell you that the results are indeed fine.

Everybody has congratulated me on the fine tone and clearness of reception.

With an indoor aerial I can hear Berlin clearly, though the reaction adjustment is of course critical.

We have now two broadcast stations in Stockholm, one which uses a power of 200 watts, and the other 500 watts.

Best wishes for further success from a Swedish friend. Yours truly,

C. H. Lindblad.

Stockholm.

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.

SIR,—I enclose two photographs of a recently completed receiving set which embodies your S.T.100 circuit. It is in a convenient form and may be of interest.

An anti-capacity switch is provided so that either one or both valves may be used. Between the filament rheostats another high resistance rheostat of the pull-out type serves the purpose of a gradual switch for filaments—very useful when leaving the set to unexperienced hands. The three terminals below knob of this rheostat in centre are for grid bias connections. Results with this set, using D.E. valves (B.T.H. B5

Mr. Legat's set.

and Mullard D.F.A.2) are very pleasing indeed. Using the first valve only, all B.B.C. stations can be obtained at fair strength on 'phones, even under summer conditions and using a single wire aerial not more than 23 ft. in height.

Wishing continued success to MODERN WIRELESS. Yours truly,

E. S. LEGAT.

Birmingham.
Radio Recollections

By STANLEY G. RATTEE, Member I.R.E., Staff Editor.

A typical Chinese pagoda. A somewhat similar erection may be seen at Kew Gardens, London.

Observing the placid manner in which the average man accepts wireless telephony as one of the commonplace facts of life, one cannot but remark that the difficulties and fascination which wireless afforded the early experimenter have become eclipsed by the ease with which the modern valve enables long-distance reception to be effected.

In the early days of wireless not only were difficulties experienced in the amateur world, difficulties which to-day are easily overcome, but even the professional engineer and operator had more than he could wish for, in spite of the resources at his command. It will, however, be admitted by those to whom wireless is no new study that the ladder they have climbed has been made less steep by the fascination which lured them on.

One of the very earliest transmissions of music by wireless was carried out during the year 1910, the means of transmission being, not continuous waves, but the musical spark transmitter. It is, indeed, not unlikely that many who read these lines will remember with what doubts of their own hearing and sanity they first listened to strains of the "Marseillaise" coming among the buzzings of Morse. What is it? Can it be a dream? No; there it is again!

Some few weeks after hearing this phantom musician I learned that the apparent music was merely the operator of the Prince of Monaco's private yacht L'Hirondelle altering the adjustments of his transmitter so as to vary the note of his spark in such a way that he was able to imitate a tune on a tin-whistle. Thus ended the mystery!

Some twelve months later another similarly uncanny experience was hearing a human voice from across the sea. It must be remembered that at that time the only sounds to be heard in a wireless receiver were dots and dashes of Morse code and, by way of a change, atmospherics. Incidentally both of these joyful sounds are still with us!

Listening one night at a very late hour to the various ships working outside New York, I was suddenly startled to no small extent by hearing in the telephones, "Hullo! Hullo!" and then silence. Thinking that some trick was being played, a careful search was made for local practical jokers, but without result. Hoping against hope, the telephones were replaced, when surely enough "Hullo! Hullo!" was again repeated. Subsequent enquiries elicited the information that engineers at one of the stations belonging to an American newspaper were experimenting in wireless telephony.

Thirty-Mile Transmission

A contribution in a recent issue of Wireless Weekly dealing with wireless recording recalls to mind an achievement which, although by present-day's standards an insignificant one, was at the time a source of pride. The coherer was being used as a detector and signals were recorded upon tape, the transmitter being a 10-inch spark coil connected between the aerial and...
An article which takes us back to the time when the word "wireless" was not synonymous with broadcasting.

A view in the Botanical Gardens, Hong Kong.

earth. After many trials and with much patience we actually established two-way communication with Gibraltar at 30 miles!

It is not suggested that this distance was in any way a record, even at that time, but it appeared nevertheless a world-shaking achievement, and, looking back, its gain called for more patience, more adjusting, and more anxiety than did a transmission of one hundred times the distance some five years later.

A Lightning Story

During these last months we have both read and heard many stories about amateur stations being struck by lightning. In view of these, the following details of how a tropical thunderstorm treated a naval station may prove interesting reading. The incident in question took place in the Crown Colony of Hong Kong, which, as the Wembley visitor knows, is not far removed from the Tropics. The station referred to was one built for the Admiralty at a point called Cap D’Aguilar, on an open site free from trees or houses. It was, in fact, just one of those desolate spots far enough removed from civilisation to please even the most fastidious engineer who, after building the station, does not live there!

During an evening when there were few atmospherics there came a flash of lightning which made its way to earth via the aerial. Nothing preceded it; nothing gave warning but a loud explosion announced its arrival.

The point from whence the report seemed to emanate was the "safety spark-gap," and a subsequent inspection of this showed it to be completely burned out.

The station, which was put into darkness so far as the lighting system was concerned, conveyed the impression of being a giant Neon tube glowing with a ghostly pink-blue light. This, coupled with the fact that the report had rendered everyone temporarily stone-deaf, created an altogether uncomfortable atmosphere.

A daylight inspection revealed that the aerial had completely gone; the spreaders lay on the ground, split and broken, whilst attached to them were the smallest particles of insulator which could be recognised.

Though the masts appeared to have suffered no damage, being of steel, the station building was cracked across the roof, whilst a concrete footpath leading to the station, parallel and directly below the aerial position, showed a hole some inches deep and wide.

The receiving apparatus, strangely enough, was not seriously damaged, although the transmitting plant and land line communications were sadly in want of repair.

An Earthquake Experience

At this station, too, I had my first experience of an earthquake. At the time the air became oppressive and stifling, causing a pronounced giddiness in the head. Following this the earth shook beneath our feet. The station
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Showing the manner in which the tall steel masts are built up section upon section.

The motor-generator and rotary spark gap for a Marconi 25 kw. transmitter. Such apparatus as this was used at the stations mentioned in this article.
building creaked, but stood the strain, while the land-line instruments within began tapping of their own accord.

Outside the station were two large water tanks used for circulating water through the Gardner engines; on the tops of these tanks were thin sheet-tin lids to keep out dust and insects. When the quake began the lids rattled in a way resembling stage thunder, when of a sudden they fell to the ground! The noise produced was responsible for an immediate realisation of the state of affairs.

Perhaps the most peculiar observation, during the quake, which lasted some few minutes only, was the extraordinary condition obtaining so far as wireless reception was concerned. Nothing resembling an atmospheric was audible, but stations well over a thousand miles away, which in normal times were inaudible, could be received at good strength and read without effort. Small-powered stations, such as those existing round the coast of Japan and the Federated Malay States, could be heard at good strength upon a carborundum crystal receiver, the apparatus in use at the time.

The Cap d’Aguilar station which was struck by lightning.

found. After satisfying their wants, the pirates (such these passengers were) set fire to the vessel and jumped over the side into waiting sampans, making their escape.

With the pirates gone, the captain of the ship managed to run his vessel ashore, whereupon most of the passengers scrambled over the side and swam for the beach, the remainder either being killed in the panic or drowned. The vessel became a total wreck, the fire gutting her completely.

Ships making this and similar journeys to-day carry on their bridges, in addition to the navigators, two armed guards, but in spite of many precautions piracy in China and Chinese waters is just as prevalent, just as daring and just as cruel as it was many years ago.

It is interesting here to note that the very ceding of Hong-Kong to Britain was the result of Chinese disorder culminating in the death of several British residents at Shameen, Canton.

Screening Effects

Probably every reader of MODERN WIRELESS has some knowledge and experience of what has come to be known as screening. The broadcast listener, however, can scarcely realise the peculiar conditions prevailing on the River Amazon, Brazil, unless he has been there.

This river, as everyone knows, is some two to three thousand miles long, whilst both its swampy banks are very thickly bordered with trees, creepers and similar vegetation for several miles inland. The river has also a course which twists and turns in every direction, many of the turns being full right-angles; the depth of water and width of this and the Rio Negro permitting ocean-going steamers to proceed as far inland as Iquitos.

On this river the wireless atmospheric conditions are beyond imagination; indeed, never have I heard anything with which to compare them. Apart from a continuous crackling and sizzling, there is for most of the time a sort of whistle similar to that which may be heard in the telephones during a heavy rainstorm, whilst the volume of the crackling noises is appalling.

When about 1,500 miles up the Amazon it was necessary on one occasion to communicate by wire-
less with a vessel some ten miles lower down, but after fruitless efforts to reach her, it was decided to slow down our vessel and so lessen the distance between us. After some hours of calling and listening without result, the vessel appeared in sight round a bend in the river, when visual signals informed us that she, too, was calling by wireless. Efforts were renewed by both of us, but neither could hear the other until the two vessels were actually in the same straight run of water.

Since both ships were using musical sparks, there is no possibility of the signals being lost in atmospherics, for though they may not have been readable, the fact that they were not even heard can only indicate that the neighbouring forestry was forming an impervious screen between the two stations.

A Contrast

Of less difficult country where wireless has proved useful, Egypt is perhaps the happiest. Most readers will know of, and many may have heard, the big station at Abu Zabal, Cairo (SUC), for which reason the following may hold a touch of personal interest. The station we hear to-day is one built for the Post Office during the years 1920–1, but before that date the station was working under much the same conditions for the Admiralty. The apparatus at the original station was not so up-to-date as that at present in use, but nevertheless with an arc transmitter and a single-valve receiver, such places as Sceychelles, Aden, Ceylon, Mauritius, etc., could be communicated with whenever necessary. Indeed, a daily twenty-hour service was maintained with Horsea Island, Portsmouth, for several years.

Single-Valve Reception

The point of interest in these remarks lies in the fact that whereas such stations were then of relatively low power they were all received, and furthermore read, upon a single-valve apparatus without difficulty. Very rarely were atmospherics troublesome and very rarely were the signals “freaky” (i.e., very rarely were signals rising and falling off in strength). The site of the station is perfectly flat and open, some few miles out in the desert.

Strangely enough, this part of the world (that is Egypt, Sudan and adjacent parts) is particularly favourable for wireless reception, and many cases are known of vessels in the Red Sea and Indian Ocean receiving the old veteran Poldhu upon magnetic detectors.

General Observations

In conclusion it may be understood that the best receiving conditions prevail south of the Equator, though the North Pacific round the Aleutian Islands also offers considerable opportunities for long-distance reception.

Atmospherics appear to be at their worst, excluding Egypt, in hot months.

The Pyramids at Mena, Cairo.

The United States and Canada are also sometimes troubled with bad atmospheric conditions, but since there appears to be an unceasing muddle of jamming round the coasts of these countries, long-distance reception is vary rarely possible on commercial wavelengths even during favourable weather conditions.

Early Amateurs

Prior to the sinking of the "Titanic" in 1912, the ether round the United States was about the busiest it has ever been my lot to hear. Everybody appeared to be working at the same time on a 600-metre wavelength, with an inexhaustible amount of matter for transmission. The majority of these stations were amateur transmitters using spark apparatus of any power up to about 5 kw. If replies were not forthcoming at once the procedure was to increase power until communication was established.

To-day the amateurs have increased in number, but their operations are mainly on wavelengths around 200 metres. Notwithstanding this fact the numbers of coast stations and ships carrying wireless have also greatly increased, and the 450 and 600 metres wavelengths are still too overcrowded for easy long distance work. The conditions of things prevailing in this country are already well known to readers, though perhaps they do not make the most of them.

Do You Realise What you are Missing?

WIRELESS WEEKLY is produced to give the public the best weekly wireless periodical possible. The editorial staff is already known to you, by their connection with MODERN WIRELESS, and the fact that you read this latter magazine is indicative that their articles, both theoretical and constructional, are pleasing to you. The same "intimate" atmosphere is maintained throughout the pages of WIRELESS WEEKLY, and so that you may see how good are the contents of the journal, here are a few notes on features in the last month.

There has been for some time a considerable demand for a practical neutraldyne receiver and in the August 6 issue of WIRELESS WEEKLY was published a fully detailed constructional article on how to build a compact neutraldyne receiver for use with plug-in coils.

In the same issue were published highly instructive articles dealing with high-frequency transformers, and how to build a home-made loud speaker.

An article of special interest to those listeners who value the transmissions of Radio, Paris, a great experience difficulty in tuning them in during the transmissions of 5XX, will be found in the August 12 issue, with a full description of how to make a wave-trap for separating the stations, the method of winding the coils being very thoroughly dealt with.

In the following issue appeared a method whereby the A.C. Mains may be used for lighting the filaments of valves, or, as an alternative, these may be used for purposes of H.T. in one or more power stages.

The building of a single-valve reaction receiver is dealt with in the same issue, and the up-to-date transmitting times of the leading continental broadcasting stations are also given regularly.

In the August 27 issue there was described a new form of wave-meter, bearing the name of "Buzzerdyne," which is of extreme interest to experimenters. Full constructional details of how to build this instrument were given.

Finally, Capt. Plugge, the well-known authority on continental transmissions,写了 a fascinating article in the same issue on the service given by the French broadcasting stations. Why not order Wireless Weekly regularly?
## Regular Programmes from Continental Broadcasting Stations

**Times in British Summer Time**

*Edited by CAPTAIN L. F. PLUGGE, B.Sc., F.R.Ae.S., F.R.Met.S.*

### WEEK DAYS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>British Summer Time</th>
<th>Name of Station</th>
<th>Call Sign and Wave Length</th>
<th>Locality where situated</th>
<th>Nature of Transmission</th>
<th>Closing-down time or approx. duration of Transmission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.m.</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Weather Forecast</td>
<td>5 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>Munich</td>
<td>~486 m.</td>
<td>Bavaria</td>
<td>Market Prices</td>
<td>10 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>Voxhaus</td>
<td>~430 &amp; 500 m.</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Stocks and Shares</td>
<td>3 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>Voxhaus</td>
<td>~430 &amp; 500 m.</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>10 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.15</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)</td>
<td>3 minutes. until 11.15 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>Lyons</td>
<td>Y.N. 470 m.</td>
<td>Lyons</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Cotton and Coffee quotations</td>
<td>5 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Time Signal in Greenwich Sidereal Time (Spark)</td>
<td>5 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.14</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Time Signal in French Summer Time (Spoken), followed by Weather Forecast</td>
<td>5 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.44</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)</td>
<td>3 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.55</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Fish Market quotations (Mondays excepted)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.55</td>
<td>Frankfurt</td>
<td>~467 m.</td>
<td>Frankfurt</td>
<td>Time Signal (spoken) followed by news</td>
<td>10 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.m.</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Time Signal in French Summer Time (Spoken), followed by Weather Forecast</td>
<td>5 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.15</td>
<td>Voxhaus</td>
<td>~430 &amp; 500 m.</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Stock Exchange News</td>
<td>5 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.45</td>
<td>Radio-Paris</td>
<td>S.F.R. 1780 m.</td>
<td>Clichy</td>
<td>Concert (Light Orchestra), followed by Exchange Opening Prices</td>
<td>1.45 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.55</td>
<td>Voxhaus</td>
<td>~430 &amp; 500 m.</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Time Signals (spoken) followed by News</td>
<td>10 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.57</td>
<td>Kauen</td>
<td>P.O.Z. 2800 m.</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)</td>
<td>3 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>Haeren</td>
<td>B.A.V. 1100 m.</td>
<td>Leipzig</td>
<td>Weather Forecast</td>
<td>3 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>Leipzig</td>
<td>~452 m.</td>
<td>Leipzig</td>
<td>Stock Exchange nd General News</td>
<td>5 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>Geneva</td>
<td>H.B. 1 1100 m.</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Weather Forecast, followed by Lecture</td>
<td>One half-hour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>Haeren</td>
<td>B.A.V. 1100 m.</td>
<td>Brussels</td>
<td>Weather Forecast</td>
<td>5 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>Munich</td>
<td>~486 m.</td>
<td>Bavaria</td>
<td>News and Weather Report</td>
<td>10 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>Voxhaus</td>
<td>~430 &amp; 500 m.</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Stock Exchange News</td>
<td>5 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Stock Exchange Intelligence (Saturdays excepted)</td>
<td>8 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>Radio-Paris</td>
<td>S.F.R. 1780 m.</td>
<td>Clichy</td>
<td>News, followed by Concert and late News</td>
<td>Until 5.45 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>Stuttgart</td>
<td>~437 m.</td>
<td>Wurttemburg</td>
<td>Light Orchestra, followed by Weather Report</td>
<td>Until 6p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>Frankfurt</td>
<td>~467 m.</td>
<td>Frankfurt</td>
<td>Music by Station Orchestra</td>
<td>Until 6p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>Leipzig</td>
<td>~452 m.</td>
<td>Leipzig</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>Until 5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>Haeren</td>
<td>B.A.V. 1100 m.</td>
<td>Brussels</td>
<td>Weather Forecast</td>
<td>6 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>Radio-Belgique</td>
<td>B.S.R. 262 m.</td>
<td>Brussels</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>One hour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>Geneva</td>
<td>H.B. 1 1100 m.</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Lecture</td>
<td>8 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Stock Exchange, closing prices (Saturdays excepted)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>Voxhaus</td>
<td>~430 &amp; 500 m.</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Light Orchestra, followed occasionally by Sporting News</td>
<td>Until 7.20 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>Haeren</td>
<td>B.A.V. 1100 m.</td>
<td>Brussels</td>
<td>Weather Forecast</td>
<td>5 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Concert, followed by News Bulletin</td>
<td>Until 7.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>Munich</td>
<td>~486 m.</td>
<td>Bavaria</td>
<td>Light Orchestra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>Voxhaus</td>
<td>~430 &amp; 500 m.</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Lecture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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### MODERN WIRELESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>British Summer Time</th>
<th>Name of Station</th>
<th>Call Sign and Wave Length</th>
<th>Locality where situated</th>
<th>Nature of Transmission,</th>
<th>Closing-down time or approximate duration of Transmission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.00 a.m.</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>General Weather Forecast</td>
<td>8 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.00 p.m.</td>
<td>Radio-Belgique</td>
<td>S.B.R. 262 m.</td>
<td>Brussels</td>
<td>Concert, followed by News Bulletin</td>
<td>Till to 10 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>Ecole Sup. des Postes et Telegraphes</td>
<td>P.T.T. 385 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Lecture, followed by Concert (Usually Outside Broadcast, sometimes starts at 10 or 10.30)</td>
<td>Two to three hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>Munich</td>
<td>—— 436 m.</td>
<td>Bavaria</td>
<td>Music and Speech, followed by News</td>
<td>10 o'clock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>Leipzig</td>
<td>—— 452 m.</td>
<td>Leipzig</td>
<td>Concert, followed by News</td>
<td>9.35 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>Lausanne</td>
<td>H.B.2 380 m.</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Concert (Thursdays excepted)</td>
<td>Until 9.30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>Ecole Sup. des Postes et Telegraphes</td>
<td>P.T.T. 385 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Lecture, followed by Concert (Usually Outside Broadcast, sometimes starts at 8.15 or 8.45 p.m.)</td>
<td>Two to three hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>Frankfurt</td>
<td>—— 467 m.</td>
<td>Frankfurt</td>
<td>Concert followed by News</td>
<td>Between 10 and 11 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>Stuttgart</td>
<td>—— 437 m.</td>
<td>Wurzburg</td>
<td>Concert followed by News</td>
<td>Until 9.30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>Voxhaus</td>
<td>—— 430 &amp; 500 m.</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Concert followed by Weather Report</td>
<td>Until 10.15 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>Radio-Paris</td>
<td>S.F.R. 1780 m.</td>
<td>Clicy</td>
<td>Time Signal in French Summer Time, followed by Concert.</td>
<td>9.30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.45</td>
<td>Stuttgart</td>
<td>—— 437 m.</td>
<td>Wurzburg</td>
<td>Repetition of Weather Reports, and Time Signal (spoken)</td>
<td>6 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>Madrid</td>
<td>—— 408 m.</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>Until midnight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Time Signal in Greenwich Sidereal Time (Spark)</td>
<td>5 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.44</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)</td>
<td>3 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.57</td>
<td>Nauen</td>
<td>P.O.Z. 2800 m.</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)</td>
<td>3 minutes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SUNDAYS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>British Summer Time</th>
<th>Name of Station</th>
<th>Call Sign and Wave Length</th>
<th>Locality where situated</th>
<th>Nature of Transmission,</th>
<th>Closing-down time or approximate duration of Transmission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.25 a.m.</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)</td>
<td>3 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00 a.m.</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Time Signal in Greenwich Sidereal Time (Spark)</td>
<td>5 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.44 a.m.</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)</td>
<td>3 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.50 a.m.</td>
<td>Konigswusterhausen</td>
<td>L.P. 2800 m.</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>Until 12.45 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.55 a.m.</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Fish Market quotations</td>
<td>5 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.45 p.m.</td>
<td>Radio-Paris</td>
<td>S.F.R. 1780 m.</td>
<td>Clicy</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>1.45 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.57 p.m.</td>
<td>Nauen</td>
<td>P.O.Z. 2800 m.</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)</td>
<td>3 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>Radio-Paris</td>
<td>S.F.R. 1780 m.</td>
<td>Clicy</td>
<td>Concert, followed by News</td>
<td>5.45 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>Radio-Belgique</td>
<td>S.B.R. 262 m.</td>
<td>Brussels</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>6 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>Voxhaus</td>
<td>—— 420 &amp; 500 m.</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Children's Corner</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>Voxhaus</td>
<td>—— 430 &amp; 500 m.</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Concert preceded by Religious or Patriotic Address</td>
<td>Until 10.15 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>General Weather Forecast</td>
<td>8 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>Radio-Belgique</td>
<td>S.B.R. 262 m.</td>
<td>Brussels</td>
<td>Concert, followed by News Bulletin</td>
<td>Until 10.15 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>Ned. Sainteestellen Fabr.</td>
<td>N.S.F. 1550 m.</td>
<td>Hilversum</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>Until 10.15 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>Radio-Paris</td>
<td>S.F.R. 1780 m.</td>
<td>Clicy</td>
<td>General News Bulletin</td>
<td>Until 10 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>Ecole Sup. des Postes et Telegraphes</td>
<td>P.T.T. 385 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Concert or Lecture. (May begin a quarter-hour earlier or later.)</td>
<td>Ends between 10.30 and midnight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>Radio-Paris</td>
<td>S.F.R. 1780 m.</td>
<td>Clicy</td>
<td>Concert, followed from 10 p.m. until 10.45 p.m. by a dance lesson.</td>
<td>Until 10.45 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>Two hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>Petit Parisien</td>
<td>—— 340 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Concert (Items announced in English as well as French)</td>
<td>Until midnight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>Madrid</td>
<td>—— 408 m.</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>Until 12.30 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>Konigswusterhausen</td>
<td>—— 680 m.</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>4 hours.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### SPECIAL DAYS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>British Summer Time</th>
<th>Name of Station</th>
<th>Call Sign and Wave Length</th>
<th>Locality where Situated</th>
<th>Day of Week</th>
<th>Nature of Transmission</th>
<th>Closing-down time or approx., duration of Transmission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.00 p.m.</td>
<td>Ecole Sup. des Postes et Telegraphes</td>
<td>P.T.T. 385 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Fridays</td>
<td>Concert or Lecture</td>
<td>Two hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>Lausanne</td>
<td>H.Bz 800 m.</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Thursdays</td>
<td>Children's Stories</td>
<td>One hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>Vohaux</td>
<td>430 &amp; 500 m.</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Wednesdays</td>
<td>Children's Corner</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>Heusen Laboratory</td>
<td>P.C.U.U. 1050 m.</td>
<td>The Hague</td>
<td>Tuesdays</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>Until 9.40 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>Smith and Hooghoudt</td>
<td>P.A.S 1050 m.</td>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
<td>Wednesdays</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>Until 9.40 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>Ned. Radio Industrie</td>
<td>P.C.G.G. 1050 m.</td>
<td>The Hague</td>
<td>Mondays</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>Until 10.10 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>Ned. Vereenigen van Radio Telegraphic</td>
<td>P.C.G.G. 1050 m.</td>
<td>The Hague</td>
<td>Thursdays</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>Until 10.10 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>Middlaard</td>
<td>P.C.M.M. 1050 m.</td>
<td>Ymuiden</td>
<td>Saturdays</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>Until 9.40 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>Ned. Seinteestellen Fabrik</td>
<td>N.S.F. 1050 m.</td>
<td>Hilversum</td>
<td>Fridays</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>Until 9.40 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>F.L. 2600 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Wednesdays</td>
<td>Concert</td>
<td>Until 10.30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>Petit Parisien</td>
<td>—— 340 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Thursdays</td>
<td>Concert (items announced in English as well as French)</td>
<td>Midnight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>Radio-Paris</td>
<td>S.F.R. 1780 m.</td>
<td>Clichy</td>
<td>Mondays</td>
<td>Dancing Music</td>
<td>Until 10.45 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.15</td>
<td>Le Matin</td>
<td>S.F.R. 1780 m.</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Thursdays</td>
<td>Special Gala Concert</td>
<td>Till 11.30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### AN INTERESTING EXPERIMENT.

5 AQ, Mr. D. Douet's station at Putney. Mr. Douet has used Myer's receiving valves successfully for transmission with 300 volts on the plate and 6 volts on the filament. The aerial current was .29 ampere.
MUCH enthusiasm regarding the high-power long-wave broadcasting station has been noticed by the writer among his wireless friends, and it is evident that many people wish to possess a receiver which will tune in both 5XX and the local station, with the minimum of knob-twisting.

The present receiver was, therefore, designed to fill the need of a really good broadcast receiver which could be operated by any member of the family, without trouble, and which would tune in both the short and long wave broadcasting.

The photograph, Fig.1, shows the receiver complete with valves and plug-in coils, while Fig. 3 is another view with the valves and coils removed.

The coils and variable condensers on the right hand side of the receiver are those which effect the tuning on the shorter waves, while the longer wavelength stations are tuned in by means of the corresponding arrangements on the left of the set. The lever switch in the centre of the panel effects the change-over from high to low waves, while the two-point switch on the right serves to switch the set on or off by breaking the connection to the low-tension battery. It is thus possible for the experimenter to tune in the local short-wave station on one side, switch over and tune in, say 5XX, on the other, then switch the set off and know that it may be used by those at home during his absence.

The Circuit

As will be seen from the simplified circuit diagram, Fig. 5, four valves...
are employed, the first being a high-frequency amplifier, the second a rectifier, followed by two stages of resistance-coupled note magnification. The high-frequency valve $V_1$ has in its anode circuit the coil $L_2$ and condenser $C_2$, this circuit being tuned to the incoming wavelength. The coil sizes for the high and low wavelengths are marked against the coils. Fig. 6 is another circuit diagram, showing the points at which contact is made to the switch, while Fig. 7 is a diagram of the switch itself, showing how the various coils and condensers are joined up to the switch. The numbers on these latter two circuits are arranged to correspond. For example, the points 2, 5, in the aerial circuit are joined to the points 2, 5, on the change-over switch, these being two of the centre contacts.

Constant aerial tuning is incorporated, for use on the shorter waves, and a terminal is provided whereby the $0.0001 \mu F$ condenser may be cut out, thus giving the simple form of parallel tuning.

**Parts Required**

To construct this receiver, the following pieces of apparatus will be necessary:

- **Cabinet,** with panel space 24 in. by 10 in.
- **Panel,** ebonite, 24 in. by 10 in. by $\frac{1}{4}$ in. (Paragon, Peter Curtis, Ltd.)
- 4 valve holders (H.T.C. Electrical Co., type A).
- 2 2-way coil holders, with vernier (Goswell Eng. Co., Ltd.).
- 2 $0.0005 \mu F$ variable condensers (Jackson Bros.).
Fig. 5.—A simplified circuit diagram, showing values of coils for high and low wavelengths.

- 2 0.0003 µF variable condensers (Jackson Bros.).
- 4 Lissenstat filament resistances (Lissen, Ltd.).
- 2 50,000 ohm resistances (Dubilier, Ltd.).
- 3 2 megohm resistances (Dubilier, Ltd.).

Fixed condensers, one each of 0.001 µF, 0.003 µF, 0.004 µF (Dubilier, Ltd.).
- 2 0.01 µF condensers T.C.C.
- 6-point 2-way switch (Utility Lever type, Wilkins and Wright).
- 2 switch arms.
- 2 switch studs.
- 2 stops.
- 2 coil plugs for panel mounting.
- 15 terminals.

Square wire, rubber leads, screws.

It is not essential that the parts used should in all cases be of the make specified, but it is essential that they be of good quality.

Drilling the Panel

Fig. 8 shows the top of the panel with all the parts mounted up, and the necessary dimensions. It is advisable to have all the components at hand before the drilling is commenced, in order to ensure that the correct size of hole is made for each part. When marking out the panel, use a scribe, and not a pencil, and lightly scratch the lines on the reverse side of the panel. Many difficulties if each piece is bent to fit correctly between the points which it has to join, before it is actually soldered in position. Figs. 21, 4, and 10, show the underside of the panel, and may help to clear up any difficult points which may be met with. Fig. 9 is a wiring diagram, and no difficulty should be experienced in following it.

The Cabinet

The cabinet in which the panel is mounted is of the sloping front type, with panel space of 24 in. by 10 in. Two dimensioned views are given in Fig. 11, and the constructor should have no trouble in making the box from these views. If desired, the cabinet may be purchased ready made from a firm specializing in this class of work. The panel is secured in position by means of wood screws, two in each of the shorter sides.

Coils and Valves

For the shorter wavelengths, using constant aerial tuning, the firms supply drilling templates with their component parts, thus greatly facilitating the constructor's work. The slot for the lever of the "Utility" switch may be cut with a fretsaw, or alternatively a series of holes, of a diameter equal to the width of the slot, may be drilled along the line of the slot, the remaining ebonite being removed with a small file.

The constructor may then proceed to mount up the various parts upon the panel, after which wiring may be commenced.

Wiring Up

The wiring of the receiver is carried out in square section tinned copper rod, and should present no
Fig. 8.—The panel layout and drilling figure. Blue Print No. 58a.

Fig. 9.—Wiring diagram of the receiver. The lettering corresponds to that in the circuit diagram. Blue Print No. 58b.
Fig. 10.—A view of the underside of the panel, showing the variable condensers and filament resistances

high-frequency amplification, while the last valve may with advantage be a small power valve.

A voltage of about 40-60 volts may be applied to the first high tension terminal (that marked HT + 1), and a higher voltage, say 100 volts or more, depending upon the type of valves employed, to the terminal marked HT + 2. The terminal HT - is a common negative terminal, and if separate high-tension batteries are used, their negative ends should be joined to this terminal.

Grid Bias

Terminals are provided, by means of which a negative bias may be applied to the grids of the two note-magnifying valves. If no extra grid bias is used, the terminal GB - must be joined to LT - GB + by a piece of wire. If 100 volts is used on the anodes of the last valves, say of the R type, then probably about 4 volts negative grid bias will be necessary.

Testing the Set

The set may readily be tested on the signals from the nearest broadcasting station by switching over to the short-wave side, and tuning on the aerial and anode condensers, keeping the coil L1 sufficiently far away from L2, that the set does not oscillate. When signals are heard, the coil L1 may be brought nearer to L2, the condenser C4 (short wave) being readjusted. If this does not result in an increase in signal strength, the connections to L1 should be reversed by changing over the leads to the terminals provided. A final touch should be given to the variable condensers in order to ensure that the best results are being obtained.

The Long-Wave Side

The receiver should also be tested on the longer wave transmissions either from 5XX, or Radio-Paris. Telephony from the Eiffel Tower should also be heard, when the correct sizes of coils are used. It will be necessary to change the aerial lead over to terminal A, when receiving the longer waves, in order to omit the constant aerial tuning condenser.

Test Report

The chief feature noticed in this instrument was the remarkable purity of reproduction, doubtless due to the resistance coupling. The change over from the local station to Chelmsford is effected simply by turning a knob and at nine miles there was obviously not the slightest interference between the two stations. For distant work the set compared favourably with previous M.W. sets using an H.F. stage, and all stations can be heard in the telephones after dark and when conditions are normal.

The volume on 2 LO was somewhat less than that obtained with a similar set using two stages of transformer L.F. coupling.

Fig. 11.—Two dimensioned views of the cabinet
Tuned-Anode-Cathode H.F. Coupling
By A. D. Cowper, M.Sc., Staff Editor
Another ingenious contribution to the art from the pen of a prolific inventor

Tuned-Anode-Cathode H.F. Coupling

To the experienced radio investigator it seems to be perpetrating a platitude to state that a tuned anode in a circuit tends to produce troublesome self-oscillation; yet judging from the popular literature, and from the common practice of advocating reaction on a tuned anode in circuits for broadcast reception, it would appear as if it were threshing a dead horse to discuss at length methods of stabilising such circuits.

The fact is that heavily-damped and high-resistance aerial circuits, with excessively large tuning condensers arranged in parallel with fine wire coils are very widely used in which this instability (the bugbear of sensitive and selective receivers) is non-existent; and a terrific measure of brutal reaction is needed to get the circuits to oscillate at all.

An efficient, selective circuit, i.e., one of low H.F. resistance, and but lightly coupled to the aerial by an extremely loose magnetic coupling or by a small series condenser (not over .0002 pF), will in general oscillate violently the moment an anode circuit of reasonably low resistance (say No. 22 wire with not over .00025 pF tuning condenser) even approaches resonance—and this although stray magnetic couplings are carefully avoided and the wiring is arranged carefully. Ample H.T. and a filament at a sufficiently high temperature to give reasonable emission are assumed, of course, and no positive bias on the grid.

It will be noticed that the most experienced investigators are almost fanatically particular as to arrangement of wiring in a H.F. circuit with tuned anodes or tuned transformers, etc.; even fractions of an inch in the length of the grid-connections being the subject of grave concern. Not nearly enough attention is generally given to these stray couplings, magnetic and capacitative, which are actually responsible for a great deal of the self-oscillation noticed in tuned high-frequency amplifiers. Thus, the subject of stray magnetic fields back-coupling through the grid-plate capacity of the valve itself; and, as indicated, this ample suffices to give rise to self-oscillation in a sensitive receiver.

From time to time several methods for neutralising this back-coupling effect have been proposed. The neutrodyne method of Prof. Hazeltine (Fig. 1) is familiar to all by this time: where by deliberately introducing a small back-coupling in the opposite phase from the outer end of the secondary of a tuned transformer by means of a tiny adjustable condenser, the back-coupling through the small condenser represented by the grid-plate capacity of the first valve (connecting the inner end of the primary of the same transformer with the grid) can be precisely balanced. In a modification of this method, applied to the simpler and more efficient tuned anode coupling, suggested by the writer (Wireless Weekly, Vol. 2, No. 8, Sept. 5, 1923) (Fig. 3), the same effect is got by coupling a separate neutrodyning inductance with the tuned anode, and connecting this at one end to “earth” for H.F. effects, and at the other end through a tiny adjustable variable condenser to the grid of the first valve, control over oscillation and effective neutralisation of any stray couplings (magnetic as well as that due simply to the valve-capacity) being obtained precisely by actual trial under working conditions through adjustment of this condenser, which corresponds to a

Fig. 1.—The neutrodyne method of neutralising the back-coupling effect are to plate-grid capacity.

Fig. 2.—The “Bridge” method of stabilising a tuned high-frequency amplifier circuit.
"reaction-condenser" though actually negative in its effect.

A more complex method is the "bridge" method suggested by Mr. Scott Taggart (Wireless Weekly, Vol. 1, No. 12, June 27, 1924), where by taking a centre tapping in the primary of a H.F. transformer for the H.T. connection (and H.F. earth connection therefore), and deliberately connecting both free ends of this primary (which is also tuned for resonance by a parallel condenser across the whole) by two fair-sized variable condensers to the grid of the first valve (Fig. 2). By proper adjustment of these two condensers the back coupling to the grid from the two ends of the inductance is made exactly equal, the small grid plate capacity being swamped, as it were, in the larger adjustable capacities. Then since the ends of the anode inductance are always in opposite phases, the grid is held precisely neutral at all times, as far as any back-coupling is concerned. The resemblance between this method and the tuned-anode-cathode method to be described here will become apparent later.

A kind of simplified version of this is that which has recently appeared in American magazines: in which a centre tap is taken as before from the transformer primary, but only one small neutrodyning condenser is used, connecting the outer end of this primary to the grid. The balance is made then between this tiny condenser and the small grid-plate capacity, and the effect is identical to that already described. An obvious disadvantage of this method (apart from using the less efficient transformer coupling) is that the capacities involved are so small that it is hard to make steady and critically accurate adjustments. This criticism applies of course to any neutrodyning expedients. One version of this latter circuit was published by Mr. W. James on September 19, 1923.

The writer has recently applied some time previously (in April), and recently brought to the attention of the public by the experimenter responsible for the development of the method, Mr. J. F. Johnston. In this (Fig. 5), in place of positive electrostatic reaction through the grid-plate capacity of the first valve, negative reaction through the grid-filament capacity of the first valve is obtained by tuning an oscillating circuit interposed between the filament and earth; the plate being simply earthed (as far as H.F. potentials are concerned). In the ordinary arrangement, a positive potential, e.g., built up on the anode makes the grid more negative by ordinary electrostatic action. This by the valve action cuts off more of the electron stream to the anode and makes the latter more positive. And so the potential builds up until the "critical potential" of the anode for the particular degree of damping present in the whole circuit is exceeded, and self-oscillation sets in.

In the tuned cathode circuit, on the contrary, a positive potential on the filament, by making the grid more negative, will tend to make the other end of the oscillating circuit constituting the tuned cathode more positive; and hence to neutralise the original positive potential at the nearer end. Hence there is no tendency to build up or even maintain an oscillation as far as this small back-coupling is concerned: in fact, the reverse is the case, and considerable positive magnetic reaction has to be used with this circuit to produce and maintain self-oscillation. Mr. Johnston even suggests an arrangement of successive tuning inductances which gives a positive magnetic back-coupling between them, to help reaction.

The ideal arrangement would evidently be to balance the two back-couplings, positive and negative, given by tuned anode and tuned cathode respectively, by an arrangement similar to the "bridge" method discussed above. This the "tuned-anode-cathode" circuit suggested here attempts to do; and, experimentally, completely adequate stability is attainable by the method.

If a tuned cathode circuit be arranged as in Fig. 6, and an exactly similar inductance, coupled with the cathode inductance, be also included in the anode circuit, as shown, each being tuned by its own condenser, equal and opposite alternating potentials relative to the earth point, the centre of the coil, will be found on the filament and plate at all times, as the result of any H.F. oscillation set up in these two coils. The grid will remain at earth potential as far as any effect of these opposite charges on the opposite sides of it are concerned, provided that the grid-plate capacity is about the same as the grid-filament capacity, i.e., that the grid is electrically in the exact centre between them. This is only approximately the case in any ordinary valve grid-to-filament capacity being in general the greater. However, it will be sufficiently near the case for complete stability to be pro-

Fig. 3.—A modification of the neutrodyne, suggested by the author.

Fig. 4.—The application of the centre-tap method to a tuned anode.
duced in this simple manner. The close resemblance of this method to Mr. Scott-Taggart's bridge method will be evident.

An obvious simplification of this circuit can be effected by tuning right across the whole double inductance, as shown in Fig. 7, the centre earth-tapping being retained. A single tuning condenser now suffices; and the circuit is no more difficult to handle than an ordinary tuned-anode with resistance-damping beyond the minimum necessary for stability.

In the figures the H.T. supply and filament-current supply have been omitted, for the sake of simplicity, only the oscillating circuits being shown. In order to obtain a practical circuit one can nowadays use, as Mr. Johnston suggests, for his tuned-cathode circuit the .06 dull-emitter type of valve, each with its own small L.T. battery well insulated (and isolated). Or double inductances can be used for the filament (cathode) oscillating circuit, the D.C. supply being led up one inductance and back down the other. A very simple way of solving the difficulty is that suggested here: merely winding the centre-tapped tuning inductance with double No. 26 wire, and using one as L.T. plus lead, the other as L.T. minus. At the centre tap the wires are separated and one goes to earth, the other to the opposite pole of the L.T. battery as shown. A single filament-resistance here can be used to control both valves; or individual resistances close to the actual filaments. The H.T. supply is easily accommodated by the familiar expedient of a H.F. radio-choke coil, with a large blocking condenser to by-pass the H.F. component to the tuned circuit. The ordinary large coil specified for such purpose, say No. 250 of plug-in type, a solenoid or narrow-slab-coil of 200-400 turns, of any convenient size of wire, and any covering, suffice. The blocking condenser should be fairly large, say .002 µF.

For the broadcast belt, an inductance wound with doubled No. 26 wire, lightly twisted together for convenience in winding, of 60 turns (doubled) on a 4-in. diameter cardboard former, and tuned by a .0002-0001 µF. parallel tuning-condenser, gave good results. The type of light-coupled aerial circuit, with semi-aperiodic auto-transformer and aerial tap at ten turns above the earth end, used by the writer in several recent circuits with very favourable results as regards selectivity, was adopted here; and the grid connection of the first valve was to the negative side of the L.T. battery. Complete

Fig. 5.—The "Tuned Cathode" arrangement due to Mr. J. F. Johnston.

stability was obtained, even with this lightly-damped grid circuit; and a moderate amount of direct magnetic reaction could be used, conveniently by means of a variable coupler type of rotor swinging in the aerial-tuning inductance, a 2½-in. diameter wooden ball wound full with No. 26 d.c.c. wire being found suitable. Reaction on the inter-valve inductance did not appear to be favourable.

It will be noticed that the second detector valve must have, in this circuit, its filament "up in the air," as far as H.F. is concerned, since the H.F. oscillating potential difference we are applying to its grid is here relative to another point also at H.F. oscillating potential difference relative to earth; unless indeed we are content to halve it by using reaction conductivity, but in opposite senses, which is characteristic of the author's series-tuned-anode H.F. coupling, is probably effective here, and gives actually fairly heavy damping in another wise low-resistance circuit, flattening the tuning considerably. For the same reason the actual amplification attained is not markedly different from that given by plain tuned-anode, when the latter is stabilised just below the

Fig. 6.—The oscillating circuits are here shown of the "Tuned Anode-Cathode" coupling. Batteries are omitted.
point of self-oscillation, *i.e.*, by actual measurement from 1.5 to 1.7 times the signal strength of a single detector valve with critical reaction times the signal strength of a single actual measurement from 1.3 to 1.7.

It is obvious that the same principle should be applied to a second wound inductance, together with the special double-choke and a .00z blocking condenser, in unison. With a six-volt accumulator and ordinary R valves the extra resistance of the No. 26 wire in the L.T. leads did not give any difficulty; with D.E. valves this would be proportionately less noticeable.

With the light aerial coupling indicated and full negative bias on the H.F. valve there was no tendency shown towards self-oscillation, even when the aerial was thrown off and both circuits tuned in unison. With a six-volt accumulator and ordinary R valves the extra resistance of the No. 26 wire in the L.T. leads did not give any difficulty; with D.E. valves this would be proportionately less noticeable.

The writer is not of the opinion that the same principle should be applied to a second wound inductance, and without any additional apparatus other than a radio choke and a .002 blocking condenser together with the special double-wound inductance.

It is obvious that the same principle should be applied to a second wound inductance, and without any additional apparatus other than a radio choke and a .002 blocking condenser together with the special double-wound inductance.

It is obvious that the same principle should be applied to a second wound inductance, and without any additional apparatus other than a radio choke and a .002 blocking condenser together with the special double-wound inductance.

It is obvious that the same principle should be applied to a second wound inductance, and without any additional apparatus other than a radio choke and a .002 blocking condenser together with the special double-wound inductance.

It is obvious that the same principle should be applied to a second wound inductance, and without any additional apparatus other than a radio choke and a .002 blocking condenser together with the special double-wound inductance.

It is obvious that the same principle should be applied to a second wound inductance, and without any additional apparatus other than a radio choke and a .002 blocking condenser together with the special double-wound inductance.

It is obvious that the same principle should be applied to a second wound inductance, and without any additional apparatus other than a radio choke and a .002 blocking condenser together with the special double-wound inductance.

It is obvious that the same principle should be applied to a second wound inductance, and without any additional apparatus other than a radio choke and a .002 blocking condenser together with the special double-wound inductance.

It is obvious that the same principle should be applied to a second wound inductance, and without any additional apparatus other than a radio choke and a .002 blocking condenser together with the special double-wound inductance.
The appearance of the finished instrument.

The simple reflex receiver about to be described utilizes the loose-coupled transformer method with tuned secondary which I first described in the Spring Double Number, together with the special combination of coils in a three-coil holder, to which Mr. Scott-Taggart has given the name of "Tri-Coil Coupling." It is easily the most efficient and effective single-valve reflex receiver I have yet built, being much more selective than the usual arrangement. The simplicity of construction will appeal to many experimenters, for the material with which to make it can probably be found among existing apparatus, with the possible exception of the three-coil holder. As it works perfectly with the new .06 ampere valve no expensive accumulator is required, and satisfactory results can be obtained so far as the low-tension supply is concerned from two or three standard dry cells of the size used for ringing electric bells and the like.

The Circuit.

Fig. 1 shows the circuit used, which includes a modification of constant aerial tuning. There will be noted on the left five terminals marked respectively A₁, A₂, A₃, E₁, E₂. In most constant aerial tuning arrangements a fixed condenser of .0001 mfd. is placed in series with the aerial, thus reducing the aerial capacity to approximately .0007 mfd., or about a quarter of the normal. When, however, in a reflex receiver we place a feed-back transformer in series with the aerial and with a fixed condenser across this, we have three capacities in series; that of the aerial, the constant aerial tuning condenser, and the shunt condenser across the secondary of the transformer. This has the effect of reducing the aerial capacity still further. In my arrangement the value of the constant aerial tuning condenser is increased to .0003 µF, whilst that across the secondary is of the same value. If, now, we consider the aerial capacity to be .0003 µF or thereabouts, the three in series will give a total capacity of .0001, a figure I find by experiment to be quite good.

If the aerial is joined to A₃, the constant aerial tuning is eliminated. With the aerial on A₁, A₂ and E₁ joined by a link, the aerial tuning condenser is placed across the tuning coil for parallel working, while if the link is open and the aerial is joined to A₃, the aerial tuning condenser is now placed in series with the tuning coil, with the constant aerial tuning condenser.

Everything, including the coil holder, is carried on the panel.
THE "TRI-CELL."

THREE COILS
Giving High Efficiency, Selectivity and Fine Adjustment.

THREE FUNCTIONS
High Frequency Amplification, Detection, Low Frequency Amplification.

THREE DRY CELLS
In Place of an Expensive Accumulator.

AN IDEAL SET FOR INDOOR AERIALS IN THE BROADCASTING CITIES.

By using a fairly large panel a good layout is secured.

condenser, of course, cut out. This arrangement may suit some aerials. Normally the earth will be connected to \( E_p \), which places the feedback transformer in series with the aerial, but, if desired, it can be connected to \( E_1 \), whereupon the transformer is removed from the aerial circuit. In practically all cases it would be found convenient to leave the aerial connected to \( A_1 \) and earth to \( E_2 \), with the link closed, so that the aerial tuning condenser is in parallel with the tuning coil.

The valve, which may be either a bright or a dull emitter, is joined as shown across the tuning coil and the earth connection, whilst in the plate circuit is connected a coil which for the ordinary broadcast wavelengths may be 100 turns, the circuit being completed through the telephones and the high-tension battery. Across this latter is placed a 1 mfd. capacity to smooth out the high-tension supply when the battery tends to be irregular, which will often be the case after some months of use. The telephone's have, of course, a .001 mfd. condenser across them.

Loosely coupled to the plate coil is a third coil which, for British broadcast wavelengths, other than Chelmsford, may be a 50 or 75, across which is connected a variable condenser of .0025 or .003 mfd. As plug-in coils are used there will be no advantage in making this condenser larger, as the capacity is ample to bridge the gaps between the various coils of the commercial series. Shunted across the tuning condenser is a crystal detector in series with the primary of the feedback transformer, the secondary of which, as previously mentioned, is in the aerial circuit. Simply explained, the functioning of the circuit is as follows:

Incoming oscillations set up differences of potential across the aerial tuning coil, and these differences of potential are impressed upon the grid and filament of the valve, setting up fluctuations of plate current from the high-tension battery. These fluctuations cause a varying magnetic field in the plate coil, and this in turn induces current in the third coil shunted by...
the tuning condenser. When this last coil is in resonance with the aerial frequency, considerable differences of potential will be set up across the terminals of the tuning condenser and, by the aid of the crystal detector, rectified current will be fed through the primary of the intervalve transformer, setting up differences of potential across the secondary. These are impressed upon the grid of the valve once more, magnified fluctuations of low-frequency current passing through the telephones and making themselves audible as signals we desire. We thus have in the plate circuit of the valve two fluctuating currents, one of high-frequency and the other of low-frequency. These do not interfere with one another in any way, one set of ripples flowing over another, just as we may see two different sets of waves in a seaside pool.

Coupling between the plate coil and the coil across which the crystal detector is shunted is necessary, but coupling between the plate coil and the aerial is not essential. These two coils may be so arranged as to be at right angles, but any coupling between them will give additional magnification through reaction. This coupling effect is very valuable, and the whole arrangement of three coils in one holder is most efficient and useful.

Components Required.
To make up the set the following are the components required. In accordance with the usual practice of this magazine the names of the actual components used are given, but it should be understood that any good equivalent makes can be substituted.

One ebonite panel (Radion Mahoganite) 12 by \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. (or \( \frac{3}{4} \) in.).
One box or cabinet for same, 5 in. deep.
Eleven terminals.
One three-coil holder (Magnum).
One valve socket or set of valve legs.

Fig. 1.—The theoretical diagram.

Fig. 2.—Front of panel drilling diagram and engraving key.
September, 1924

One square law condenser with vernier (.0005 mfd.), Sterling Condenser.

One square law condenser with vernier (.00025 mfd.) Sterling Condenser.

A vernier fitting to the aerial tuning condenser (0.005 µF) is essential if the best is to be obtained from the set.

One filament resistance (Burn dept Dual). If dull emitter valves are used care should be taken to obtain a resistance suitable for the valve.

Two fixed condensers, .0003 mfd.
One fixed condenser, .001 mfd.
One fixed condenser, 1 mfd.

One interlave transformer (McMichael). This firm now sells an improved model fitted with clips for a fixed condenser. The fixed condenser supplied with this transformer can be substituted for the .001 µF above specified.

One crystal detector (that shown is of a double pattern so that zincite-bornite or treated galena with cat’s-whisker can be used. Any good make of glass-enclosed crystal detector will do. I forget where that shown was purchased).

Square section wire for wiring-up.

One 60-volt high-tension unit.

Three large dry cells (if dull emitters are used of the .06 amperes type).
One 20 or 30 ampere-hours accumulator (6-volt, if a bright emitter is to be used).

Constructional Work.

The first step in making the set is to see that your panel is suitably finished. The Radion panels are highly polished and at the same time are guaranteed free from surface leakage. They can therefore be used just as they are, and can be bought cut to this size. The Paragon panels and those sold by the Bowyer-Lowe Company are both guaranteed free from surface leakage. Most other ebonite sold needs to have the surface skin removed with emery, otherwise there will be considerable leaking and the set will certainly not work satisfactorily. I am sorry to have to emphasise this point once again, but Mr. Kendall tells me that many sets submitted to the Radio Press Service Department, for an explanation as to why they do not work, have untreated ebonite panels which leak badly.

The square law condensers are supplied with drilling templates, which greatly facilitate the marking out of the panel. If you use a Sterling condenser be sure to allow ample room for plate clearance when marking out the panel, as owing to the peculiar formation of the moving plates these stick out at one side when the spindle is rotated. No explanation is needed regarding the lay-out of the panel, for a full-size blue print can be obtained for 1s. 6d. on application. The blue print is No. 62 and the number should be given when ordering.

Fig. 3.—Back of panel wiring key. Blueprint No. 62.
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**From Spain**

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS

SIR,—I may interest you to know about some of the excellent results which I have obtained with several home-made sets which I have constructed under the directions published by you in MODERN WIRELESS.

The first set which I constructed was the S.T. 100, giving me excellent results; with this set I could hear from Madrid, all the London and Bournemouth concerts, the particular feature of the set being its clearness in reception. I could hear also Aberdeen (baggpapes on the inaugural day of the B.B.C. station), Manchester and others. With a similar set constructed by the President of the Radio Club of Spain we were able to hear last February an American station on L.S. standing at a distance of 4 miles. We could, of course, under favourable circumstances hear English stations in the L.S. nearly every day.

Lately I have constructed your 3 valve dual set with which I have also obtained first-rate results. In Madrid at distance of 7 kilometres is heard on L.S. without either aerial or earth.

From this sea-side resort situated about 400 kilometres as the crow flies from Madrid, I have been able to hear this station (800 watts) using the earth on the aerial terminal (without earth) in the L.S. with good volume and excellent quality. By this means I can hear better than with aerial, because thus I eliminate the effects of the alternating current which we have in this village. The set works likewise using the aerial without the earth terminal, of course, without eliminating the sound caused by the alternating current.

I am planning the construction of the "Transatlantic V." hoping to obtain good results.

Congratulating you on the excellent results which Spanish amateurs have obtained with your sets and on the high esteem with which these are held amongst us.—Yours truly,

Salvador Alonso,
Vigo Bayona.

Wiring Up

Wiring is best when done with the square section wire, and the disposition of wires should follow closely that given in the illustrations if good results are to be obtained. The six leads from the moving coil holder are flexible wires obtained by undoing electric lighting flex and stripping off the silk covering. This leaves a rubber-covered wire, which is very suitable for the purpose. Keep all wires well clear of one another. You will have no difficulty in doing this if you follow the lay-out given.

Testing

As soon as wiring up is finished mount the panel on its box, connect the aerial to A1, and join A2 and E1 by a piece of wire. Connect earth to E1. A pair of telephones should be connected to the terminals on the back of the panel, and high tension and low tension batteries joined up to terminals on the right, as marked. If your local station is one of the lower wavelengths, plug in a go coil in the aerial socket, a 100 coil in the central socket, and a go or 75 in the right-hand socket. Place the cat's-whisker on the crystal, or, if you are using the zincite-borrneite, bring the two crystals in contact, set the right-hand tuning condenser at about half its full value and move the left-hand condenser until you hear the local station. Now readjust the right-hand condenser, make a final adjustment on the aerial tuning condenser until you hear the local station quite well. You will probably find the tuning of the aerial circuit extraordinarily sharp and you may easily miss oscillation on first trial. When you have obtained signals at good strength move the aerial coil slightly towards the central coil and see if signal strength is improved thereby. If it is, all is well, and you may adjust reaction until you come near the oscillating point. However, if you are a considerate listener, as I believe you to be, you will keep well away from the oscillating point. If moving the aerial coil towards the fixed coil reduces signal strength, reverse the connections to this coil. When you have become used to handling the set in this way try varying the coupling between the secondary and the central anode coil.

Test Report

I have no hesitation in saying this is the most efficient single valve reflex set I have yet made or described, and although to get the best results a little patience is required, the average experimenter who has already handled one or two sets acquires the necessary skill very quickly. The selectivity is very high compared with an ordinary reflex receiver, and on an indoor aerial at Wimbledon I have had no difficulty in getting loud signals from Radiola without any interference whatever from Chalmsford. At seven miles from 2LO a good indoor aerial will work a loud speaker for a small room, whilst on an outdoor aerial several other stations, and, in good conditions, all of the B.B.C. stations, can be heard in the telephones.

In accordance with my usual practice, on completion the set was tested with several makes of tuning coils and with many different makes of valves. The set worked admirably with three dry cells as a low-tension battery, using a D.E. 3, a B.S. or a B.R. o5. It should work just as well with the Mullard D.F. Ora Valve. Of the bright emitters, those valves which have proved satisfactorily for high-frequency amplification were suitable here, although all the usual general purpose valves worked well.

The set can be worked with the panel either horizontal or vertical, although the vertical position is best, as many three-coil holders tend to open out of their own accord when used on horizontal panels. For longer wavelengths the aerial may be connected to A3, thus cutting out the constant aerial tuning condenser; whilst for very short waves the aerial can be connected to A 9, with the link opened up, whereupon the aerial tuning condenser is in series with the coil.

Too tight a reaction adjustment will bring about a noisy buzzing in the telephones or loud-speaker.

If a different transformer from that used by me in the present set is adopted it will be well to try reversing IS and OS. In the transformer arrangement described the OS is connected as shown in the diagram.

As usual, reports from readers on the working of this set will be welcomed. It is not generally realised how helpful these reports can be to other readers. A subscriber in a country town, for example, may have doubts as to whether the particular set will serve for reception of a particular station in his locality. A letter from a reader near by, using the same set, will give him much valuable information.
The Gentle Art of Tuning

By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A.
Staff Editor.

A welcome article of great help to the beginner.

There is a great deal more in tuning a wireless set than most people think. Some men are artists at the business, whilst to others it means little or nothing more than a rather hazardous moving of knobs and handles until the desired signal is somehow obtained. Even expert knowledge does not always bring the power of handling a receiving set to the best advantage.

I have known quite a number of enthusiasts who, though excellent in tuning a wireless, were yet unable to get the best out of any instrument that they were handling. We may find a parallel which is almost exact in horsemanship.

With one rider a horse will be thoroughly well mannered, will move well and jump freely, whilst with another he may be a perfect fiend, refusing to do anything as it should be done and fidgeting all the while as though he were thoroughly uncomfortable.

The first rider has sympathy with his mount and is also blessed with "hands," the second is probably lacking in one or both of these desirable attributes. In just the same way a given wireless set may appear unstable, not very selective and far from sensitive when handled by one man, whilst when another takes charge it will behave as though it were an absolutely different set, bringing in distant signals with good strength and showing no tendency to self-oscillation. The secret of getting the best out of a set lies in the possession of a full knowledge of what you are doing when you make any adjustment, and the ability to make the very small movements of the controls that are called for.

When we speak of tuning we are really using a comprehensive term to cover a good many processes. Before we can obtain, for example, perfect reproduction of a broadcast item by means of headphones or loud-speaker we must—
1. Pick up the desired signal.
2. Tune in this signal to good strength.
3. Tune out other signals on neighbouring wave lengths.
4. Avoid distortion by seeing that the set is neither in oscillation nor working too close to the oscillating point.

The process then divides itself into four parts, which may be summed up as searching, obtaining selectivity and avoiding distortion. Let us deal with these matters in the order in which they have been mentioned.

Searching wrongly performed is responsible, I believe, for the majority of the interference by radiation which so frequently ruins the reception of broadcast items. The trouble is that there are thousands of folk who operate wireless sets without the slightest knowledge of what they are doing.

To them the simplest way of searching for a transmission seems to be to bring the set into oscillation by coupling the reaction coil tightly to the aerial tuning inductance and then to vary the capacity of the aerial tuning condenser until a carrier wave is found by the process of heterodyning. This done, the aerial condenser and the reaction coil coupling are adjusted in an endeavour to find the "silent point," which is not always a very easy process, since the set, being in oscillation, calls for a very critical adjustment, and the effects of any hand capacity make themselves felt. Thus an unskilful person searching in this way may take several minutes to obtain the required adjustment, during the whole of which time he is treating the surrounding neighbourhood to a varied selection of those wails and howls which we know only too well. Now this is emphatically not the way in which searching for tele-
sought for the case is of course quite different, for then if one has not access to a separate heterodyne, it is essential that the receiving set should be oscillating in order to heterodyne the signal. Quite apart from the question of interference, oscillation is most undesirable, for heterodyne is being received owing to the distortion which it must cause. The proper way of searching for a spark or telephonic transmission is first of all to adjust the set well off the oscillation point. One then tries to separate, hearing a number of signals, and then separates the one desired from the rest by tuning it in as well as possible and then making the set selective before accomplishing the final adjustment. The closely coupled reaction coil makes for selectivity. It should therefore not be used whilst searching is in progress.

A Typical Set
Let us suppose that we are using a set such as that shown in Fig. 1, containing one high frequency stage and a rectifier with transformer coupling between the two. The tuner is loose coupled and is provided with a tune-standby switch which enables the closed circuit to be used or not at will. There is also a potentiometer by means of which the grid potential of the first valve can be adjusted. To bring such a set into an unselective condition we first of all throw the tune-standby switch over to the right, so as to cut out the closed circuit L1, C1. Secondly, we adjust the potentiometer so that the potential on the grid of V1 is one or two volts positive. We thus introduce damping, which besides making for stability also renders the set unselective. The reaction coil L2 we place so that it is loosely coupled to L1, and we apply the usual test of touching the aerial terminal with a wet finger to see that the set is not in oscillation. We can move up the reaction coil a little, but not too much. Searching can now be done by means of two controls only, the condensers C1 and C3. With the help of these we can try over the whole band of wave-lengths covered by the aerial tuning inductance L1, and the high frequency transformer. If this band is between, say, 350 and 500 metres we shall find that as the controls are moved a number of transmissions from both British and European broadcasting stations may be heard. Some will be quite strong, others very weak.

The best way of conducting searching, supposing that we have eventually succeed in picking up Birmingham with C1 at 120 degrees, we know that the set is now tuned roughly to 475 metres, which is considerably above the required wavelength. We therefore work backwards from this point, reducing the setting of C1 by two or three degrees at a time until another station whose wavelength can be identified is found. If this is above 390 metres we know that we must continue downwards, but if it is below, then the wanted station has been "bracketed" and the setting of C1 which will bring it in must lie somewhere between the two which have been found. The process sounds a little laborious when it is written down on paper, but actually it takes only a very short time, and perfection comes with practice. When we know that we must be quite close to the desired wavelength we search very carefully, and supposing that we hear no sign of the signal we want we tighten the coupling of the reaction coil, though still keeping it short of the point which will produce oscillation. We may also move the potentiometer a little over towards the negative end. As soon as the re-
When a single-circuit tuner is in use considerable damping due to the aerial itself is present in the grid circuit, and there is also the fact that the aerial tuning condenser is in parallel with the inductance. Further, the finer the wire with which this inductance is wound the greater will be its high-frequency resistance and therefore the flatter the tuning. With such a circuit there will be no need to produce decreased selectivity: it exists already to a sufficiently marked degree. Selectivity can be obtained in this circuit only by means of reaction, and we must do our searching with the reaction coil not too closely coupled. This is precisely what happened before, but in the former case we were able deliberately to decrease the natural selectivity of the circuit by various adjustments.

**Resonance**

We come now to the important question of tuning the circuits of the receiving set to resonance with the frequency of the incoming transmission. Here the requirements are precisely the opposite of those which existed when we were searching. We wish to be able to tune in the desired signal as sharply as possible, to obtain the greatest strength and to exclude all other signals. Except in so far as it is necessary to produce stability, damping is no longer desirable, for a damped circuit will always be unselective, that is to say, it will respond not to one frequency but to frequencies covering a fairly wide band, the width of the band depending upon the amount of damping that is present. If we are using a double-circuit tuner we now throw the switch over so that the closed circuit is brought in. We take steps towards obtaining resonance by manipulating the closed circuit condenser, working first of all with a fairly tight coupling between the aerial tuning inductance and the closed circuit inductance. The introduction of the secondary circuit may make it necessary to alter slightly the adjustments of the condensers in other circuits. These adjustments should be made very gradually until the best strength is obtained.

**Reaction**

It is now time to make use of the reaction coil to increase our signal strength. The circuit which is shown in Fig. 1, though it has its good points, has one very great drawback. It can be made up only by mounting the three coils, primary, secondary and the reaction upon a triple coil stand. This system has the grave disadvantage that strong cross coupling between all three inductances cannot be avoided, in fact I do not know of any more difficult tuning arrangement in the hands of a beginner than that which consists of three coils, one fixed and two moving mounted upon the same stand.

A far better arrangement of the Fig. 1 circuit is shown in Fig. 3.

**Fig. 4.—Explaining grid current.**

Here the secondary has been "split," part of it being coupled to the A.T.I. and part to the reaction coil. This calls for the use of two double coil stands, the A.T.I. and part of the C.C.I. being mounted upon one, whilst the other part of the C.C.I. and the reaction coil are upon the other. The two stands should be kept well apart so that no cross coupling occurs between their inductances. However, this coupling is arranged the reaction coil should be brought very gradually up, a careful watch being kept meantime for signs of oscillation. It is surprising to find how many people are quite unable to recognise the presence of oscillation, though they may talk glibly about it. Briefly the signs are these. As the reaction coil is brought closer a rushing or rustling noise will be heard in the receivers, and if the high-tension battery is at all noisy sounds which to many call "atmospheres" will become very evident. Touching the aerial terminal with a wet finger will now produce a distinct "plock" in the receivers, and if the grid-leg of the first valve is touched in the same way the "plock" will also be heard. If speech has been tuned in it will become louder and louder as the distance between the coils is decreased, but at the same time its distinctness will be mutilated; music loses its tone, becoming wooden, with considerable harshness upon loud passages. If we continue to bring up the reaction coil the set will howl. Anybody can of course recognise a howl, but there are many who do not realise that the set may be in oscillation long before the actual howl is heard. In tuning we should be careful not to reduce the distance between the reaction coil and the secondary so much that we are just upon the oscillating point. As we shall see later, distortion is bound to occur if the set is in oscillation or close to the oscillating point.

**Fine Work**

In making adjustments to obtain resonance it must be realised that fine work is called for, especially when signals are weak and distant. In a circuit such as those shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, the adjustment of the aerial tuning condenser when the secondary circuit is in play will not as a rule be very critical. It can usually be left for the time being at its original setting, whilst C₂ and C₃ are manipulated. The adjustments required in C₃ may be very fine indeed if signals are weak. For some reason it was at one time almost a standard practice to use as the A.T.C. a condenser with a maximum capacity of .001 μF, the capacity of C₂ being .0005 μF, and that of C₃, .00025 or .0003 μF. It is now realised that .0005 μF is quite big enough for the primary, and that .0003 is on the big side for the secondary. For tuning either high-frequency transformers or tuned anode circuits I employ condensers with a maximum capacity of .0002 μF, or possibly .00025 μF. Better results are obtained with these and one's task is easier, since such fine adjustments are not required as with larger condensers. Should you be unable to make satisfactorily small adjustments required for C₂ and C₃ the work will be greatly simplified by fitting a "vernier."
condenser in parallel with \( C_4 \), and by using a device such as the Fyntune or the Friction Pencil for adjusting \( C_4 \).

Two Stages Completed

We have now accomplished the first two stages: the desired signal has been picked up and it has been tuned in with good strength. If it is on a fairly crowded waveband we shall probably find that it is not coming in quite alone. It will be louder than other signals, though they will provide an under-current of sound which is not pleasant. Whether we can get rid of them altogether depends very largely upon the design and construction of the set. If its coils are wound with thin wire and if the wiring is done so that stray capacities between leads at different potentials render it naturally unstable, great selectivity will not be obtained, since we shall be unable to reduce the amount of damping to small proportions. The first step towards obtaining selectivity is to loosen the coupling as much as possible between \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \). If the set is at all unstable it will be found that when the coupling is very loose it shows a strong tendency to oscillate, since there is now very little damping in the secondary circuit. Should this be the case do not try to get rid of oscillation by throwing the potentiometer over to its positive end, for by doing so you will introduce very heavy damping and may nullify the effect of the loose coupling. Work rather with a reasonably loose coupling and, with only a small positive potential on the grid of the high-frequency valve. A little practice will enable you to strike a balance and with only a small positive potential upon the grid of the high-frequency valve. A little practice will enable you to strike a balance and yet permit the set to use the potentiometer without the working point of the valve being moved bodily to the left as seen in Fig. 5. Obviously we cannot now work at zero grid voltages, for if we do so the upper half of each wave would run into the upper bend and the almost flat portion of the curve. But by applying a negative grid bias with a value of about 3 volts we bring the working point to \( X \) in the curve. An impulse with a value of plus or minus 2 volts will thus not take the working point of the valve off the straight portion of its curve, nor will it cause any appreciable flow of grid current. The result will be pure and undistorted low-frequency amplification. If any reader has a set with one or more stages of low-frequency amplification which is not provided with a grid battery he should fit one.

### Distortion

We come lastly to the question of obtaining good signal strength without distortion. It is a common experience of those who start with small sets and afterwards increase their power by adding to them either high-frequency stages or note-magnifying valves that reception which was perfectly good with headphones is far from pleasing with the extra power and a loud-speaker. The loud-speaker is usually blamed, but as often as not it is almost entirely guiltless. Distortion, provided that the telephone or loud-speaker are all that there should be, may arise from several causes. A very frequent one, though it is seldom recognised, comes from the use of excessive damping by means of the potentiometer in the high-frequency circuits. If in order to control the set the grid of any high-frequency valve must be given a strong positive bias, mutilation of the wave forms takes place before they reach the rectifier owing to the heavy flow of grid current which is set up by positive half-cycles. It should therefore be the aim of every user of a multi-valve set to use the potentiometer as little as possible and to get its slider as near the negative end as may be, controlling any tendency to oscillation rather by adjusting the coupling between primary and secondary coils, by reducing stray capacities on the high frequency side of the set to a minimum, and by varying the plate and filament potentials until a correct adjustment of each is found.

The same distorting effect of grid current often occurs on the low-frequency side of the set where the same anode potential is supplied to all valves, no matter what their functions may be, and where the note magnifiers are worked with their grids at zero potential.

An examination of Fig. 4 will show that if the working point of the valve is at \( X \), a positive half-cycle will lead to a large flow of grid current, which will be cut down to zero by a negative half-cycle. Mutilation of the upper half of our wave will therefore take place. By applying a high potential to the anode the whole curve of the valve can be moved bodily to the left as seen in Fig. 5. Obviously we cannot now work at zero grid voltages, for if we do so the upper half of each wave would run into the upper bend and the almost flat portion of the curve. But by applying a negative grid bias with a value of about 3 volts we bring the working point to \( X \) in the curve. An impulse with a value of plus or minus 2 volts will thus not take the working point of the valve off the straight portion of its curve, nor will it cause any appreciable flow of grid current. The result will be pure and undistorted low-frequency amplification. If any reader has a set with one or more stages of low-frequency amplification which is not provided with a grid battery he should fit one.
without delay. This can usually be done quite easily even with boxed-in sets. All that is necessary is to disconnect the lead running from LT to LS of the transformer. Two terminals are then mounted upon the panel, one being connected to IS and the other to LT. A suitable number of flashlamp cells can then be inserted in series between these terminals as shown in Fig. 6, the negative being connected to the terminal which corresponds to IS. Besides improving the quality of the reception this battery will also effect great economies in the high-tension output and therefore increase the life of the plate battery. A further improvement that can be made to almost any set is also shown in Fig. 6. This consists in disconnecting the telephones from the high-tension busbar and joining them instead to an extra terminal provided upon the panel. A second wander plug connected to this terminal will enable extra positive potential to be applied to the anode of the last note-magnifying valve.

To sum up, the whole art of tuning resolves itself into a thorough understanding of what one is doing and the paying of careful attention to points of detail. Do not search for carrier waves; be sparing in your use of reaction; keep the slider of the potentiometer as near its negative end as possible; always use a loose-coupled tuner if you can; see to the adjustments of your valves, and, finally, make purity and not mere volume of sound your standard.

INTERESTING EXPERIENCES WITH THE THREE-VALVE DUAL.

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.

Sir,—I am enclosing herewith two photographs of the "3-valve dual" as described in your April issue. You will observe the panel is mounted into a cabinet that is entirely self-containing, the only wires seen externally are the aerial, earth, and loud-speaker leads. The cabinet is capable of holding all accessories, such as 'phones, coils, and a spare accumulator. As regards the disposition of components, I have kept strictly to your description. I used "R.T." L.F. transformers and a McMichael H.F. (tapped) transformer. The "low range" model, which covers up to 1,000 metres, is efficient, and works perfectly. There are also three extra switches in the negative leads of the L.T., H.T., and G.B. batteries, which enable the set to be switched on as left, tuned to a station. I was unable to obtain a Watham grid lead when constructing this set, but have fitted one since, as without it the set was unworkable. I constructed this set for a certain purpose, which is not of interest here, and have used it daily for a couple of months now, so perhaps some fellow readers will be pleased to compare it on test. It will receive all the principle B.B.C. stations on the loud-speaker, which you will observe is not a baby. Glasgow comes in with wonderful volume, Cardiff, however, is for some reason hard to tune in. It gives by far the best reception of 5XX that I have heard, the reaction in this case is shorted. I have received many Continental stations that I am unable to identify, but as an instance of what can be done with this set the following may be of interest. On Sunday night, 3/8/24, after all B.B.C. stations had closed down, I noticed by reference to your table of Continental programmes that Madrid should be transmitting. This station was easily tuned in. A little adjustment was then made to the H.T. voltage, and loud-speaker reception of really good tone and sufficient volume to be heard quite easily four rooms distant was obtained. A selection from "The Merry Widow" was exceptionally fine. There was also a "Talk" (goodness knows what about) and some good soprano singing. I suppose Madrid cannot be less than 700 miles "as wireless flies." I found much depended on a proper combination of valves. Those in the photograph make an excellent combination, they are—No. 1, B.T.-H. B4; Ns. 2 and 3 are Marconi R 5 V. I have discovered since that the new Marconi D.E. 5 in the No. 3 socket gives a vast increase in tone and volume. The leads to the batteries, etc., are taken through a small hole drilled by the side of the terminals, this has the advantage of keeping all the connections on top and in view. A great advantage in this set is that only one L.T. and H.T. service is required. As a complete outfit, that is, with all accessories, Amplion, etc., it easily surpasses any other set, and by way of comparison does this at a quarter of the cost. It can be guaranteed to give loud-speaker reception on an 18-in. amplion of good tone and volume at 200 miles any time, in quite inexperienced hands, and certainly is, in my opinion, an excellent standard set. Another great advantage is that with the "high range" McMichael H.F. transformer (tapped) and a few extra coils it will give reception up to 6,000

Complete with Loud-speaker.

metres. I should mention that my reception conditions here are ideal, and I have also a perfect aerial and earth system.—Yours truly,

J. D. S.

TO NEW READERS.

Place a standing order for "Modern Wireless" with your newsagent and save disappointment.

A
An Amplifier for Bright or Dull-Emitter Valves.

By STANLEY G. RATTEE, Member I.R.E., Staff Editor.

A useful low-frequency amplifier for either crystal or valve receivers, constructed so as to permit duplication if more than one is required.

The instrument to be described is not in itself a radio receiver, but an apparatus employing one valve, which, when connected across the telephone-terminals of the ordinary broadcast receiver, permits the received speech, music or Morse signals to be heard with greater volume.

The amplification given by this instrument is what is known as "low-frequency," or sometimes as "audio-frequency," which means that the amplification takes place after the signals have been rectified by the crystal or valve detector, as the case may be.

Though this form of amplification gives a considerable increase in signal strength, it must not be assumed that the addition of this unit to, say, a crystal or valve receiver will give an increase in range; the purpose of this or any other low-frequency amplifier is to make louder those signals already audible in the receiver.

As the "output" of the amplifier is a considerably magnified repetition of the "input," the speech or music should be perfectly free from distortion before being applied to this unit, otherwise all such distortion will be proportionately increased. Another point to be borne in mind is that the transformer used should be of good manufacture, the subsequent results depending very considerably upon the merits of this useful component.

Features of Design

The compact appearance of the unit will be observed from the first photograph, which shows the instrument ready for connecting to any receiver which does not incorporate a low-frequency stage, or to a receiver which does not already employ more than a single stage.

The reason for this latter remark is that in no circumstances is it recommended that more than two stages of low-frequency amplification be used, in view of the fact that distortion is likely to result, and in those cases where two low-frequency stages do not give the required volume, then a high-frequency stage is advocated, thereby increasing the range of the receiver.

The unit under description is capable of duplication and may be used with practically any type of receiver, the only exceptions being valve sets which have the internal L.T. negative connected to the H.T. negative, instead of the more usual practice of L.T. positive to H.T. negative.

The arrangement of the terminals seen in the photograph are on the left-hand side, reading from the top, the two "input" terminals for connecting to the telephone terminals of the receiver; the H.T. positive and H.T. negative, the L.T. positive and L.T. negative. On the right-hand side, reading from the top, are the two "output" terminals for telephone connections or the "input" of a similar unit, the H.T. positive and H.T. negative, the L.T. positive and L.T. negative. The two terminals seen at the bottom end...
of the panel are for grid cells when required, the left-hand terminal being connected to the positive of the battery and the right-hand terminal to the negative.

in the instrument. The choice of components is, of course, a matter for the reader to decide himself, but in cases where mates other than those stated are chosen, then

I Low-frequency Transformer (Max-Amp, by Peto Scott, Ltd.)
I Filament resistance suitable for either bright or dull emitter valves (Burndapt, Ltd.)

Fig. 3.—The lay-out of the panel drawn full size.

Materials and Components
For the assistance of those readers whose intention it is to construct this unit, the names of manufacturers are given, in addition to the components embodied in the panel:

1 Ebonite panel measuring 7 in. by 5 in. by 3/8 in.
1 Valve holder or alternatively four sockets.
14 Brass terminals.
Quantity of stiff wire for connecting purposes.
1 Box to take panel and of a
The Panel

The material used for the panel of the unit is what is advertised as "Radion Mahogany," which, besides having the attraction of a glossy finish, is guaranteed to be free from surface leakage.

Where ebonite other than this is purchased, readers should assure themselves whether or not the material supplied bears a similar guarantee.

In those instances where specially prepared ebonite is not obtained, then the panel must be subjected, after the drill holes have been made, to a thorough rubbing on both sides with fine emery cloth, in order to remove any impurities which may be adhering to the surface as a result of tinfoil treatment it may have received during its manufacture.

The Circuit

The circuit arrangement of the unit is given in Fig. 2 wherein it will be seen that the connections are those of the usual kind, with the addition of grid cells.

The connections to the transformer are given in both this figure and that of the wiring diagram as being the best with the transformer used, but in cases where a make other than that mentioned is chosen, then these connections may vary; it is advocated therefore that before making the final connections, the practice of changing over the connections should be tried, meaning OS or IS to grid.

Wiring Up

The actual wiring of the unit may be seen from the photograph showing the underside of the panel, thin wire and insulating sleeving may be reverted to, subject to the leads being kept short and well spaced. All connections should be soldered, rather than locked between nuts, as one bad connection in the instrument will cause hissing or crackling sounds to be heard in the telephones, especially if more than one stage of low-frequency amplification is used.

Fig. 4.—Plan photograph of the panel. Note that the grid battery terminals are shorted. When this battery is used, however, the shorting wire should be removed and the positive of the battery connected on left and negative on right.

Fig. 5.—An underside view of the panel, showing disposition of components and wiring.

Fig. 6.—Illustrating the method of connecting one or two units to a crystal set. If more than 40 volts H.T. is used with dull-emitter valves, grid cells should be connected across the terminals provided.
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the reason for this being that not only will the reception be amplified very considerably but any extraneous noises due to faulty con-
nections must of necessity be similarly amplified.

**Fixed Condensers**

It will be observed from the circuit diagram that the usual condenser across the H.T. battery is omitted, and the reason for this is that where the unit is connected to a valve receiver, the condenser will in most cases be connected condenser of 0.05 µF may be connected externally across the H.T. battery if desired, though in most cases, unless the battery is old and noisy, its inclusion or omission will make very little difference if any at all.

It will be further noticed that there is no condenser connected across the primary of the transformer, the reason being that where the unit is to be used in conjunction with a crystal receiver such a condenser is not necessary, whilst assuming

*Fig. 7.—Practical wiring diagram (full size).*

(Continued on Page 460.)
An interesting H.F. receiver designed by the author on a method to be described next month.

Adding Damping to the Grid Circuit by Resistances

A very common and successful method of reducing the tendency of self-oscillation in a valve is to connect a resistance across the grid circuit, or in the grid circuit. Sometimes this resistance consists of an actual resistance of the ordinary kind, and sometimes the grid to filament path itself is used as the resistance.

In the latter case what we do is to take advantage of the fact that when the grid becomes positive with respect to the negative end of the filament, electrons are attracted to the grid from the filament; these electrons travel round the grid circuit, through the grid inductance, back to the filament. This setting up of a grid current introduces damping into the grid circuit. In other words, some of the energy in the grid circuit is consumed and losses are incurred by making the oscillations in the grid circuit produce a grid current. This loss may be made sufficiently great to stabilise the circuit and prevent the valve oscillating. To set up a steady grid current is a simple matter, and the usual method is that illustrated in Fig. 15, where the slider S moves along a potentiometer resistance of about 400 ohms resistance connected across the filament battery B1. A fixed condenser C3 of 0.002 μF may be connected in the position shown to avoid making the high-frequency currents travel through the potentiometer resistance itself. This condenser C3 may frequently be omitted without any ill-effects. When the slider S is to the extreme left position, the grid is at zero volts; as the slider is moved further to the right the grid will be given a varying potential, which will become +6 volts if the slider S is moved to the right-hand side of R2 and the battery B1 given 6 volts. Any degree of damping, within limits, may therefore be introduced into the grid circuit, and the slider S will usually be adjusted to such a point that the valve is just off the oscillation point.

It is rather important to note in the Fig. 15 method that the position of the rheostat R is of importance. If it is connected in the negative lead to the filament it will not be possible to give the grid the full +6 volts because when S is at the left-hand side of R2 the grid will be at a negative potential depending upon the drop in potential across the rheostat. As S is moved to the right a point will be reached where the grid has a potential of zero volts; as the slider is moved further to the right the grid will be given a varying potential, which will become +6 volts if the slider S is moved to the right-hand side of R2 and the battery B1 given 6 volts. Any degree of damping, within limits, may therefore be introduced into the grid circuit, and the slider S will usually be adjusted to such a point that the valve is just off the oscillation point.

It is rather important to note in the Fig. 15 method that the position...
Fig. 17.—Illustrating how resistance may be added in the anode circuit to prevent self-oscillation.

able to give the grid any positive voltage from zero to +6, it is desirable to connect the rheostat in the positive lead.

Fig. 16 shows the connection of a resistance $R_1$ actually in the grid oscillatory circuit. This resistance may have a value of from 20 to 50 ohms, according to various factors, such as the amplification factor of the valve and the constants of the oscillating circuits and the natural-coupling between grid and anode circuits. The correct value of the resistance $R_1$ is best found by experiment, and if the resistance is variable, so much the better.

Fig. 17 shows the resistance $R_2$ included in the anode oscillatory circuits. This is an alternative arrangement and self-oscillation may be prevented, by introducing damping into the grid or the anode oscillatory circuits. In some cases the damping is introduced into both circuits by any of the methods specified.

Fig. 18.—A method of Introducing damping advocated by the author.

Anode Impedance Method

An interesting and useful method of stabilising a high-frequency amplifier is that illustrated in Fig. 21. We here have an impedance $Z$ shunted by a variable condenser $C_3$. The impedance $Z$, which may be a choke coil with or without an iron-core inductance, lies in parallel with the small variable condenser $C_3$ and the choking effect on the high-frequency oscillations in the anode circuit may be controlled by means of a condenser $C_3$. The smaller the value of $C_3$ the less tendency will the valve have to generate oscillations, while the greater the capacity of $C_3$ the more readily will the valve oscillate.

Use of Reverse Reaction

Reverse reaction, which consists in feeding back energy into the grid circuit in a direction opposite to that which produced a build-up effect, may be employed for stabilising a high-frequency amplifier. Fig. 22 shows how the inductance $L_2$ is connected in a reverse direction to produce a reverse reaction effect which will tend to

Fig. 20.—A somewhat similar arrangement to Figure 16.

done by dimming the filaments, a very common expedient, and by reducing the high-tension voltage. Dulling the filaments is usually a very effective method of stabilising a high-frequency amplifier, but at the same time any beginner will appreciate that reducing the efficiency of the apparatus in this way is wrong, and that the necessity for doing this is merely due to lack of proper design elsewhere.
oppose the natural reception effect due to capacity coupling, etc.

In the Fig. 22 arrangement the reverse reaction effect may be obtained when the coils L₁ and L₂ are fairly loosely coupled in a reverse direction. If L₁ is brought too close up to L₂, the reverse inductive effect is swamped by the increased capacity coupling between L₂ and L₁, and this produces a greater tendency to self-oscillation.

Fig. 21.—Circuit showing anode impedance method of introducing damping.

A coupling of two tuned circuits to produce a reverse reaction effect is therefore not a very practicable arrangement, although when the anode circuit is not tuned, reverse reaction may be quite useful in stabilising a receiver.

Fig. 23 shows a modified arrangement in which the reaction coil L₃ is now not part of the main tuned anode circuit but is connected in series with it. This circuit will in general be found better than Fig. 22, although the coil L₃ should be kept small.

Eliminating the Causes of Self-Oscillation

The method we have described above may be regarded as general means of counteracting the ill-effects of faulty design. The design of the receiving apparatus should be such that palliatives should not be necessary, but while it is a simple matter to make theoretical comments on the problem of high-frequency amplification, the fact remains that there is to-day no really satisfactory method of high-frequency amplification. If all experimenters who are present are working in directions where great success has already been achieved were to turn their attention to the problem of long distance reception and multi-stage amplification, probably some solution could be found.

It is the purpose of this article to explain the difficulties and to indicate what has already been done to overcome the troubles experienced in multi-stage high-frequency amplification. A method of the author's own is also given.

The elimination of self-oscillation is a practical impossibility, but much can be done to eliminate the actual causes and much more can be done to balance them out with a minimum of energy loss.

In the first place, since the grid to anode capacity of the valve is one of the chief troubles, much can be done by lessening this capacity. Sometimes the capacity is between the electrodes themselves, but more usually in the leads to these electrodes. The B₄ valve, for example, which is a low-frequency amplifier of great utility, has the disadvantage that the grid to anode capacity is substantial. The Myers valve and the V₁₄, however, admirable for high-frequency work, because the capacities between the elec-

trodes, and the leads going to the electrodes, is small.

Much can be done, however, with the ordinary type of valve, provided a suitable valve holder is used. Quite apart from the other merits, the widely-spaced contacts on certain types of special valve holders are particularly suitable for high-frequency work. The ordinary arrangement where the socket pins are very close together, the nuts and washers being frequently only a matter of 1/16th inch apart, are entirely unsuitable for high-frequency, or, in fact, for any other work.

All leads, of course, should be kept as short as possible and as far apart as can be arranged. Bare square wire connections are probably the best for wiring a set with several stages of high-frequency amplification.

Overcoming Inductive Coupling

The overcoming of inductive coupling has received very little attention, probably because capac-

city coupling is much more insidious and dangerous.

Inductive coupling may be made very small by arranging that the fields of coils in the grid and anode circuits do not interact. The coils should be kept well apart, so as not to influence each other, and they may conveniently be arranged at right angles. To keep the inductive fields as small as possible, the coils may be wound on small diameter tubes with fine wire, but this may lead to a certain amount of inefficiency. It is, however, a direction in which experiments may be made. The smaller the coil the less will be the inductive effect of it on another coil.

A method of reducing the magnetic effect of one coil on another is illustrated in Fig. 24, which shows both coils L₁ and L₂ enclosed in metal boxes, having only small openings to allow the connecting wires to pass through. The metal casings should be of
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Fig. 24.—Showing the introduction of metal shields to eliminate magnetic interaction.

fairly substantial size, and the coils arranged clear of the sides. Sometimes it may be desirable to earth the shields.

Fig. 25 shows the inductances $L_1$ and $L_2$ wound on tubes which are staggered in relation to each other. This arrangement has been used by Prof. Hazeltine in his neutrodyne receiver, which involves the use of high-frequency transformers. The same arrangement, however, could be used for tuned anode circuits. The fields of the two coils are shown in dotted lines, and it will be seen that by arranging the coils in a suitable manner it is possible to avoid any appreciable inductive coupling between the inductances.

An interesting arrangement which has been tried by Mr. G. P. Kendall and the author is that illustrated in Fig. 26. Here the inductance coils $L_1$ and $L_2$ are in the form of toroids. The inductances are shaped like a curtain ring. If we obtained a wooden curtain ring and completely wound it with insulated wire, the ends, however, being separated by a fraction of an inch and leads taken from the ends, we would have a toroidal coil. The same effect would be obtained by taking a long cylindrical coil and bending it round so that the ends met. In the case of such a coil the magnetic field is entirely enclosed, and while the coil possesses all the properties of an inductance, there is no external field which could influence another coil. In Fig. 26 both grid and anode coils are shown of toroidal shape. A practical coil may be made by taking, say, a 3 in. length of ebonite tubing 3 or 4 in. in diameter and cutting a slit in the tube. A toroidal coil can then be wound on the tube.

Fig. 26.—Circuit showing the use of toroidal coils to minimise inductive effects.

but this does not mean that there will be no capacity coupling, which is the most trouble-in multi-stage high-frequency amplifiers. The fact that toroidal coils are used does not mean that the coils can be put close together, because we then get a substantial capacity coupling between the coils, even though there is no inductive coupling, and the capacity coupling is generally the most troublesome.

The Fig. 27 arrangement must therefore not be taken as a solution of the problem of multi-stage high-frequency amplification; it is, however, a very interesting suggestion for overcoming one of the coupling effects likely to cause instability.

The "Astatic" Anode Coil

An interesting suggestion for eliminating inductive coupling from the anode circuit of a valve to the grid circuit is that illustrated in Fig. 28. We have two anode coils $L_1$ and $L_2$ wound in opposite directions. The idea is that the inductive effect of $L_2$ on $L_1$ would be neutralised by the opposite inductive effect of the coil $L_3$ on $L_1$.

The coupling between $L_2$ and $L_3$ should not be sufficiently great as to materially reduce the total inductance of the two coils in series. It would seem that the positioning of the combined coil $L_2 L_3$ should be symmetrical with respect to the coil $L_1$ in any set built using such a coil.

Fig. 27.—A two-tuned circuit using toroidal anode coils.
Balancing out the Capacity Effect in a Valve

Since the coupling inside the valve is effected by means of a capacity, it is natural we should turn to a capacity for the purpose of neutralising this coupling. The effect of the coupling inside the valve is for potentials to be communicated from the anode circuit to the grid circuit in such a direction as to increase the tendency to self-oscillation. To counteract this capacity effect, we therefore require to introduce to the grid potentials of opposite but similar magnitude. If the capacity of the valve is more than balanced, a reverse reaction effect will be obtained which will weaken signals. It is, of course, desirable that the balance should be an exact one. It is, of course, no use connecting a condenser from the anode to the grid, because this condenser would merely assist the existing capacity. It is necessary to obtain a reversal of phase and this reversal may be obtained by tapping either the grid or anode inductance or by the use of transformer coupling. These methods will now be described.

Fig. 29 shows a simple valve amplifier in which, however, the direct current anode circuit contains only a portion of the oscillatory circuit. In this figure it will be seen that a tapping S is taken from about half-way along the inductance L₂ and therefore the direct anode current only flows from the top of the inductance L₂ to the middle tapping. It is, of course, sufficient to pass a varying anode current through a part of the oscillatory circuit to set up oscillations in that circuit, but it will be found in practice that usually the maximum amplification is obtained when the whole of the inductance in the anode circuit is included in the direct current anode circuit. In Fig. 29, when the end E₁ is negative, the end E₂ will be positive with respect to the tapping S, and therefore with respect to the filament of the valve, the end E₁ being connected to the grid of the valve through the grid to anode capacity and these potentials will be opposite at any given moment to those at the end E₂. We now connect the end E₂ through a very small condenser C₂ to the grid of the valve, and it will be seen that, whereas the capacity in the valve is producing certain potentials on the grid, exactly opposite potentials are being communicated to the grid through the condenser C₂ from the end E₂ of the inductance L₂. By making C₂ of the correct size, the reaction impulses communicated the grid-plate capacity will be exactly neutralised by the reverse feed-back through C₂. The result is that the capacity of the valve has been neutralised, and the circuit will consequently not oscillate.

The condenser C₂ may also be used to balance out the capacity coupling between the coils L₁ and L₂. In order to enable a more correct balance to be obtained I have suggested connecting an actual condenser in the position shown as C₃ in Fig. 30. This condenser will actually increase the tendency to oscillate, but by making C₃ larger it is possible to balance C₂ and C₃ accurately, whereas when we are relying upon capacity between grid and anode of the valve, we are dealing with a very small capacity and one which is liable to fluctuation, a change of valves might easily upset the balance.

Having got the amplified oscillations in the circuit L₁ C₃, we have to find some method of using them, and we can couple an inductance to L₂, this inductance being connected in the grid circuit of another valve. Another arrangement would be to connect the point E₁ through a grid condenser to a second valve, but in this case we would only be obtaining about half the potentials developed across the inductance L₂. We can, however, overcome this difficulty by seeing that the tapping S is not in the middle but nearer to the end E₂. In order to obtain a balance we then have to make the condenser C₂ very much larger, and if the distance S and E₂ is, say, one tenth of the distance between E₁ and E₂, then the capacity C₂ will have to be ten times the capacity between the grid and anode of the valve (and,
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LISSEN

A CHoke
For audio frequency amplification—

A GOOD Choke coupling will give amplification of a quality comparable to the best Resistance Capacity Coupling without the disadvantage of using the large H.T. voltage necessary with Resistance Capacity Coupled amplifiers.

This LISSEN Choke is different to any other Choke—there is no sharply defined resonant peak anywhere in the band of audible frequencies. It is a highly efficient Choke—two other important characteristics are, firstly, its uniform impedance to all audible frequencies, and, secondly, its high inductance value, the first characteristic resulting in perfectly pure amplification, and the second ensuring that the maximum signal voltage is transferred from the plate of the one valve to the grid of the succeeding valve.

The object of using LISSEN Choke L.F. amplifiers—

The difficulty in ordinary use of employing more than three stages of L.F. Transformer amplification is well known. An interesting experiment, therefore, will be to see how many stages of LISSEN Chokes can be successfully employed, and to what extent it will be possible to build up a volume of perfectly pure sound.

The construction of an L.F. amplifier using LISSEN CHOKES instead of transformers is comparatively quite simple—the connections are as follows:

One terminal of the LISSEN CHOKE is connected to the plate of the preceding valve, the other terminal to the H.T. battery. A fixed condenser of .01 capacity is connected between the plate of the preceding valve and the grid of the L.F. valve, and a grid leak (preferably used the LISSEN VARIABLE GRID LEAK) is connected between the grid of the L.F. valve and the L.T. negative.

Grid cells should be introduced between the grid leak and L.T. negative if they are found necessary. Each succeeding stage is connected up in the same manner.

A NEW LISSEN 5-POINT SWITCH—

Here is a little switch which does the following things:

(a) Switches off one stage of L.F. without touching the filament control—a separate switch for each stage.
(b) Connects the telephones to the plate of whichever valve it is desired to use and at the same time switches off the L.T. current from the unused valve.
(c) Cuts off a stage of H.F. in the same way as it does L.F. (we do not recommend any switching in H.F. circuits where it can be avoided, but where it is decided to use a switch, this is the switch to use).
(d) Will also disconnect both the H.T. and L.T. Batteries and short the aerial to earth, so that the receiver can be left adjusted ready for switching instantly into commission next time.

LISSEN PUSH-PULL MOVEMENT—LISSEN ONE HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE.

Don't Mix Your Parts—if you build with all LISSEN Parts your receiver will give results which would never be possible with mixed parts.

LISSEN LIMITED
20 24, Woodger Road, Goldhawk Road, London, W.12
PARTS WITH HIDDEN POWER - - - LISSEN PARTS

MODERN WIRELESS

A few words about
Some NEW LISSEN LINES

AN AUXILIARY RESISTANCE
size of a Penny.

This is a neat little device which can be quickly and conveniently used in conjunction with any rheostat to provide a predetermined safety minimum resistance for dull emitter valves. Should be left in circuit only when dull emitters are being used (when valves of the R type are used the finger switch should be lifted to rest on the centre contact—in this way the Auxiliary Resistance is short-circuited).

How to fit to any ordinary rheostat—

It should be used in series. Can be screwed direct on to some rheostats—with others it can be easily fixed on the panel.

CAN BE EASILY ATTACHED TO THE LISSENSTAT ALSO.

Simply withdraw the screw from the bottom end of the LISSENSTAT and place the auxiliary resistance over the centre hole and replace screw—this clamps the LISSEN Auxiliary Resistance in place. The connection which would previously have been taken from the bottom end of the LISSENSTAT is now taken off the terminal on the side of the Resistance—the other connection on the side of the LISSENSTAT remains the same with the LISSENSTAT uninflucted. Proceed exactly the same with the LISSENSTAT.

YET ANOTHER LISSEN SWITCH—

(Similar in appearance to LISSEN 5-poi t Swtch)

This little switch will be particularly useful when the LISSEN 5-point switch is used for cutting out one stage of H.F. When a H.F. stage is cut out and reaction is being taken from the aerial circuit, it is necessary to reverse the reaction coil connections for each H.F. stage cut out, and this new LISSEN switch conveniently does it. Can also be used anywhere when it is necessary to reverse the connections of a battery, a coil, or a condenser for instance. VERY USEFUL FOR COMPARATIVE TESTS. LISSEN PUSH-PULL MOVEMENT—LISSEN ONE-HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE.

ALL THE ABOVE ARE READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

OTHER LINES ALMOST READY ARE—

1. A UNIQUE CRYSTAL SET (prov. pat.). With excellent features—different to any crystal set yet made.
2. TWO-WAY COIL HOLDER (prov. pat.). Gives very nice tuning—unique design.
3. THREE-WAY COIL HOLDER (prov. pat.). Also gives nice tuning—unique design.
The Province of Leaders is to LEAD

The fact that "Marconi Valves" are the highest achievement in Radio Science, is but a logical development. Consider their source of origin. On the one hand, Marconi—the master name in Wireless, and to whose genius the development of Wireless is largely due; on the other hand, Osram—a name that stands for unrivalled manufacturing experience, and unequalled research facilities. Little wonder, therefore, that the Valve which bears these two names is the acknowledged leader in the Valve World.

Marconi Valves

Sold by Wireless and Electrical Dealers, Stores, etc.

Announcement of The M.O. Valve Co., Ltd.
of course, the other undesirable coupling capacities.
In Fig. 30 we have reproduced the arrangement of Fig. 29 in a manner which may be a little clearer to some. We have now shown the grid to anode capacity of the valve by the condenser C3, while C1 represents the neutralising or balancing capacity which actually consists of a real condenser. In this circuit it will be seen that the midpoint between C3 and C1 will, as far as any amplified currents in the anode circuit of a valve are concerned, always have the same potential as the point S and therefore the same potential as the filament of the valve. By connecting the middle point between C3 and C1 to the grid of the valve we ensure that oscillations in the anode circuit of a valve will not in any way affect the potential of the grid, the potentials on which will now be simply those due to the oscillations in the circuit L1, C1.

The arrangements of Figs. 29 and 30 may be reversed so that the anode circuit remains normal, but the grid circuit has a middle tapping to enable the neutralising electromagnetic forces from the anode circuit to compensate for the grid to anode capacity of the valve.

(To be continued.)

From Our Readers

Interesting Experiences with "M.W." Sets

To the Editor of *Modern Wireless*.

Sir,—With reference to your "Two-Valve Cabinet Receiver" in the June number of *Modern Wireless* by Stanley G. Rattee, I altered my existing set to this, and am exceedingly pleased with the results. I have a fairly good aerial and can get Birmingham, London and Manchester quite clearly, also Glasgow comes in satisfactorily, and Hindley.

With every good wish to your magazines *Modern Wireless* and *Wireless Weekly*.—Yours truly,

A. C. Parsons.

To the Editor of *Modern Wireless*.

Sir,—With regard to your article on "The Crystal Menace," and the letter signed by Mr. W. T. Bartholomew in your August issue of *Modern Wireless*, I have experienced the following, which may be of interest.

Using a double "L" aerial, spaced 4 ft. with separate down leads and separate earths, connected to two crystal sets both tuned to 2LO, the strength of the signals were considerably weaker in each than when listening on either of the sets alone connected to either of the down leads. When the cats-whisker was lifted off one, the signals in the other increased in volume. The alteration in strength of the signals, though considerable, varied with different sets and different crystals, results being louder on sets wound with heavy gauge wire.

When a single-valve reflex set and a crystal set were connected and tuned to 2LO the strength of the signals from the valve set remained the same, but the strength from the crystal set was greater than usual. So long as the crystal set was tuned to 2LO it was impossible to get another station on the valve set, London coming in loudly over the whole of the tuning scale. On lifting the cats-whisker on the crystal set it was possible to tune 5NO and 5IT quite easily, and by adjusting the crystal set suitably to also hear these stations on the crystal set.

One or two evenings during intervals in the programmes, while 2LO's carrier wave was still on, I plainly heard conversations which evidently proceeded from a neighbouring "receiving set" this has occurred both while using the valve and crystal set.

On another occasion another transmission was on 2LO or 5XX, but was too weak to identify, was heard on the crystal set; evidently a case of re-radiation.

The Reflex set is an experimental one on which I have been following your article, "Reflux receivers in theory and practice," with much benefit, but I have now altered it and have started experimenting with the Reinartz circuit, so ably detailed by Messrs. Harris and Chapman, and so far have had very fine results, the ease and control over oscillation being a revelation after using reflex circuits.

—Yours truly,

Jas. H. Slatter.

Fast Sheen.

To the Editor of *Modern Wireless*.

Sir,—Just a few lines to tell you what a big difference the adding of the other H.F. valve has made to the S.T. 100. I am using Igranic coils L50, L100, L5 and L175 A.T.C., l, is tuned with a 0.005 and L5 with a 0.003, with 0.001 for C.A.T. Though there is a big A.C. power station within three hundred yards there is little A.C. hum. 2ZY, 2LO, 3IT, 6BM, are received on the loud-speaker; 5WA, 2BD, and 5SC are very loud on the phones; tuning is very sharp, though no trouble is given in tuning these stations.

I am only 22 miles from our local station, 2ZY, and about 9 miles from the new relay station 6LV, but can almost tune 2ZY right out when getting 2LO, 6BM and 5WA, which normally is very difficult.

At thirty yards from the set music and speech can be heard quite plainly, by placing the ear pieces in a small basin.

I am using Marconi valves, 6-volts on the filament and 96 volts H.T. Wishing *Modern Wireless* every success.—Yours truly,

R. Daintith.

Widnes.
IT has always seemed to me a somewhat illogical proceeding upon the part of the experimenter to build a completely new set every time it is desired to try, say, a new type of high-frequency inter-valve coupling. I myself have built many sets in the course of the last eighteen months, all of which were self-contained receivers, in the sense that the tuning arrangement, high-frequency amplifying circuits and detector circuits were all mounted upon the same panel or board, and in the great majority of these, perfectly conventional tuning arrangements were incorporated, the only exceptions being one or two special sets where the aperiodic aerial method was adopted. Anyone who cares to make a special analysis will find that in the vast majority of receivers in common use the tuning arrangement can be reduced to a relatively small number of standard circuits which will suit practically every case. Upon consideration it becomes at once apparent that a well-designed tuning unit with some simple arrangement of switches and terminals to enable one to obtain the various conventional arrangements of circuits is a most valuable possession for the experimenter, since it will enable him to carry out his work with much greater ease than by the making up of complete sets, by the simple addition of the appropriate amplifying and detecting circuits to his standard tuner.
Fig. 3.—The simplest circuit

Tuner Requirements

It will be observed that the requirements in a tuning unit are comparatively simple. In the first place it may be assumed that the first essential is flexibility—that is to say, it must be possible to use any of the well-known tuning circuits, changing from one to another with ease, and without the use of complicated switching systems, or the changing of many wires from one terminal to another. The latter, in particular, is exceedingly tiresome if one is carrying out comparative tests.

Secondly, the tuner must be easy to handle if it is to form a part of one's regular receiving equipment. The arrangement for mounting the various coils should be provided with some sort of extension handle, so that fairly fine adjustments can be obtained, or some arrangement with a slow motion can be adopted, making holders of this description being available at the present time.

In the interests of flexibility, of course, plug-in coils should be adopted as a standard, and it is well to note when choosing a coil holder that it is really possible to get the primary and secondary coil fairly well separated so as to be able to weaken the coupling between the aerial and secondary circuits to such an extent as to obtain a real increase in selectivity when using loose-coupled circuits. Ease of handling also demands that the parts be laid out with considerable care upon the panel to obviate, or at any rate to reduce, hand capacity effects, and this demands that the condensers used for tuning should be placed in such positions that when the hands are placed upon their knobs when tuning neither the wrists of the operator nor his hands shall approach near to any of the other components included in the high-frequency circuits, and at any difference of high-frequency potential to earth.

Thirdly, but by no means as an after-thought, we have the requirement of simplicity of wiring, a very important factor in determining the efficiency of the finished instrument. "Shortness of Wiring" may be interpreted with discretion, since certain parts of the circuit are not critical to length of wiring, such as the parts which are connected to earth, while the critical ones are those on the aerial or grid side of the various tuned circuits, with which great care should be taken. The wiring of these should not merely be short, but it should also be well spaced out from any other wires, and also, needless to say, the highest possible insulation should be sought throughout. It may perhaps be thought by the more advanced reader that I am somewhat unnecessarily stressing some very obvious points here, but it must be remembered that this instrument includes within itself all the most critical of the circuits in the receiving set, where the energy is lowest and yet where losses are exceedingly liable to occur, and where due care is well repaid.

Closely bound up with the question of the simplification of the wiring is the problem of the switching of the instrument, since naturally the use of a large number of switches of a complicated nature makes good wiring quite impossible, and it is somewhat difficult to decide just how much switching to indulge in. A fair amount is undoubtedly necessary to comply with the requirements of flexibility and general convenience in working, and it is a great temptation to use far too many switches. I think it will be found that the instrument under discussion possesses a sufficient number of circuit-changing devices to make it convenient when in use, that the wiring is relatively simple, and that results which I have obtained with it are quite promising as to its efficiency.
General Arrangement

The instrument is mounted in one of the sloping front type cabinets, for the simple reason that I commonly employ boxes of this nature, but of course the experimenter will fit it in any convenient cabinet which is uniform with the other apparatus which he may intend to employ. The panel is 10 in. by 9 in. and a ½ in. thick, and was obtained already "skinned." As usual, great attention should be directed to this point, since these are the circuits in which leakages are particularly fatal. At the top of the panel is mounted the three-coil holder, which, it will be observed, is of the type with extension handles. Immediately beneath this is a small single-pole two-way switch, which serves as an "on and off" switch in one of the arrangements of the condensers, which we will discuss presently. At either side upon the same level are two "Utility" switches, of which the left-hand one is the series-parallel switch, and that upon the right is the one which serves to change over from a direct-coupled circuit to the loose-coupled type.

At the bottom of the panel are the two variable condensers, of which the left-hand one is the aerial circuit condenser of 0.00075 µF. capacity, and that upon the right is the secondary circuit condenser of 0.005 µF. capacity. Between them is another small "on and off" switch which connects the filament circuit to earth when working with a loose-coupled circuit. I have found that some sets appear to work better with this connection, while others are better without it, more particularly in situations where a loose-coupled circuit is employed to eliminate interference from A.C. mains. The four terminals upon the left are for the connections for aerial and earth leads, the one at the top being for the aerial and that at the bottom for the earth, the two in between being dummy terminals which are used in one of the special circuits to be detailed later. Of the terminals upon the right those at the top are for the reaction connections, and the pair below are for the grid and filament leads from the first valve of the amplifier or detector.

Parts Required

To duplicate exactly the original instrument the following parts and materials will be needed, but of course any good components can be used.
1 cabinet (Scientific Appliances).
1 ebonite panel, 9 in. by 10 in. by ½ in. thick with the surface matted.
1 three-coil holder (Bowyer-Lowe, Ltd.).
2 single-pole two-way switches for panel mounting (Bowyer-Lowe, Ltd.).
2 Utility switches, two-pole change-over type (Wilkins and Wright).
1 variable condenser, square law pattern, 0.00075 µF. (Bowyer-Lowe, Ltd.).
1 variable condenser, square law pattern, 0.0005 µF. (Bowyer-Lowe, Ltd.).
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The particular advantage of this arrangement which led me to adopt it is concerned with the reaction arrangements, and it will be seen that the reaction coil is always coupled to the centre coil, whichever circuit is in use. Thus, switching over the circuit from the standby to the tune side leaves a valve connected across the centre socket, transfers the aerial and earth to the left-hand coil-holder, and automatically transfers the reaction from the aerial circuit to the secondary circuit. In other words what was the aerial coil now becomes the secondary-circuit coil, and this is the switch which is seen just beneath the coilholder.

**The Simplest Circuit**

Fig. 3 shows the simplest circuit available with this tuner, consisting of the conventional coil and condenser in parallel, across which the grid and filament of the valve are connected, the reaction coil being coupled to the aerial inductance. If reaction is not desired, a shorting plug should be inserted in the reaction socket.

Upon the longest waves in common use, say those above 15,000 metres and up to 30,000 metres, a parallel condenser of quite large size is desirable, since the ordinary commercial coils of the largest size employed by the amateur—namely, a 1,000 or a 1,500—-are not large enough to reach these waves with the ordinary size of tuning condenser. It is here that the particular arrangements of switching which I adopted are particularly convenient, since both the variable condensers can be switched into the parallel position across the aerial coil, when the direct coupled circuit is employed, and since their total capacity is then .00125 µF, the desired wavelengths are quite easily attained. This is shown in Fig. 4.

**Fig. 12: The Complete Circuit.**

**Switching Arrangements**

A complete circuit of the tuner is given in Fig. 12, which should be consulted in reading the following description of the switching arrangements. The right-hand utility switch (looking at the panel from the front) is for the purpose of placing the aerial tuning condenser (the one of .00075 µF capacity) in series or parallel, the parallel position being with the pointer turned to the left. The left-hand switch enables one to change from the arrangement commonly known as the "tune" circuit to the "standby" circuit,—in other words, from the loose-coupled arrangement to the direct-coupled circuit. The actual connections employed to do this are somewhat unconventional and have some slight advantages. Instead of transferring the leads from the grid and filament of the first valve from the middle socket of the coil-holder to the left-hand one, as in the conventional arrangement, the switching in my instrument transfers the aerial and earth leads from the middle coil to the left-hand socket when changing from the direct-coupled circuit to the loose-coupled one, and the third coil comes into use for the aerial coil. The only obvious drawback to this arrangement is the fact that when changing from the direct-coupled circuit to the loose-coupled one it is necessary to withdraw the coil from the centre socket and insert it in the left-hand moving socket. A suitable coil is then inserted in the middle socket.

The smaller variable condenser is, of course, permanently connected across the middle socket, while the larger (aerial) condenser is so connected to the series parallel switch that it can be placed in series or in parallel with whichever coil is switched into the aerial circuit. Thus, when working on the direct-coupled circuit, with only the centre coil in use, the aerial condenser can be switched in series or in parallel with this coil, which already has the smaller condenser in parallel with it. It will thus be seen that, when working with the aerial condenser in the parallel position, there are really two condensers in parallel with this coil, and upon the shorter wavelengths this may be somewhat unwise. A small "on-and-off" switch is therefore provided, which will cut off the secondary condenser from the coil when not required.

**Constant Aerial Tuning**

Although no fixed constant aerial tuning condenser is provided in the tuner, yet the same effects can be obtained with the direct-coupled circuit by using the arrangement shown in Fig. 6, where the larger condenser is placed in the series position and the smaller one in parallel. To do this, turn the series-parallel switch pointer to the right, and turn the blade of the small "on-and-off" switch immediately on the right of the series-parallel switch also to the right. This brings the secondary-circuit condenser across the aerial tuning coil. Both condensers are thus in circuit, and the larger one (in the series position) can be set to some arbitrary small reading upon the dial, say 15 degrees, which can be adhered to as a standard. If the readings of
Fig. 13.—In following the diagram try to copy the arrangement of the wires visible in the photographs. Blueprint No. 59, price 1s. 6d. post free.

the smaller condenser are then recorded for various wavelengths with a given coil, it will be found that these are approximately constant with any given aerial and earth. Alternatively, both these condensers can be regarded as adjustable factors, and a little practice in the handling of this particular arrangement of the tuned circuit will show that quite useful effects can be produced.

Coupled Circuits

Fig. 7 shows the conventional loose-coupled tuning arrangement, with the aerial condenser in parallel, and reaction upon the secondary circuit. To obtain this, turn the series-parallel switch pointer to the left, the tune-stand by switch pointer to the left, and the "on-and-off" switch blade between them to the right. The connection shown dotted in this diagram can be made by turning the small switch near the bottom of the panel to the right also. This sometimes will be found to have a valuable stabilising effect in sets which are followed by several stages of low-frequency amplification. A variant of this circuit is shown in Fig. 8, where the aerial tuning condenser has been switched into the series position, but the former arrangement is usually found the better one.

When it is desired to use the loose-coupled circuit it will generally be found best to tune in the desired station first with one of the simpler circuits using direct coupling, then switch over to the loose coupled arrangement, changing the coil which was in the middle socket to the left-hand moving socket, leaving the aerial tuning condenser at the same reading, which will be approximately correct when the secondary circuit is brought into use. Insert a coil of suitable size (normally one size larger than the aerial coil) in the centre socket, place the coils at an angle of about 30 degrees to one another, and vary the capacity of the secondary-circuit condenser, adjusting the reaction to the desired degree, until the signals are once more picked up. It will probably be noticed when they have been tuned in once more that so long as both aerial and secondary circuit are in tune with each other the set will not oscillate, although the reaction is brought up to a fairly strong value. When, however, either of the two circuits is detuned, the set begins to oscillate strongly, which may be somewhat puzzling at first. This simply means that when the two circuits are in tune with each other energy is fed back from the secondary into the aerial circuit, where it is absorbed and hence damping is applied to the secondary circuit. As soon as the circuits are thrown out of tune with one another this ceases, and self-oscillation is the result.

The Aperiodic Aerial Circuit

Fig. 9 shows the conventional aperiodic aerial circuit, which is obtained as follows: Place the tune-stand by switch pointer to the left, and the "on-and-off" switch blade between them to the right also. This sometimes will be found (Continued on page 400).
ew ideas have always interested me because so many of them last and become a normal and pleasurable part of our lives. Broadcasting got me that way. Here is something, I thought, that is going to keep me in touch in my own home with all that is going on in the world as quickly, if not more quickly, than a newspaper; that is going to give me classical and inspiring music when I want it, that is going to give me music when my friends and myself want to dance. In short, here is something that is going to make life a brighter and jollier affair.

Then came the problem of how to enjoy it best. I had a good receiving set and my interest was often satisfied by headphone reproduction; but what about my friends? Here's for a loud speaker!

Three factors weighed with me—efficiency, price and size. I could not afford something my pocket couldn't pay for, I had no desire to be driven out of house and home by noise, and I had no desire to put in my ordinary sized room a loud speaker so large in size as to interfere with what I have always flattered myself to be artistic surroundings.

Off I went to a radio dealer and I asked him—"Have you a loud speaker that is small in size, artistic in shape, ample in volume and inexpensive in price?" I did not put it quite so briefly as that, but that was my meaning. Back came the answer at once—"I certainly have. The 'Sterling Baby' Loud Speaker is exactly what you want." At once he demonstrated the powers of the 'Sterling Baby,' and I thought here is my problem solved. In exchange for really very little money the "Sterling Baby" became installed in my home and has given undiluted and undiminished pleasure for months on end. My friends became pleased and interested, and to them I have always said—"You have heard this Sterling Loud Speaker, go to any dealer you will, ask him to demonstrate, and you will then be confirmed in your belief that no instrument of radio reproduction excels the "Sterling Baby."

The "Sterling Baby" Loud Speaker is supplied in the following finishes and in two resistances—120 or 2000 ohms. Height over all, 19 in.; diameter of flare, 10½ in.; diameter of base, 5½ in.

- In Black Enamel £2:15:0
- In Brown Floral design £2:17:6
- In Black & Gold Floral design £3:0:0
- In Black Matt finish with Oriental design £4:15:0

Visit the Sterling Exhibit, Palace of Engineering, Avenue 18, British Empire Exhibition.
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MULLARD H.F. Red Ring valves, 12/6 each.
MULLARD L.F. Green Ring valves, 12/6 each.

Write for leaflet V.R. 18 before you consider any valve purchases. You will be amply repaid for emphasising
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There is no changeless best. The zenith of the wheel of research is forever renewed by the steady labour of applied thought. Each passing year gains its own best—its own master achievement. The Mullard H.F. and L.F. Valves are the outcome of continuous scientific research for the perfect bright filament valve. Each separate feature of valve structure has received the utmost technical and practical consideration to produce these Master Valves.

The unique controlling grid traps the whole electron emission from the strong convex filament within the specially designed and supported anode permitting no downward escape as in other designs. All the electrical advantages of the cylindrical construction are maintained with the additional mechanical advantages of this design. Mullard H.F. Valves are designed to annihilate distance. Ask for the Red Ring Master Valve, Price 12/6.
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Fig. 14.—If the same types of component are used as were employed by the author these dimensions will serve as a drilling guide.

(Continued from page 396)

standby switch in the standby position, and switch the secondary circuit condenser into circuit. Insert in the middle socket a suitable coil having the necessary double windings, and take two flexible leads from the aperiodic turns of this coil to the two dummy terminals upon the left-hand side of the panel. Transfer the aerial wire to the upper of these terminals, and the earth to the lower one.

A suitable coil for this purpose may be made as follows: Wind upon the usual "lattice" former a coil of 70 turns of No. 22 d.c.c. wire, consisting of seven layers of 10 turns in each, spaced by the usual zig-zag turns. Interpose between the first and second layers a separate layer consisting of 10 turns of No. 18 or No. 20 d.c.c. wire, which forms the aerial winding. This coil can be mounted upon the usual plug, the ends of the larger winding being connected to the plug and socket. To the two ends of the 10-turn winding solder two pieces of flex 6 inches in length.

An Ultra-Selective Circuit

With the aid of the coil which I have just described, it is possible to obtain a remarkably selective circuit, which I have found very little more difficult to tune than the conventional loose-coupled one. The circuit is illustrated in Fig. 10, and it will be seen that the usual aperiodic 10-turn winding is connected in the aerial circuit, and that the secondary winding is tuned by means of a parallel condenser, and is coupled to yet another closed circuit consisting of coil and condenser in parallel, across which the valve is joined. Reaction can be introduced if needed, as shown, into this latter tuned circuit. There are thus two closed tuned circuits, with a fixed coupling to the aerial circuit, and a variable coupling between them. Exceedingly high selectivity is obtainable, so high, indeed, that a wavemeter is really necessary in tuning-in a distant station, although there are only two fully tuned circuits.

To obtain this circuit, place aerial and earth under the two dummy terminals as before, insert the coil with the double winding in the left-hand moving socket, connecting the two flexible leads to the two dummy terminals carrying the aerial and earth. Switch what was previously the aerial condenser into the parallel position, and place the usual secondary coil in the middle coil socket, using a suitable reaction coil in the other moving socket. See that the secondary condenser is switched across the middle coil socket, and the circuit is complete. Fairly close coupling should be used at first between the left-hand moving coil and the fixed-coil, the usual gradual weakening being employed as signals are picked up and tuned in. This circuit is well worth trial, its only drawback being that it somewhat reduces the stability of the valve circuits which follow.
A SHORT time ago I raised with the Editor a point which may be of interest: What exactly are the broadcast wavelengths? But a few months ago it was quite easy to answer this question, for, with the exception of casual transmissions from one or two stations using fairly long waves, the whole of broadcasting both in Western Europe and upon the far side of the Atlantic was done on wavelengths between 300 metres and 550 metres. The broadcast band then was quite obviously the 250 metres lying between these limits. Everything from, say, 280 metres downwards or from 575 metres upwards could be justly regarded as outside the broadcast limits. To-day, however, the situation has become a little complicated. At the lower end of the scale we have Brussels transmitting upon 262 metres—for a short time this station used 225 metres—and there is KDKA, whose short wave transmission is given on 225 metres. Below this limit careful design is essential owing to the effects of stray capacities upon the very high frequencies that are being dealt with. But here again the dividing line cannot be hard and fast, for no one can argue that resistance capacity coupling will work well upon 1,000 metres and become hopelessly inefficient above 990, or that a set of conventional design, which gives a fair measure of stability at 250 metres, will burst into the wildest oscillation when tuned down to 249 metres. All that we can do, I think, is to form our own general idea for the classification of wavebands and to realize that the demarcation is not definite, and the divisions must be elastic rather than of the cast-iron type. It would be fair, I think, to regard the broadcast wavelengths as those mainly devoted to vocal and instrumental transmissions. In this case they may be taken as lying between 300 and 500 metres. Nearly all the stations which do occasionally transmit vocal and instrumental items on the higher waves make a mere sideline of broadcasting, their main energies being devoted to commercial or scientific work. The outstanding exception is Radio-Paris, which is entirely a broadcasting station. Chelmsford is, of
One of the most interesting contributions to the study of wireless of recent times was the paper read by Senatore Marconi before the Royal Society of Arts on July 2, in which he discussed his latest experiments with waves ranging from the neighbourhood of 100 metres downwards. I expect that most people noticed in that paper certain references to the use of reflectors for receiving sets. We have heard much of the use of conductors arranged around the vertical aerial at the transmitting end, so as to focus the radiations into a beam or pencil, but probably few people have realised that it was possible to apply similar process to the receiving aerial for work upon the very short waves. A beam transmitter has often been compared with the searchlight, the principles of the two being essentially the same (Fig. 1.) In both, parabolic reflectors are employed to focus waves and to confine them to a comparatively narrow path. Both light and wireless waves are, of course, ether vibrations, the difference between them being that the wavelength of the shortest light wave is only a minute fraction of an inch whilst the shortest wireless wave hitherto used has a length of about 1/4 metre; further, light waves do not bend to follow the curvature of the earth, whilst wireless waves do. Now the natural receiving station for light waves is the human eye, which has the focusing apparatus in its lens. The purpose of the lens is to collect all rays falling upon a comparatively large area and to focus them to a point. If the area covered by the lens of the eye is insufficient to detect faint light waves, we can aid it by making use of a telescope whose object glass covers a much greater amount of space (Fig. 2). We may say, then, that if the beam transmitter is the wireless searchlight, the receiving aerial furnished with parabolic reflectors performs with regard to wireless waves precisely the same function as does the telescope towards light waves. These reflectors spread over a fairly wide area, collecting a greater amount of energy than the aerial itself would do, and focusing its energy upon the single wire which leads to the receiving set.

This system seems to be capable of enormous development, and one wonders whether it is not due to certain natural focusing effects that reception is phenomenally good in some localities. Everyone has had experience at one time or another of wireless blind spots, or weak spots, which may cover large areas or may be confined to quite a small space, or may even occur in a case of individual houses in the same town.

Frame Aerials.

The users of frame aerials have frequently found that reception is far better in one room of the house than in another. It may be below the normal standard in most rooms and found to be up to it in that where the best results are obtained; but not infrequently the best room gives results which are very much above the normal. I know of one instance which is rather curious. In one room of a particular house the frame aerial gives very much better results than are obtainable anywhere in the same locality with most efficient outside aerials. It is found in this room that the frame is not directional, but that one position gives the best reception of any station that will come in with its help. Here, I think, we have most probably a case of adventitious focusing due to the arrangement of the electric light wires, and the gas and water pipes which pass through the walls. If the reader employs a frame aerial to any extent, he may find it well worth his while to test out the signal strength obtained in several rooms, and also to try various parts of a large room. In my own house there is only one room which will give any results at all with a frame aerial. This is one on the top floor at the front. Very faint signals are obtainable if a large set is used in the room next door, but in no other room can anything be obtained, even with two stages of high frequency amplification.

The Cowper Circuit.

For the reception of waves below 300 metres I have recently been trying a modification of the tuned anode circuit designed by Mr. A. D. Cowper, and described by him in Vol. 4, Nos. 10 and 11 of Wireless Weekly. The circuit which he gives there (Fig. 3) contains only one tuned anode, and when used for a single stage of high frequency amplification it is most efficient, giving great signal strength combined with selectivity and stability. By means of the 3-plate condenser oscillation may be controlled perfectly, and the set becomes as stable as can be desired. Application of this circuit to a double tuned anode receiver presents certain difficulties on account of the large number of inductances that would be required. Everyone who has worked with tuned anodes knows the difficulty of arranging inductances so that interaction between them does not take place to such an extent as to cause the set to become unstable. For this reason I tried the effect of substituting a resistance with a value of 50,000 ohms for the radio choke coil shown in the first diagram. This gave extremely good working, and I rigged up the circuit which appears in Fig. 4, which, as will be seen, is a combination of the standard tuned anode coupling and of the Cowper method.

The Condenser.

The reason why this was done was that only one 3-plate condenser happened to be available at the time, and this was used in the plate circuit of the second valve. With this composite circuit reception is extremely satisfactory. I should say that the set is one which has been specially designed for the elimination of unwanted capacity, and also of interaction between inductances. Though the grid of the valve is connected to the slider of the potentiometer, very little positive potential is used for stabilising purposes, and the damping is there-
fore not very great. Arranged on the lines shown in Fig. 4, the set is wonderfully easy to control. If the potentiometer is set so that the grid of the first valve is about one volt positive, a very loose coupling between L₁ and L₂ can be used, and the set can be brought into a condition of complete stability by means of the 3-plate condenser in the plate circuit of the second valve, even when both anodes are very sharply tuned. I hope shortly to try the effect of using the Cowper system for both high-frequency valves, substituting in both cases a fixed resistance for the choke coil originally suggested.

Wavelength Changes.

One very great advantage of the modified Cowper circuit is that if one wishes to change from short to long waves, the receiver can be adapted in a moment simply by making a disconnection at the point X in Fig. 5. It then ceases to be a tuned anode coupled set, resistance capacity coupling being brought into use automatically in this simple way. A set of this type is about as handy a receiver as one can have, since it is equally suitable for all wavelengths if a small switch is fitted at the point mentioned. The common opinion about resistance capacity coupling, by the way, seems to be another example of the way in which we have in wireless of accepting as gospel anything which is told us three times. A study of some text-books would lead one to believe that the tuned anode is remarkably efficient on short and medium waves, but that its good qualities begin to wane on wavelengths over about 1,500 metres. Some authors tell us that resistance capacity coupling, on the other hand, is of very little use below 1,000 metres, but that it very conveniently begins to get better and better in every way just at the point at which the tuned anode starts to show a falling-off. Those who care to test out the truth of these statements for themselves will find that in main they are distinctly misleading.

Resistance versus Tuned Anode.

Certainly I have yet to discover the wavelength upon which resistance capacity coupling is superior to the tuned anode, or that at which the tuned anode begins to show a marked falling-off. The first proviso is that the condenser itself shall be of equal capacity, the second that the anode inductances or primaries of the high-frequency transformers shall be of equal inductance value with a similar distributed capacity; the third proviso is that the wiring of the set shall be such that the two circuits shall be equally balanced as regards both high-frequency resistance and capacity between leads. It is now possible to obtain double condensers of quite a number of makes which really are evenly matched. Square law condensers of this type are delightful to use, for they are made as precision instruments, and in addition to the careful matching of the halves one has a steady increase in the wavelengths, and not in the capacity, as the knob is rotated. Inductances, too, if of good make, will usually be found to be quite well matched: I say usually because one does come across curious instances of ill-matched pairs. I have two coils of the same number made by a well-known firm which, though bought at the same time, and as a pair, are very different from one another. As an example of what I mean I may say that with a double tuned anode set if coil No. 1 is placed in the first valve holder and coil No. 2 in the second, the readings of the anode condensers (using separate condensers) when the set is tuned to 200 metres are 23 and 41 degrees respectively. That this is not due to bad wiring or to faulty arrangement of the components is proved by the fact that if the coils are changed over, the first condenser must be tuned approximately 41 degrees and the second to 23 in order to obtain sharp tuning. Transformers, too, are a little liable to err in the same way, and if they are bought as a pair they should be carefully tested by trying them first.

Fig. 4.—A modified Cowper circuit.
THE principle of double reaction is very rarely incorporated in receiving sets described in the technical press, and many experimenters will find that much interesting work can be done with a set employing this method.

The principle, which is due to Mr. John Scott-Taggart, was first described by the inventor in MODERN WIRELESS for February, 1923, and the actual circuit used in the present receiver is similar to circuit No. ST 104 in "More Practical Valve Circuits."

A direct-coupled aerial circuit is used, the incoming oscillations being impressed upon the grid of the valve $V_1$, the latter having in its anode circuit the coil $L_2$ and condenser $C_2$, which form the tuned anode circuit, tuned to the incoming wavelength. The valve $V_2$ is coupled, by means of the condenser $C_3$, to the anode of $V_1$, and the coil $L_1$ is in the anode circuit of $V_2$.

Reaction is obtained by coupling $L_1$ to $L_2$, and also $L_2$ to $L_1$, a double reaction effect being thus obtained.

The aerial tuning condenser is seen on the left, while that on the right of the set is the anode tuning condenser. The aerial coil is in the left-hand socket of the three-coil holder, the centre socket being that into which is plugged the coil in the anode circuit of $V_2$. The tuned anode coil is plugged into the right-hand socket of the coil-holder.

The finished receiver is shown in Fig. 1. The aerial tuning condenser is seen on the left, while that on the right of the set is the anode tuning condenser. The aerial coil is in the left-hand socket of the three-coil holder, the centre socket being that into which is plugged the coil in the anode circuit of $V_2$. The tuned anode coil is plugged into the right-hand socket of the coil-holder.

**Fig. 1.—The completed receiver ready for use.**

**Fig. 2.—The theoretical circuit diagram.**

**A Two-Valve Double Reaction Receiver.**

By HERBERT K. SIMPSON.

A description of a two-valve receiver employing a principle of great interest and utility.

**Parts required.**

The following is a list of component parts necessary for the construction of this receiver:

- Cabinet or box, with panel space 12 in. by 12 in.
- Ebonite panel, 12 in. by 12 in. by $\frac{1}{4}$ in. (Peter Curtis, Ltd.).
- 1 Variable condenser 0.0005 mF maximum capacity (Jackson Bros.).
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Complete with simple instructions for fixing.

Simple, Safe and Reliable
Send 4d for a ULINKIN TO-DAY, or write for
illustrated pamphlet and fuller particulars.

THE GRAN-GOLDMAN SERVICE
(Dept. M.20),
MO DERN W IRELESS

BOWYER - LOWE

small parts can always be trusted.

COIL PLUG AND SOCKET.

Designed for panel mounting. Especially useful where separate coils are to be mounted separately. Screws and nuts for fixing and fitting connecting wires included. Lacquered finish. Per pair 9d

ANTI - CAPACITY VALVE HOLDER.

Made at the suggestion of Mr. P. W. Harris in a form to give increased efficiency, especially on short wavelengths. Fitted to a panel without brass nuts, the ebonite base panel being tapped. Lacquered finish, 1/2.

ALL-BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION

We are exhibiting and shall be glad to make the acquaintance of our many correspondents and trade customers.

STAND 26
(Centre of Hall),
ROYAL ALBERT HALL,
Sept. 27th TO Oct. 8th.

PLUG-IN H.F. TRANSFORMERS.

Made in all ranges. Each guaranteed in range and to match perfectly every other one in same series. All connections clearly marked. The most efficient H.F. Transformers made. Price, all ranges, 7/6.

STUD SWITCH PARTS.

Complete sets of parts to construct Stud Switches with 1 1/2 in. radius arms. Boxes containing complete Switch Arm with real Ebonite Knob, Bush, Contact Plate, to Stud with 9 Nuts to each and 7 Stops, lacquered finish; Drilling Template, enabling purchaser to construct any size switch from 1 to 10 way.

Price inclusive, 1/2.

CHANS TO WORK on the right lines, now

Hundreds of wireless workers begin to achieve bigger successes than they had ever thought possible when they start working with Bowyer-Lowe Tested Components.

With these trustworthy, guaranteed products the worker knows that every individual portion of his Set is yielding the utmost of which modern science is capable. With Bowyer-Lowe parts you are always on the right lines.

Start from the Blue Print—

with Bowyer-Lowe Tested Ebonite.

This Ebonite is Post Office Grade A, guaranteed non-metallic surface and can be used with perfect safety without rubbing down. It is supplied in panels cut exactly to any size, i.e. thick with square edges. Every sheet leaves our trade mark on the back, and is sold in a sealed package bearing our label and trade mark, so that our customers are protected against substitution.

A perfect insulating panel is essential in any set. Bowyer-Lowe panels may be accepted without question as being absolutely free from metal and safe for use without preparation. Insist on having them.

Order direct from us if your dealer cannot supply.

and Bowyer-Lowe Tested Square Law Condensers

The experimenter who really seeks to make his set as efficient as it can be will use Bowyer-Lowe Square Law Condensers simply because NO other condensers possess all the characteristics of maximum efficiency. Bowyer-Lowe Square Law Condensers are unique in construction and value.

Bowyer-Lowe Tested Square Law Condensers are all of guaranteed maximum capacities. Their minimum capacities are the lowest in wireless. Actual tests by customers show that these condensers give longer range of reception, greater signal strength and purer tonal quality to every set in which they are used.

Prices of Bowyer-Lowe Tested Condensers

Price inclusive, 1 1/2.

PRICES OF BOWYER-LOWE TESTED EBONITE.

Semi-Matt Surface, entirely free from Tinfoil, 10/- per sq. inch. Hand polished one side and edges, 1/- per sq. inch. Drilled and engraved for any Radio Press Set (except OMNI top panel), hand polished one side, 1/- per sq. inch.

BOWYER-Lowe Co., Ltd., WORKS, LETCHWORTH.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.
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Fig. 3.—The panel layout and drilling diagram. Blueprint No. 61a.

1 Variable condenser 0.0003 µF maximum capacity (Jackson Bros.).
2 3-way coil holder (Goswell Engineering Co., Ltd.).
2 3-way coil holder (Goswell Engineering Co., Ltd.).
2 Lissenstat Minor filament resistances (Lissen, Ltd.).
Fixed condensers of the following capacities—0.0001 µF, 0.0003 µF, 0.002 µF, one each (Dubilier, Ltd.).
1 Grid leak, 2 megohms.
4 Clix, complete with insulators and locknut.
4 Clix, with locknut only.
10 Terminals.

Square section wire, screws, rubber covered leads.

The Panel
The ebonite panel measures 12 in. square by \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. thick, and should be of the best quality. If, however, unguaranteed ebonite is used, the surface skin should be removed, in order to eliminate surface leakage.

Fig. 3 is a drilling diagram, and all the necessary holes may be marked on the panel with the aid of this drawing. When marking out do not use a pencil, as the lead will form a series of leaks all over the panel. A scriber should be employed, and the lines lightly scratched on the reverse side of the panel.

Make a mark against all holes of the same smallest size, and drill these first, then change the drill to the next larger, and proceed with all holes of this size. Time is saved by this method, which is obviously quicker than haphazard drilling.

Mounting the Parts
Having drilled the requisite holes, the component parts may be secured in their allotted places. It will be
found easier to fix the smallest parts first, such as terminals, etc., and to leave the variable condensers and coil holder until the last. The weight of the panel is thus kept down as far as possible while work is in progress.

Wiring is carried out with \( \frac{1}{8} \) in. square rod, and will give a very much neater appearance to the finished set, as well as being more efficient, than the older method of wiring with thinner wire covered with sleeving. Each piece of rod should be bent exactly to shape, to fit between the necessary points, before soldering up, and if care is taken over this, the use of square rod will present no difficulty. A wiring diagram is given in Fig 4, which will be found clear and easy.

**Fig. 4.—The wiring diagram of the receiver. Blueprint No. 61 B.**

**Fig. 5.—A photograph showing the underside of panel.**
Coils and Valves

When using constant aerial tuning, the aerial coil $L_1$ should be a No. 50 for wavelengths up to 420 metres, above which a No. 75 may be used. The tuned anode coil $L_2$ may be a No. 50, while the reaction coil $L_3$ may be a No. 75.

For the higher wavelengths, such as that used by 5 XX, a No. 150 may be used in the aerial socket, a No. 250 in the tuned anode, and a No. 150 in the reaction. Almost any good make of valve will give satisfactory results in this receiver, and as suitable filament resistances are incorporated in the set, dull emitter valves may be used if desired.

A high-tension voltage of about 60 volts may be used, and the filament voltage will, of course, depend upon the type of valve used.

Operating the Set

When complete, the receiver may be joined up to an aerial and tried out.

Reaction may be introduced into either the aerial or anode circuits, by suitable adjustment of the coils, details of which will be given. Provision is made, in this receiver, for the reversal of the connections to the aerial and anode coils, thus enabling the direction of reaction to be properly adjusted. To obtain reaction on to the aerial circuit, the anode coil is moved at right angles to the centre, or reaction coil, and the aerial coil moved towards the centre coil until the correct degree of reaction is obtained. If no increase in signal strength is obtained by bringing these coils together, the connections to the aerial coil should be reversed by means of the Clix $X$, and $X_6$, thus reversing the direction of reaction.

Reaction into the Tuned Anode Circuit

If it is desired to react into the tuned anode circuit, the aerial coil is kept well away from the reaction coil, and the tuned anode coil is adjusted to give the desired reaction effect. The same remarks apply as to reversal of the connections to the movable coil if reaction does not increase the signal strength. The connections in this case are reversed by means of the Clix $X$, and $X_6$.

Double Reaction

A double-reaction effect is obtained in the following way. Open out the coils at right angles, then gradually bring the anode coil up to the reaction coil, returning on the anode condenser $C_1$. When the best position has been found, bring up the aerial coil gradually, re-adjusting the variable condensers to give the best results.

TEST REPORT.

The following stations were received using a No. 50 coil for aerial, No. 60 for anode, and No. 75 for reaction: 5 WA, 6 BM, 5 NO, and 5 IT.

The condenser readings were as follows:

For 5 WA, aerial condenser 18 deg., anode condenser 70 deg., signal strength moderate on loud-speaker. For 6 BM, aerial condenser 70 deg., anode condenser 42 deg., moderate telephone signals received. Newcastle, 5 NO, required 76 degrees of the A.T.C., and 52 degrees of the anode condenser, signals being readable in the telephones.

Birmingham, 5 IT, was tuned in with 126 degrees of the aerial condenser, and 82 degrees of the anode, giving comfortably readable signals in the headphones.

The Chelmsford station, 5 XX, was received at moderate strength on the loud-speaker, using a No. 150 coil in the aerial, No. 200 in the anode, and a No. 250 in the reaction socket, 78 degrees of aerial condenser and 80 of the anode condenser being required.

Radio-Paris was received at good strength using the same coils as for 5 XX, 120 degrees of aerial and 110 of anode condenser being required.

2 LO, at 10 miles, was comfortably audible on the loud-speaker in a small room using the coils as for 5 WA, with 50 degrees of aerial condenser and 29 of the anode. This station was also heard at good 'phone strength on a 2 ft. frame.

Full sized blue prints of figs 4 and 6 are obtainable, price 1s. 6d. each, post free.
To the Editor MODERN WIRELESS.

SIR,—I have built the four-valve family receiver and have pleasure in giving you a rough idea of the results obtained. In the first place I feel sure the apparatus is capable of giving better results than I have obtained because it is a hook-up circuit of the roughest description; I have had a nice cabinet made for it, but do not want to spoil it with possible alterations and improvements, so am experimenting with the hook-up circuit for the present.

(1) Alterations to the original circuit.

(a) .001 aerial condenser with .001 fixed condenser; this second condenser can be cut out or used in series or parallel by means of spade terminals.

(b) No switch to cut out HF valve, I find that by turning off the HF rheostat I get reception on the D valve OK with the additional advantage of anode reaction if required; the HF tuning condenser is quite easy.

(c) IS connected to grid instead of OS, this will be altered in the finished circuit; the OS has been tried and gives less distortion.

(2) Aerial System.

(a) 100 ft. 7/22 enam. wire including lead in without join; 90 ft. high both ends, pointing due E and W, lead in N.E. Aerial practically unshielded, lead in shielded both sides and back by house.

(b) Natural earth, directly under lead in, two leads 7/22 about 5 ft. long, insulated, each soldered to separate pieces of galv. wire netting 1 ft. by 6 ft., one piece directly over the other, 1 ft. underground.

(3) Results. (London 10 miles to north).

(a) Detector with anode reaction, Stirling Brown phones, 2LO audible 18 ft. from phones.

(b) D and 2 LF, Browns' small LS, no intentional reaction, and slightly detuned on Vernier to prevent overloading. Open air (2LO) announcer distinct at over 100 ft. outdoors. Band music through 9 in. brick wall, neighbour says can hear it above his crystal set when wearing phones.

(c) All four valves, no reaction, Radiola same strength as London.

(d) Ditto with reaction. Birmingham, Cardiff and Bournemouth average strength, London, but at times not so loud.

More trouble with these stations since April.

(e) Brussels (old wave length) and Ecole—as above at times but a lot more trouble to get.

(f) Manchester. 4 valves full reaction. Varies a good deal.

Newcastle and Glasgow, rarely LS strength but at times exceptionally good.

Aberdeen. This was a very easy station to get at full earphone strength in the spring; it is now, however, difficult to get at all, and then only very faintly.

(4) Selectivity and Stability. London can at times be quite cut out at 400 M and above, but always at 420 M. Set very stable and have never been troubled by head capacity on any station I have tuned in.

(5) Experiments with Aerials.

(a) 12 yds. double flex laid around room on floor. Four valves and reaction. London full strength. Radiola no trace.

(b) Loud speaker system used as aerial. London comes in full strength.

(c) 7/22 indoor aerial 15 in. long (all coils used), London 6 ft. from LS using all valves and reaction; the set is, however, very unstable, and susceptible to body capacity. (ATI used in (C) Lissen 40).

Yours truly,

J. E. CHAMBERLAIN.

S. Devon.
September, 1924

ONE of the greatest advantages of the new organisation, from the point of view of the individual members of the Radio Press staff, is that it provides a unique opportunity of getting into the closest touch with large numbers of our readers, more particularly those who have experienced some sort of difficulty, and of learning just what their views and troubles really are. It seems inevitable that the opportunities thus afforded should react greatly to our readers' advantage, in that the experience gained in this way will increase yet further the helpfulness of the constructional and other articles appearing in this journal. During its short existence the Service Department has had many strange experiences, none more so, I think, than this one, which illustrates the extraordinary confidence placed in Radio Press and all its works by our readers.

A Strange Difficulty

A visitor presented himself early one morning in the Test Department, and asked for a consultation with myself, upon what he described as a "little wireless difficulty." He explained at the outset of the interview that he hardly liked to trouble us with so small a matter, and went on to explain that he lived at, shall we say, Brighton, and that his office was in, shall we say, City Road, and that as he only came up to town twice a week, he found it somewhat difficult to keep in touch with his business from his home. He expressed somewhat strong views regarding the inconveniences of the ordinary line telephone, and explained that he intended to erect a wireless transmitter and receiver at each end, and keep in constant telephonic communication with his office throughout the day. He made it a condition that the receiving set should use no batteries of any sort whatever, and had prepared quite elaborate plans of crystal sets for use at each end, and he had provided himself with complete scale drawings of the aerial and earth arrangements. The transmitters were to work from the lighting main supply, and it was in regard to this part of the equipment that he wished to have some advice, since he explained that he knew nothing about wireless transmitting gear.

An Explanation

So far, all had gone well, but when I explained that to maintain reliable communication over such a distance with only crystal receivers he must expect to use a good deal more power than that employed by 2 LO, and that I knew no way of achieving the desired end with the 10 watts which he had heard were allotted to private persons, I am afraid that he began to entertain a suspicion that his confidence had been misplaced. Explanations followed, of course, and I think my visitor left feeling that the real obstacle in his path was the Postmaster General. (Needless to say, the details of this incident have been altered out of recognition.)

From Egypt

Even more surprising was the attitude of an Egyptian visitor who was considering the purchase of the Radio Press Envelope describing the "Simplicity" receiver, and seeing my name upon the cover as the author he came to ask for some information as to the capabilities of the set. He was the principal landowner of a small village on the upper reaches of the Nile, and what he wanted was a written guarantee from me that if he made up this set he would be able to receive the French broadcasting stations upon any and every night of the year, and upon my declining to commit myself in this way (naturally!) he made some pointed remarks regarding people who had no confidence in their own sets!

Soldering

Among the more serious lessons derived from our work, a somewhat unexpected one, which is proving exceedingly serious nevertheless, is the question of the standard of soldering efficiency achieved by our readers. Strangely enough, a very large number of faults have been traced directly to ineffective soldering, and I would like to take this opportunity of impressing strongly upon all and sundry the extreme importance of taking pains with soldering and making really certain that every joint is a good one. It may seem a little thing, and that just one poor joint in the set may not matter, but the fact is that what is likely to happen is that a whole series of poor joints may be set up, and the faults which result are some of the most perplexing with which we have had to deal. A really hot soldering iron properly tinned is, of course, one of the most important factors in good soldering, but the choice of a suitable soldering paste is almost equally important.

Corrosive Fluxes

Corrosive fluxes should on no account be used, since it is so
difficult to remove them when the work is finished, and their action may be most destructive if they are allowed to remain. Incidentally, almost all the soldering pastes used should be carefully cleaned off when the joint has been finished, wiping with a piece of clean rag being suggested, since many of these are semi-conductive and may set up high-resistance leaks in all sorts of unexpected places. For example, we had one 3-valve receiver which gave the owner a great deal of trouble until he took it to us, and then the application of the Megger to the valve sockets indicated that the average insulation resistance was in the neighbourhood of 50,000 ohms, and an examination of the back of the panel showed that the ebonite between the valve legs was heavily smeared with a certain soldering paste, mixed with brass filings resulting from the cleaning of the various metallic junctions. Removal of this by scraping put the whole trouble right.

Without experience it is, no doubt, difficult to tell whether any given soldered joint is a really good one, but a test which the beginner will find useful is the mere mechanical one of testing the actual strength of the joint by pulling fairly strongly upon each wire which has been soldered into place. A good soldered joint should withstand a considerable strain. Incidentally, I should not like to give the impression that I deprecate the use of solder on account of its risks, since our experience of bad joints shows that even imperfect soldering is better than wires imperfectly gripped beneath nuts. As an example of the trouble which may occur when the latter method of wiring is used, I will instance a Family 4-valve receiver which was brought in, and upon which the principal symptom was an entire lack of tuning in the anode circuit. Tests applied to the variable condensers showed that there was no electrical connection from the centre spindle bearing to the spindle itself, and it was found that the following somewhat unusual fault was present. The bearing for the spindle consisted of a conical screw engaging in a corresponding conical depression in the end of the spindle, with locking nuts upon the ebonite end-plate. These nuts had been unscrewed for the purpose of inserting the connecting wire, and in doing so the bearing screw itself had been withdrawn, so that its point was no longer touching the moving spindle.

One of the greatest trials of our existence, however, is the set which has been made up "with a few slight alterations" from one of the Radio Press designs. We have seen modifications of almost every conceivable kind, it seems, and the trouble which these sets has given us has led to the introduction of a special charge of an additional 25 per cent. over and above the ordinary test fee for dealing with cases of this nature. Incidentally, the results given by these sets furnish a very striking corroboration of the contention of every good set designer that if you alter the design it is impossible to predict how the new arrangement will function. It may work as well as, or even better than, the old design, but the odds are that trouble will result, unless the modifications are made by some person with a really good technical knowledge. No doubt there are plenty of our readers who are quite capable of doing this, but unfortunately such modifications are not as a rule made by the more advanced experimenter, but rather by the beginner who is building his first set, and has not fully realised the risks he takes when he puts the high-frequency valve at one end of the set, the detector at the other and, say, the low-frequency valves in between, or makes some other drastic alteration of that sort.

**Sympathy**

We have naturally endeavoured to take a sympathetic interest in all such cases of alteration, and have tried to ascertain the motive which inspires our readers to make these alterations, since we find that in some cases they are well aware of the risks which they run, and it seems that one of the most potent motives is the possession of some cabinet with an arbitrary panel dimension which does not suit the set particularly well, and necessitates a complete rearrangement of the parts. One of the photographs illustrated in this article is a case in point, in which the Family 4-valve receiver has been compressed on to a square panel, with extraordinary effects upon the internal arrangements.

**Modifications**

We have, indeed, met with just one or two cases where the constructor really believed that he was improving the design, one of these being a Puriflex, whose constructor was quite convinced that he had turned out a far better instrument than the original! Such cases are rare, and the type of alteration to which I should like to devote a little attention is the question of the use of components of other makes than those specified upon the original design. In many cases, the constructor does not realise that he is modifying the design in any way by using other makes than the original one, and of course in the case of the majority of the components, so long as he uses good quality parts, there is no reason why
Reasons why EDISWAN VALVES are better!

Behind every Ediswan Valve there is more than 40 years' experience in lamp manufacture. Highly skilled supervision in every detail, combined with carefully tested metals, ensures the efficiency for which Ediswan Valves are world-famous.

**TYPE A.R.**

This Valve has been specially designed for operating on low plate voltages, and is especially suitable for amateur use. It is a tubular valve having the same characteristics as the French (or R.F.) Valve. It is compact, silent in working, and gives high amplification.

- Plate Voltage: 30-40
- Filament Voltage: 0.75 amperes
- Overall Diameter (approx.): 35 mm
- Overall Length (approx.): 108 mm
- Cap: 4 pin

**Price**: 12/6 each.

**TYPE R.**

This Valve, which has a vertical filament, grid and plate, is mounted in a spherical bulb. It has essentially the same electrical properties as the A.R. Valve, but the grid has a greater number of turns and it is also of smaller diameter, which results in a somewhat greater amplification, with the same plate and grid voltages, than is obtained with the A.R. Type Valve.

- Plate Voltage: 50-100
- Filament Voltage: 0.4 amperes
- Normal Filament Voltage: 0.75 amperes
- Overall Diameter (approx.): 55 mm
- Overall Length (approx.): 110 mm
- Cap: 4 pin

**Price**: 12/6 each.

**TYPE A.R.D.E.**

The Ediswan Amateur Receiving, Doll's (Low-Temperature) Valve, Type A.R.D.E., has been especially designed to meet the growing demand for a valve that will function at very low filament voltages, and at the same time have an extremely long life.

- Filament Voltage: 1-5-9
- Plate Voltage: 0.30 amperes
- Normal Plate Voltage: 0.75 amperes
- Overall Diameter: 110 mm
- Overall Length: 25 mm
- Cap: Standard

Can be used on a 2 volt accumulator or a 2-cell dry battery.

**Price**: 21/- each.

If you have a good set, it deserves Ediswan Valves.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
123, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.4,
AND 71, VICTORIA STREET, S.W.1.
Branches in All Principal Towns.
Works: Ponders End, Middlesex.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.
B.B.C. WIRELESS DRY BATTERIES

For B.B.C. Sets

No. 1 W.
Standard Pocket Lamp Size—4½ volt with patent spiral wire terminals and plug sockets to take Wander Plugs.

Note:—1 doz. = 54 volts.
Used units replaced easily.

Connect as illustrated.

PRICE CARRIAGE PAID, 7/— PER DOZEN, WITH PLUG.

Standard Sizes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>W.</th>
<th>Slab 16½ volts, 3 volt tappings</th>
<th>Size approx.</th>
<th>Price 3/— each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 2 W. Slab</td>
<td>3½ x 3½ ins</td>
<td>10 x 1½ x 3½ ins</td>
<td>40 x 1½ x 3½ ins</td>
<td>60 x 1½ x 3½ ins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 5 W. Block</td>
<td>60 volts, 3 volt tappings</td>
<td>Size approx.</td>
<td>12/—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices include Wander Plug. Carriage Paid.

Manufactured by—
The BRITISH BATTERY CO. LTD.
CLARENDON RD., WATFORD, HERTS.

THE NEW "DEXTRAUDION" DULL EMITTER VALVE—
price 21/—

MAXIMUM CONSUMPTION

½ AMP. AT 1 VOLT.

THE "DEXTRAUDION" DULL EMITTER VALVE—
represents without question the greatest advance in thermionic tube construction. While the consumption has been reduced to such an extent that it may be almost classed as a COLD-EMITTER, the QUALITY OF THE RECEPTION ENTIRELY SURPASSES ANYTHING HITHERTO OBTAINED WITH ANY OTHER VALVE.

It is a wonderful detector and L.F. Amplifier, and gives marvellous rend-
ering on a loud speaker. YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD ANYTHING LIKE IT!

Full particulars, with characteristic curves, of this phenomenal valve, to-
gether with 40 PAGE RADIO LIST, sent post free on receipt of 4d. in
stamps and mention of this advertisement.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
An Appreciation.

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.

Str.—I must really write and thank you for the valuable information contained in your two valued papers, MODERN WIRELESS and Wireless World, having taken them since their birth.

Before these started my first set was a crystal bought of parts at Woolworths, and since then have made "All Concert," "Family 4-Valve," ST 100 (this is made portable in an attached case), and all these are working wonderfully.

The 4-valve Family receiver was made exactly as sketches, except sec.-par. switch, separate vernier condensers, and extra terminals for grid bias and switch for using the H.F. Det. valves, either as bright or dull emitters. My aerial is 70 ft. long, 30 ft. down lead and 50 ft. high. Earth about 10 ft. direct to zinc earth. My aerial and earth are exceptionally well insulated, nearly 48 insulators in series. London comes in on the loudspeaker on 1 valve, audible all over a medium-sized room, and with 3 valves all the B.B.C. stations on the 'phones, with 4 valves on the loudspeaker.

All the components are made for wood panels (which I think are a great boon to pupils of Mr. Harris, who use wood instead of ebonite), Royal and Powquip transformers, 5 v. accumulator, 1200 v. H.T., with 3 v. grid bias for 4th valve only.

I am now starting on the greatest adventure, the 5-valve Trans-Atlantic, and if I get a success as with others I shall be more than pleased.

Before closing I must thank your staff, especially Mr. Harris and Mr. Kendall, who have shown great interest in my sets. Had it not been for these two I think I should have given up wireless, but they have spurred me to higher ambition. Wishing your journals every success,—Yours faithfully.

R. WALDO EMERSON.

The Cowper Neutrodyne Control.

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.

Str.—I constructed the "Dual Receiver with Neutrodyne Control," designed by Mr. A. D. Cowper, M.Sc., Staff Editor, and published in your April number.

I enclose two photographs* of same; you will notice the valve (a B.T.H. B5) mounted behind the panel. This layout gave very good results on a 90-ft. aerial, 5 ft. above a pitch roof, getting from Bournemouth, Manchester and Cardiff very well on phones and Glasgow (7 miles away) on small loud-speaker. Since photographing the set I have fitted it with the Myer's Universal Valve on front of the panel with much better results. In fact I don't know if louder signals could be had from a single-valve combination. Many of my friends and the Secretary of our local Radio Club are very interested in this Neutrodyne set, and I believe it would be very popular here if Mr. Cowper, in a future article, would let readers of MODERN WIRELESS know how to load the set to take the new station (5 XX), 1,600 metre wave.

Yours truly,
W. H. SMITH.
Dalmuir, Scotland.

[*Not clear enough for reproduction.—Ed.]

Special Notice.

Included in our pages this month readers will find a loose order form, specially designed to safeguard them in dealing with advertisers. This form is valuable, and even if readers do not wish to purchase anything at the moment, they should carefully retain it for future use. Remember that Radio Press, Ltd., takes the greatest care to see that all its readers are satisfied. Use the form and if you do not obtain satisfaction write to us.
FOR selective reception with crystal receivers it is generally acknowledged that the form of tuning known as loose-coupling is superior to any kind of single circuit tuning. A number of crystal users appear to be under the impression that a considerable falling off in signal strength invariably accompanies the use of loose-coupled tuning, while actually this is only the case where serious jamming has to be cut out or reduced as much as possible. In cases where there is no interference to eliminate, by coupling the primary and secondary coils results equal and sometimes surpass those obtained in ordinary circuits of the single tuner type. Thus it will be seen that the loose-coupled receiver is suitable for use under almost all conditions.

The appearance of the finished receiver may be gathered from the photograph in Fig. 5. The variable condenser on the left of the panel is used for aerial tuning, and may be placed either in series or parallel with the aerial by means of the three terminals on the same side of the panel. On the right of the panel is the variable condenser which tunes the secondary or closed circuit. The terminal in the top right-hand corner is connected to one side of the condenser, and its use will be explained later. The other two terminals on the same side of the panel are the telephone terminals.

Fig. 1.—The circuit of the receiver

The Circuit

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The aerial is joined to either \( T_1 \) or \( T_2 \) according to the method of tuning required. Between these two terminals is connected the aerial tuning condenser \( C_1 \), whose capacity is .0005 µF. \( L_1 \) is the aerial coil variably coupled to the secondary coil \( L_2 \). The latter coil is tuned by the variable condenser \( C_2 \), of .0003 µF capacity, in parallel. The crystal detector and telephones are connected in series across the secondary coil.

The terminal \( T_{10} \) in the diagram corresponds with the top right hand terminal in Figs. 3 and 6, its purpose being to enable the set to be used as a loose-coupled tuner for a valve set if desired.

Components Required

The following is the list of components required for the construction of the receiver, and since many desire the names of the manufacturers, these also are given:

- Ebonite panel 12 in. by 8 in. by \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. (Peter Curtis, Ltd).
- Sloping type cabinet for above panel.
- "Eccentro" crystal detector (W. Joanes).
- Two-coil holder (Goswell Engineering Co., Ltd.).
- Variable condenser .0005 µF. (Raymond).
- Variable condenser .0003 µF. (Raymond).
- 10 W.O. type terminals.
- Copper wire and rubber sleeving for wiring purposes.
- 4 short lengths of flexible wire.

The Panel

The ebonite panel is 12 in. long, 8 in. wide, and \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. thick, and it will be seen by reference to Fig. 2 that relatively few holes have to be drilled. Before attempting the actual drilling of the holes, it is advisable to ma-
their positions with the aid of a sharp-pointed instrument; now, upon applying the drill, it will be found that the usual tendency to wander from the correct position has been overcome.

Having drilled all the holes, the terminals should be mounted first, including the two to which the crystal detector is to be attached. The four flexible leads mentioned previously should be joined to the screw-head terminals on the sockets of the coil holder, and the two from the fixed socket taken through a hole in the panel after mounting the holder, as in Fig. 4.

The variable condensers may now be assembled, and should appear as in Fig. 4.

The wires are secured to the terminals by means of lock-nuts which should be clamped as firmly as possible. The few connections necessary are shown in Fig. 4, from which it will be seen that it is practically impossible to make any mistake in the wiring.

The crystal detector, which has been left until last owing to risk of damage, is now fixed in position by means of the terminals provided for this purpose, and the panel is complete.

The Cabinet

Should the reader desire to construct the cabinet for the set, this may be carried out by following the measurements given in Fig. 7, which supplies all the details necessary. If it is desired to purchase the cabinet ready made, a number of dealers can supply one of the correct size for this set.

Operating the Set

When first operating a set containing more than one circuit,
one is liable to become confused owing to the number of adjustments required. Those experienced in handling such sets will make some of these adjustments simultaneously, as, for instance, the altering of the coupling between the two coils, and a consequent variation of the capacity of one of the variable condensers, in order to retain the wavelength to which the set was previously tuned.

Assuming that the constructor is using loose coupled tuning for the first time, parallel aerial tuning should be used. That is to say, the condenser should be placed across the aerial coil, and for this purpose a piece of stiff wire is connected between the two lower terminals on the left of the panel, and the lead-in from the aerial is taken to the top terminal on the same side, whilst the earth lead may be connected to either of the two terminals joined together.

The size of the aerial coil will depend upon the size of the aerial on which the set is used, and on the wavelength which it is desired to receive, and it may be necessary to try two or three coils before the correct size is found. A No. 25, 35, or 50 coil will be suitable for broadcast reception if the aerial used does not differ greatly from the average. As regards the secondary coil, it is much easier to state a suitable size in this case, and a No. 50 or No. 75 coil is suitable for broadcast wavelengths.

When trying coils they should be kept close together and tuning carried out on both condensers simultaneously. If no signals are heard the adjusting knob on the detector should be rotated and tuning repeated, and when signals are received they should be tuned to the greatest strength possible by means of the condensers mentioned. If best signals are received with the condensers at minimum or maximum capacity, a different size of coil should be substituted for that in the fixed socket, remembering in making the alteration that in the case of best results being obtained with maximum capacity a larger coil is needed, and a smaller coil in the case where best signals were previously obtained with minimum capacity. The latter is only a general rule as,
in the case of minimum capacity, if the receiver be tuned to the correct wavelength, a substitution of coils will effect no improvement. A No. 75 coil will often be found superior to a No. 50 for the secondary inductance.

Careful adjustment of the detector may now be undertaken, after which fine tuning on each condenser should bring in signals at their best strength, the two coils being all the time closely coupled.

A Tuning Unit.

The receiver may be used as a selective tuner for a valve set if desired. If the first valve of the receiver is used as a high-frequency amplifier T10 should be connected to the grid of this valve, and T8 to the negative side of the filament. Where the first valve is a detector, T10 must be joined to the side of the grid condenser remote from the grid of the valve, while T8 goes to the positive side of the filament. The telephones, of course, are connected in each case to the valve set, and the aerial and earth to the crystal set in the manner previously described. T9 is not used at all.

Series Aerial Tuning

This method of tuning is obtained by joining the lead-in to the middle terminal on the left-hand side, disconnecting the link between this and the bottom terminal, and connecting the earth lead to this latter. A larger aerial coil will be necessary for this form of tuning.

Eliminating Interference

When the distance from a broadcasting station is such that the received signals are insufficiently loud to render occasional interfering spark signals unnoticeable, the latter may be reduced and sometimes entirely cut out by careful tuning, with but little loss in volume from the station desired.

The general method is to loosen the coil coupling a little, and then retune on the variable condensers to bring in the required station again. A certain amount of selectivity may be obtained by manipulating the condensers alone, and by combining this with variation of the coil coupling, very interesting effects are obtained.

Fig. 6.—The completed receiver with terminals numbered.

Fig. 7.—Dimensioned view of box.

The Family Four.

To the Editor of Modern Wireless.

Sir,—I have much pleasure in writing you, at your suggestion, after having completed one of your 4-valve family receivers and can only say how pleased I am at the results obtained, and show it to my friends with pride. Your instructions being so explicit, I have had no difficulty, whatever, in the construction, which says a good deal, as I had no knowledge of Wireless whatever. I found it cost me a little more than you estimate, but I have put the best components throughout and have also built it on an ebonite panel. The whole is mounted in a mahogany cabinet with a glass front, showing all the wiring under the panel.

Living as I do in one of the worst parts of the country for wireless reception, I naturally have had some difficulty in getting 2LO, but Radio Paris can be heard all over my house (3 storeys) with the loud speaker, and on Sunday I hear Madrid quite distinctly. I am working on a natural earth 8 ft. from the receiver, which is a 3 in. copper pipe sunk 5 ft. in the ground, and this I fill with water when working. I also find your table of coils very precise, and am only a few degrees out on my settings you give. On Radio I find I get slightly better signals with 200, 250, 200 His coils than with 200, 300, 250, but not enough to worry about.

Trusting other users of your plans may reap as much pleasure as I am doing.

Yours truly,

ARTHUR S. BAZELEY.

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.

4-Valve Family.

Sir,—I am writing congratulating you on the above which I have just constructed, and consider one of the best circuits yet out. My results to date are all British stations and various amateurs; some at Banbury, 2LO on three valves, 2 H.F., 1 D.L.F.; greater volume than S.T. 100 per cent. I am quite as clear using 90 volts H.T. Speaker Amplion £5 5s. model. Brussels on speaker almost strength of London, also various Paris stations on phones.

Yours truly,

JOHN WAITE.

Bromley, Kent.
MODERN WIRELESS

September, 1924

Call Signs
FOR BRITISH EXPERIMENTAL TRANSMITTING STATIONS
Revised to 15th August, 1924

Every endeavour has been made to bring this list up to date, and those stations whose call signs are of more recent date are invited to send particulars to the Editor for inclusion in subsequent lists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Name and Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 AA</td>
<td>Radio Communication Co. Slough.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AAA</td>
<td>A. L. Clarke, 44, Brookbank Road, Lewisham, S.E. 13.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AAF</td>
<td>C. Holt, Bay Horse, 117, Lee Lane, Hursford, Lancashire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AAI</td>
<td>P. S. U. Smith, 47, High Street, Strood, Glos. College House, London Road, Braintree, Essex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AAX</td>
<td>L. Smith, 16, Ash Road, North Lane, Headingly, Leeds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AB</td>
<td>J. O. Walker, 31, Princes Park Avenue, Golders Green, N.W. 11.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ABZ</td>
<td>E. G.Osborn, 31, Pleasant Harbour, East Aberthaw, near Cardiff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ACK</td>
<td>C. Brooker, 1364, Brough Hill Road, Calford, S.E. 6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AGP</td>
<td>L. Nord, 37, Marine Terrace, Margate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ACS</td>
<td>H. Ford, 17, Marine Terrace, Margate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ADJ</td>
<td>W. J. Austin (Jr.), 3, Prince Alfred Street, Lerwick, Shetland, N.B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ADN</td>
<td>G. Sykes, 13, Longford Street, Gorton, Manchester.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ADO</td>
<td>J. Nelson, 7, High Street, Preston, Lancashire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AF</td>
<td>A. R. Taylor, 49, Hinmont Road, Norwood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AFB</td>
<td>W. N. Maddock, Elmdale, Hewell Road, Redditch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AFT</td>
<td>W. Stow, 113, Ackworth Street, Bolton, Lancs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AFL</td>
<td>P. N. Langham, 103, Welfforne Road, Leicester.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AFK</td>
<td>C. J. Keysley, Holmwood, 139, Farmhouse Avenue, Herne Bay, S.E. 24.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AG</td>
<td>T. Moor, 41, Castlereagh, Lethingh, Road, Southport.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AGP</td>
<td>S. Meadowcroft, 44, Curlif Drive, Fawley, Hampshire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AH</td>
<td>A. R. Taylor, 49, Hinmont Road, Norwood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AGH</td>
<td>S. M. Evans, 120, Manor Park, Lee, S.E. 13.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AHT</td>
<td>A. Turner, 10, Pern Lee, Whitefield Road, Ashton-on-Mersey.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2 AHD     | H. S. Woodhouse, 47, King's Road, Leytonstone, E. 11.
| 2 AIN     | H. A. White, 5, Canterburey, Brixton, S.W. 9. |
| 2 AIP     | H. King, 2, Hemsworke East, Doulcick, S.E. 22. |
| 2 AJB     | N. Blackburne, Chatsway, Carlisle Parade, Hastings. |
| 2 AJS     | F. O. Osborn, 65, Dartmouth Road, Credlewood, leden, S.W. 7. |
| 2 AKN     | R. N. Poynt, 20, Lucombe Hill, Norland, Bristol. |
| 2 AKS     | W. T. Chewe, The Dawn, 1117, Prince Park Avenue, Golders Green, N.W. 12. |
| 2 AL      | W. Halstead, 12, Earc Road, Blet Lane, Thornton-le-Fylde. |
| 2 ALA     | H. W. Mower, East Forefines, Northallerton, Yorks. |
| 2 ALR     | B. C. Elliott, 3, Argyle Road, Etling, W. 13. |
| 2 ALU     | C. R. Green, 9, Lefbrooke Gardens, Notting Hill, W. 11. |
| 2 ALZ     | H. S. Newcome, 31, Ackroyd Road, Forest Hill, S.E. |
| 2 AM      | A. Perl, 5, Charon Road, Chevin, W. 9. |
| 2 AMP     | E. Styles, 6a, Babbithce Road, Bexford, Smethwick. |
| 2 AN       | A. A. Sharrman, 7, Morel Road, Wandsworth Common, S.W. 8. |
| 2 ABD     | A. J. Thornton, 35, Battemens Park Road, S.W. 14. |
| 2 ANK     | T. A. Reed, 11, Acringtons, Newry. |
| 2 ANN     | F. Harkness, 190, Amond Street, Derby. |
| 2 ANO     | F. G. Turner, 28, Chester. |
| 2 ANX     | E. Kirby, 36, Rhodes Street, Halifax. |
| 2 AO      | O. Reddy, 26, Junction Road, Eastbourne. |
| 2 AOL     | E. Bateman, 1, Mouldeigh Drive, Road, Redmount, near Brighton. |
| 2 ABO     | A. A. Sandford, 26, Watton Road, Berwood, Smethwick. |
| 2 AOS     | A. E. Oliver, 2, Salisbury Street, South Shields, County Durham. |
| 2 AP      | F. J. W. Adams, 64, London Avenue, Coventry. |
| 2 APG     | B. W. Warren, 2, Charwood Road, Loughborough. |
| 2 APS     | H. J. Stammers, 199, Hills Road, Cambridge. |
| 2 ARB     | E. Gaze, 5, Archbald Street, Gloucester. |
| 2 ARW     | W. H. Nield, 22, Redbridge Lane, Wanstead. |
| 2 ARN     | D. D. Richards, 2, Namsat House, Bowfowted Technic, Trelawny, Glam. |
| 2 AS      | Capt. W. H. Moon, 2, Comerswell Gardens, Penarth, Glamorgan. |
| 2 AT      | Mr. Beresford, 15, Birkenhead. |
| 2 ATA     | J. E. H. Smith, 1, Dalton, 110, Whitaker Road, Derby. |
| 2 ATV     | A. C. Bull, 25, Fittall Road, West Ham. |
| 2 AUV     | S. J. Matthews, 27, Egin Road, Oxford. |
| 2 AV      | D. W. H. Swiney, 1, Chichester. |
| 2 AW      | H. H. T. Bourne, 18, Neldford Road, S.E. 22. |
| 2 AY      | D. F. Owen, 11, Limehurst, S.E. 22. |
| 2 AZ      | William le Queux, 93, Marins, St. Leonards-on-Sea. |
| 2 BC      | D. F. Owen, 15, Limmerburn, Sale, near Manchester. |
| 2 BD      | Aberdeen Station, B.B.C., 17, Holmden Street, Aberdeen, N.B. |
| 2 BN      | L. N. W.R., 2, Crown Station. |
| 2 BO      | Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd., 23, Fircraven Avenue, Heath Drive, S.W. 3. |
| 2 BQ      | L. N. W.R., 2, Devon Station. |
| 2 BR      | Marconi Station, 23, Firrdown. |
| 2 BS      | B. David, 23, Devon Station. |
| 2 CA      | E. P. Jones, 20, Prince Road, Wilmslow, S.W. 12. |
| 2 CB      | E. J. Davies, 20, Salisbury Road, S.E. 17. |
| 2 CC      | H. E. Nicholls, The Whins, Stockfield-on-Tyne. |
| 2 CD      | E. F. J. Stanmore, 2, Burton-on-Trent, Wires Club. |
| 2 CH      | Science Society, Boulder, Heath Drive, S.W. 7. |
| 2 CI      | R. M. King, 2, Wellington, Shrewsbury. |
| 2 CK      | City and Guilds College, Engineering. |
The “Last Word” in High Tension Batteries

NOTE.—These remarks were made by Mr. Frank Phillips, M.I.E.E., Chief Engineer of Burndept Ltd., in a memorandum to the Sales Department, and the Sales Department considered that they would interest many Radio enthusiasts, so (by permission of the Chief Engineer) they are printed exactly as received.—Sales Dept., Burndept Ltd.

I WANT to impress upon you Sales people that High Tension Batteries have given us more trouble during the past year than any other component; the reason is simple. The cells inside the average H.T. battery are too small for present-day needs. Most batteries designed during the war, when light weight was more important than long life, were quite good enough a couple of years ago, when we listened on our two-valve sets to an occasional transmission; but as we now sell four- or five-valve sets, which are perhaps used four hours regularly every day, we must stop putting small cell batteries into these sets.

I have made up my mind that in future this company is going to sell one kind of H.T. battery only, and that it will be so large and so well made that it will last for nearly a year, but because it is large it can't go inside sets, so all our designs are being changed to permit of external H.T. batteries. That makes the set lighter, too, and keeps the inside free from corrosion from leaky electrolyte.

The average H.T. battery is made of small cells weighing about 3 oz. each. In the new Burndept Battery the cells weigh about 4 oz. The average battery is not a very attractive piece of work and is generally greasy, so that one needs a nice-looking case to keep it in. The new Burndept Battery is strongly cartoned in a box which has the appearance of polished mahogany.

With our friends, Siemens, I have been working on this battery for months, and between us we have produced something so good that as soon as it becomes known it will be recognised on sheer merit as the only H.T. battery worth buying. As it is a Burndept-Siemens product, designed by me, it will be obtainable only from us and from our agents.

I will now describe the battery in detail. The case is of very stout and strong composition covered with special polished mahogany finished coating, with a lid to match. The overall size is 9½ by 9½ by 3½ in. and there is no external printing or marking. On removing the lid, the top of the battery is seen to be covered with a new hard insulating compound, dull red in appearance, perfectly smooth, practically unbreakable. Rising from this surface are five very strong brass contacts which are clearly marked — 20, 45, 48, and 50 volts. The battery is intended to be used normally to give 45 volts, which is the proper operating voltage for all High Frequency and Detector Valves of the popular dull emitter type; it is intended that, as the battery ages and the voltage drops, it may be kept up to the full 45 volts by moving the connection successively to the 48 and 50 volt positions; in this way the battery will retain its full rated voltage of 45 until the very end of its life. When higher voltages are required for Power Valves, two or more batteries should be joined in series.

On test the new battery proves to be absolutely noiseless; this is due, firstly, to the care used in making the cells (every zinc cell is mercury amalgamated, every seam is run over with melted ozokerite, and special care is taken with the depolariser), and, secondly, to the very high insulation of the battery, which is made in an inner container and flooded with paraffin wax, and then is placed in the outer container, which is insulated with our new compound. The battery actually weighs 1½ lb., and on account of its size and quality you can safely tell our customers that it will operate a five-valve set four hours a day for at least 8 months—privately, it is certainly good for a year.

As I am afraid that battery purchasers do not invariably receive absolutely unused batteries, I am having these batteries packed and sealed individually, each in a strong carton, so that they will reach the customer untouched.

In future Burndept Ltd. will not deal in or stock any H.T. batteries (except those required for replacement in sets sold) other than the new battery, as that, I think, is the best way of making the public realise that the new battery is, like all our other products, in a class by itself.

The official name of the new battery will be “The Burndept Super Radio Battery,” 45-50 volts, catalogue number 202, price £1 4s. 6d.

F. PHILLIPS.

BURNDEPT LTD., Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2.

LEEDS: Basinghall Street (off East Lane). CARDIFF: 69, Queen Street. NORTHAMPTON: 6, The Drapery.

Visit our Stand at the British Empire Exhibition, in the Palace of Engineering, Avenue 13, Bay 13.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
OVER 200 MILES!

THE CHELMSFORD HIGH POWERED STATION on 3 pairs of headphones.

AT YORK
ON THE
RADIONETTE
"POPULAR" MODEL
(With Plated Fittings)
NO EXTRA COILS REQUIRED:
FOR LOCAL BROADCAST
RADIONETTE JUNIOR
ALL ebonite tuning
Established during the earliest days of Wireless Broadcasting, the present many thousands of satisfied Radionette users are a striking testimony and a SOLID GUARANTEE OF UNIFORM RADIONETTE EFFICIENCY.

PETER CURTIS, LTD.,
75, CAMDEN ROAD, LONDON, N.W.1.
Telegrams: "Paracurtex."

BIRMINGHAM: 76, Newhall Street. Central 7236.
MANCHESTER: 312, Deansgate. Central 5095.
In Conjunction with
THE PARAGON RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd., HULL.

FOR PERFECT RECEPTION of
ALL BRITISH CONTINENTAL
and AMERICAN BROADCASTING

Wavelength
50-25,000 METRES

THE RADIO-STRUCTA
UNDER "ALLEGED" IMPOSSIBLE CONDITIONS
Five yards from the Generating Station, surrounded by a mass of working machinery, and myriads of Neon Tubes, in the Palace of Engineering, Avenue 14, Bay 12, WEMBLEY, The RADIO-STRUCTA gives a daily solo loud speaker demonstration, throughout Broadcasting hours, of extraordinary power and volume. The "Blind" spot must be "Blind" indeed in which the Radio-Structa will not operate.

LATEST MODELS fitted in natural WALNUT FINISHED CABINET with PLATED FITTINGS

Put the world on your dial.

- An achievement which every experimenter who fits MYERS may experience every evening. The reception of 2LO by Mr. T. A. Crowe, of Calgary, Canada, is just one instance of successful long-distance reception made possible by using Myers Valves. Experimenters who do not favour High Frequency amplification would do well to try this fascinating work with MYERS.

Your particular design, which is familiar, renders them acutely sensitive to the feeblest incoming signals.

Myers Valves

PRACTICALLY UNBREAKABLE

LONDON—The Dull Emitter Valve Co., 83, Pelham Street, South Kensington, S.W.7. Phone: Kensington 3331.
MANCHESTER—R. Davies & Sons, Victoria Bolt and Nut Works, Bilberry Street.
LIVERPOOL—Lakes Electrical Supply Co., 59, Old Hall Street.
GLASGOW—Milligan’s Wireless Co., 59, South Charlotte Street.
SOUTHERN COUNTIES—D.E.D.A., 4, Tennis Road, Hove, Sussex.
BIRMINGHAM—J. Bonell, 131, High Street, Smethwick, Birmingham.

Cunningham & Morrison
Windsor House, Victoria Street, S.W.1.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.
| September, 1924 |
|-----------------|---------------------------------|
| **MODERN WIRELESS** | **EDINBURGH RELAY STATION, B.B.C.** |
| **2 CM** | **2 GI** L. Johnson | **5** Hagg Lane, Sandy Gate, Sheffield |
| W. D. B. Hyde | **2 GK** W. J. Henderson | **6** Hollywood Avenue, South Kensington |
| **2 CO** | **2 GL** | **7** St. Lawrence, Birkenhead |
| M. E. Elmer | **2 GN** Halifax Wireless Club | **8** Manchester Road, Warrington |
| Germiston House, Barnstaple | **2 GP** | **9** North Road, Weymouth |
| **2 CF** | **2 GQ** ISL TAYLOR Wireless Club | **10** Forest Road, Backwell, Bristol |
| M. E. Elmer | **2 GS** | **11** Hagg Lane, Sandy Gate, Sheffield |
| Germiston House, Barnstaple | **2 GT** G. Irvine | **12** Milton Road, Wallasey |
| **2 CW** | **2 GU** Halifax Wireless Club | **13** St. Mary’s Road, Wallasey |
| B. Hippisley | **2 GV** Rev. W. P. Rigby | **14** Manchester Road, Warrington |
| **2 CX** | **2 GW** | **15** Manchester Road, Warrington |
| A. L. Rockwell | **2 GZ** A. L. Megson | **16** Manchester Road, Warrington |
| **2 CY** | **2 HA** A. L. Megson | **17** Manchester Road, Warrington |
| J. G. Lucas | **2 HB** L. H. Lomas | **18** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 Cz** | **2 HC** F. M. J. White | **19** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| C. T. Atkinson | **2 HF** W. G. G. | **20** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 DC** | **2 HG** T. Boughton | **21** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| M. Child | **2 HH** T. Boughton (Jr.) | **22** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 DD** | **2 HI** A. A. CAMPBELL ST. | **23** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| A. C. Davie | **2 HJ** S. W. Bell | **24** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 DF** | **2 HK** A. A. CAMPBELL SWINTON | **25** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| R. E. Miller | **2 HM** R. H. Gardner | **26** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 DG** | **2 HP** H. C. Woodham | **27** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| J. W. Burnet | **2 HQ** A. R. Waters | **28** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 DH** | **2 HR** P. G. Oakes | **29** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| A. T. Lee | **2 HS** C. W. Hale | **30** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 DJ** | **2 HT** R. H. Klein, N.I.R.E. | **31** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| M. N. Dunford | **2 HW** H. B. B스 | **32** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| Kingsway House, Kingswear, | **2 IZ** P. W. Norbury | **33** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| South Devon | **34** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 DR** | **35** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| S. R. Weight | **36** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 DS** | **37** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| E. Redpath | **38** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 DT** | **39** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| DARROW AND DISTRICT WIRELESS | **40** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| ASSOCIATION | **41** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 DJ** | **42** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| W. D. Nobbsy | **43** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 DV** | **44** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| Capt. R. Gamble-Parky | **45** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| The Old Toll House, Bromborough, | **46** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| Hes | **47** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 DX** | **48** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| K. W. Alford | **49** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 DY** | **50** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| F. H. Haynes | **51** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 DZ** | **52** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| F. H. Haynes | **53** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 EA** | **54** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| F. H. Bennett | **55** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 FB** | **56** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| W. Ison | **57** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 FC** | **58** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| A. J. Rollie | **59** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 FD** | **60** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| L. McMichael | **61** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 FH** | **62** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| T. J. Rogers | **63** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 FJ** | **64** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| J. F. Fry | **65** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 FK** | **66** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| F. C. Grover | **67** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 FL** | **68** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| L. C. Wilcock | **69** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 FM** | **70** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| V. Correlli | **71** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 FN** | **72** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| L. M. Baker | **73** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 FP** | **74** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| F. Foulger | **75** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 FQ** | **76** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| R. B. Cotton | **77** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 FR** | **78** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| S. H. Rushworth | **79** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 FS** | **80** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| C. S. Frew | **81** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 PT** | **82** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| Edinburgh and District Wireless Society | **83** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 FU** | **84** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| E. T. Mayney | **85** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 FW** | **86** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| Rev. D. Thomas | **87** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 FX** | **88** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| H. C. Binden | **89** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 FZ** | **90** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| Manchester Wireless Society | **91** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 GA** | **92** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| Rev. J. A. Gibson | **93** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 GB** | **94** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| Birmingham Wireless Society | **95** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 GF** | **96** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| W. Newton | **97** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 GG** | **98** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| R. H. Kidd | **99** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| **2 GI** | **100** Cambridge Street, Manchester |
| M. Johnson | **101** Cambridge Street, Manchester |

| **2 IA** | **L. F. Ockler** | **19** Windsor Terrace, Penarth, Glamorgan |
| **2 JB** | **W. Benson** | **20** Littleover Hill, Derby, N.E. |
| **2 JC** | **Capt. O. L. Stiles** | **21** Hero’s Gidy, South Harrow, Yorks. |
| **2 JD** | **E. S. Firth** | **22** South Harrow, Yorks. |
| **2 JF** | **S. W. Bell** | **23** North Road, Canterbury, Kent |
| **2 JG** | **Technical College** | **24** College Road, Canterbury, Kent |
| **2 JH** | **SOUTH.Podh Wireless** | **25** South Road, Canterbury, Kent |
| **2 JJ** | **SOUTH.Podh Wireless** | **26** South Road, Canterbury, Kent |
| **2 JK** | **COUNTY SCHOOL FOR BOYS** | **27** South Road, Canterbury, Kent |
| **2 JL** | **L. H. Goulds** | **28** South Road, Canterbury, Kent |
| **2 JN** | **J. F. Fish** | **29** South Road, Canterbury, Kent |
| **2 JO** | **W. A. Ward** | **30** South Road, Canterbury, Kent |
| **2 JP** | **Rev. W. H. Doudney** | **31** South Road, Canterbury, Kent |
| **2 JR** | **E. White** | **32** South Road, Canterbury, Kent |
| **2 JS** | **G. A. E. Roberts** | **33** South Road, Canterbury, Kent |
| **2 JT** | **P. F. White** | **34** St. John’s County, Chichester |
| **2 JU** | **G. R. Marsh** | **35** St. John’s County, Chichester |
| **2 JV** | **D. C. Woolhouse** | **36** St. John’s County, Chichester |
| **2 JW** | **H. R. Costa** | **37** St. John’s County, Chichester |
| **2 JX** | **S. G. Taylor** | **38** St. John’s County, Chichester |
| **2 JA** | **A. S. Atkins** | **39** St. John’s County, Chichester |
| **2 JB** | **M. E. W. Dore & Lindsay** | **40** St. John’s County, Chichester |
| **2 JC** | **J. H. Storey** | **41** St. John’s County, Chichester |
| **2 JD** | **I. H. Storey** | **42** St. John’s County, Chichester |
| **2 JE** | **G. C. Williams** | **43** St. John’s County, Chichester |
| **2 JF** | **W. A. Seed** | **44** St. John’s County, Chichester |
| **2 JG** | **C. Bursage** | **45** St. John’s County, Chichester |
| **2 JH** | **C. W. Worth** | **46** St. John’s County, Chichester |
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The address book contains various locations and names, including:

- London:
  - 22, Leinster Gardens, W.
  - 56, Reinhart Street, Liverpool
  - 22, Gt. Dover Street, Ws.
  - 22, Broadway, Hammersmith
  - 22, Queen's Road, Vapour
  - 22, Savoy Hill, Strand
  - 22, Cleveland Road, Wolverhampton
  - 22, Ghent Road, Sale, Manchester
  - 22, Stanley Street, Liverpool

- Manchester:
  - 22, Beeston Street, Manchester
  - 22, Westland Road, Manchester
  - 22, Gncn Road, Sale
  - 22, Mead Vale, Sale

- Birmingham:
  - 22, Cornwall Place, Birmingham
  - 22, Park Lane, Birmingham
  - 22, Victoria Road, Birmingham
  - 22, High Street, Birmingham

- Bradford:
  - 22, Woodside Road, Bradford
  - 22, Haworth Road, Bradford

- Chester:
  - 22, Chester Road, Chester

- Newcastle:
  - 22, East End Road, Newcastle

- Leeds:
  - 22, Beeston Street, Leeds

- Liverpool:
  - 22, Park Lane, Liverpool

- Manchester:
  - 22, Victoria Road, Manchester

- Norwich:
  - 22, Charlotte Road, Norwich

- Worcester:
  - 22, North Street, Worcester

- Other:
  - 22, Beeston Street, Thornaby
  - 22, Park Lane, Birmingham
  - 22, Victoria Road, Manchester
  - 22, East End Road, Newcastle
  - 22, Chester Road, Chester
  - 22, Woodside Road, Bradford
  - 22, Haworth Road, Bradford
  - 22, Chester Road, Chester
  - 22, North Street, Worcester
  - 22, Charlotte Road, Norwich

The list includes a variety of addresses and names associated with various locations and individuals.
PARAGON CURTIS
ONE PIECE
MICA CONDENSER

Moulded simultaneously under considerable pressure.

The old-fashioned Fixed Condenser, with its plates and mica di-electric and connecting terminals are set in Paralite composition and industry.

In the Paragon-Curtis one-piece Fixed Condenser the metal plates, mica di-electric and connecting terminals are set in Paralite composition and moulded simultaneously under considerable pressure. So firmly welded are the various parts as to make the Paragon-Curtis Condenser practically indestructible; it may be immersed in boiling water for an indefinite period; will stand flame heat without damage or loss of efficiency.

Made in ONE piece.

THE SIMPLEX RADIO CHART
with its high-frequency circuit, as used by 95% of the professional Radio manufacturers of the world, gives you a detailed list of material required, a wiring key which eliminates all possibility of errors even by the most inexperienced, and a book full of all necessary instructions and advice. 2 valves, 3 valves, or 4 valves, 1/- each. Postage 1d. extra.

WILLIAM LE QUEUX
ON EBONITE:

"Amateurs often forget that some varieties of Ebonite make very poor insulating material. One writer declares that with 60 volts he has obtained a current of two milliamps on a polished Ebonite Surface. Another writer states that he recently built a complete two-valve set and on receiving no results he was astonished to find that with four volts he could obtain a current of over 50 milliamps on parts of the surface of the panel, the space between the two contacts being nearly two inches. Fortunately constructors may guard themselves against such losses by specifying a dependable variety of Ebonite. We have recently tested the kind known as Paragon and found it to possess the highest insulating properties of any yet tried. Its matt surface is a further recommendation, for there is no necessity to use sandpaper . . . ."


PARAGON, Radio Quality
Post Office
Specifications.

PARAGON CRYSTOR COWL
Guaranteed 100% Efficiency

IN STOCK
yourself from spurious imitations.
NU-GRAVING may be kept in stock for an indefinite period. It is guaranteed against deterioration or hardening either before or after use.

CRYSTOR COWL
Guaranteed 100% Efficiency

CRYSOR COWL
Guaranteed 100% Efficiency

AERIAL
Leads-in

EXTRA PRICE FOR MODERN WIRELESS
Panels Drilled & Engraved from Stock

High Frequency S.T. 100, 5/-.
Selective Crystal Receiver, 1/-.
High Tensionless Receiver, 3/6.

Drilling and Engraving of panels in the current issue are charged at 1d. per hole under 1/2 in., 3d. per hole over 1 in. for drilling and 6d. per symbol engraving.

SPECIAL PANELS, similar quality and finish, Cut, Edges Squared and despatched same day 4d. per square inch, postage 6d. extra.

Stocked by all reputable Stores.

PETER CURTIS, LTD.
75, Camden Road, N.W.1

THE PARAGON RUBBER
MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., HULL.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
Polar Valve Guide

There are three wrong ways and one right way to place a valve in its socket. The Polar Valve Guide enables you to find the right way without loss of time or destruction of your valves. It is a simple thing accidentally to make contact between your filament pins and High Tension supply when trusting to the accuracy of your eyesight; but when you use the POLAR VALVE GUIDE this is impossible. For 1/- (or 1½ post free) this device will save you time, worry, and perhaps the cost of new valves. Write for descriptive leaflet, and also ask for the Polar Catalogue of Guaranteed Accessories.

Wireless Operators Wanted

There are now Vacancies on our Seagoing Staff for Junior Wireless Operators trained on our apparatus. You need of good education, preferably between 17 and 25 years of age, wishing to enter the Wireless Profession should communicate with the Managing Director, London Radio College, 89-93, High Street, Brentford, Middlesex, who will be pleased to furnish particulars of the training course necessary to qualify for our service.

Two New Polar Variable Condensers

The makers of the famous Polar Variable Condenser have pleasure in introducing two new specialities in response to the demands of Wireless enthusiasts. One is the Polar Dual Condenser—the functions of which are described below. The other is the .00025 Microfarad Polar Condenser—an added capacity to the three already obtainable, namely, .001; .0005; .0002 and thus completing the range of capacities available for all tuning purposes. Polar Condensers in any of the above capacities may be purchased at one price, 10/6.

Uniform variation in frequency, compactness, small size and splendid workmanship have given the Polar Condenser its right to the title of the World's Best.

British and Guaranteed.

These new Condensers are of British manufacture and carry the usual comprehensive Polar guarantee.

Purchase NOW—and end your tuning troubles.

Triumph of Polar Blok System of Set Building

The following telegram is from Capt. Binney, of S.S. Polar Bjorn, at present in the Arctic with the Oxford University Polar Expedition:

To Radio Communication Co., Ltd., London. “Oxford Expedition sends heartiest congratulations from North-Eastland. Broadcast received perfectly over 2,000 miles. Your Polar Set Transmitter working admirably—proving utmost value and safeguarding all our interests.”

Binney.

Note.—Broadcast referred to was 2 LO received over 2,000 miles on a POLAR BLOK 4-valve receiver (2 H.F., 1 Det. and 1 L.F.). You can learn how to build this identical set at home from the POLAR BLOK BOOK. Write for it to-day.

Wembley: Stand, Avenue 15, Bays 9 and 10.
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- T. Belshaw
- D. M. Benn
- S. Hanley
- D. T. Woods
- T. H. Brown
- M. A. H. Wood
- A. J. Skeates
- W. H. Brown
- R. M. Bailey
- J. G. Stevens

- Sir Hanbury Brown
- Capt. Lee, M.A.(Soc.C.E.(France))
- C. Midwood
- Arthur Taylor
- T. L. Hanton
- K. Graham Styles
- R. B. Ragan
- H. Stevens
- W. H. Brown

- 18, Seaford Avenue, New Stenton, Chester
- 91, Stratford Road, Hall Green, Birmingham
- 42, St. Augustine Ave., Grimsby
- 70, Moor End Road, Pendleton, Manchester
- 83, Emms Lane, Bradford
- 213, Albert Road, Stockport
- 123, Addington Avenue, London, W.1

- 8, North Grove, Hightate, N.6
- 74, Cambridge Road, Highbury, Yorks.
- 13, Maidstone Rd., Kensington, Edin.
- Department of Applied Science
- 49, Kingsmead Road, Tunstall, Staffs.
- 128, Daisy House Road, Derby.
- 37, Kendall Road, Maidstone, Kent.
- 46, Grove Lane, Ipswich.
- 25, Roadecourt Avenue, Borehamwood.
- 8, North Drive, Swinton, Manch.

- H. Andrews
- H. W. Sellers
- W. Wimler
- Dr. T. F. Wall
- H. Bevan Swift, A.M.I.E.E.
- V. Martin
- H. Mascell
- P. T. G. Townsend
- C. W. Andrews
- T. C. Macnamara
- F. O. Sparrow

- 3, Langthorn Street, Westm.
- 7, Mayfield Road, Handsworth, Birmingham
- Ravenny Road, 390, Brixton Road, S.W.9.
- Winston Cottage, South Perth, Materston, Dunvegan.
- 31, Eastbrook Road, Blackburn

- 39, St. John Street, E.C
- Roddick Park Road, Tipterley, Cheshire.
- The Manor, Willenhall, Staffs.
- 130, Lightwoods Road, Bearwood, Smethwick, Staffs.
- 31, Gutterstone Road, West Middlesbrough.
- 123, Addington Avenue, London, W.1

- 189, Church Lane
- 178, Heaton Moor Road, Heaton Moor, Stockport
- 3, Norman Road, Heaton Moor, near Stockport
- 3, High Street, Northfield
- 17, Maple Road, Syston.
- 3, Church Lane, Handsworth
- 35, Wellington Road, Hands.
- 43, Castle Hill Avenue, Folkestone.
- 10, Low Fell, Gateshead.
- 162, Burnt Ash Hill, Lee, S.E.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>R. J. Sawbridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB</td>
<td>F. E. Hammond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC</td>
<td>A. S. Gosling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD</td>
<td>Capt. E. L. Crowe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VF</td>
<td>H. A. Blackwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VH</td>
<td>S. E. Payne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>H. Cortu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VJ</td>
<td>R. J. Axton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK</td>
<td>D. N. Perkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>J. Liddon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM</td>
<td>M. H. Dalcro-Lav</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VQ</td>
<td>A. G. Holmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR</td>
<td>H. J. Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS</td>
<td>L. E. Owen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>W. K. Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VU</td>
<td>J. W. Hobley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>W. H. Dockray-Lytham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>H. H. Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VY</td>
<td>R. E. Ely</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Possibly dismantled.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>J. Proctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB</td>
<td>G. W. Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD</td>
<td>C. W. Clarabut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP</td>
<td>Prof. A. M. Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WG</td>
<td>B. W. Asquith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>C. J. Murray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WJ</td>
<td>R. L. Royle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WK</td>
<td>G. R. Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WM</td>
<td>J. W. Pallett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WN</td>
<td>A. H. Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WW</td>
<td>J. H. Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WX</td>
<td>W. W. Myers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WQ</td>
<td>C. H. Gardiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WR</td>
<td>L. W. Bishop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS</td>
<td>H. Sproule (Josc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>H. Chadwick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WU</td>
<td>Capt. C. H. Bailey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WX</td>
<td>O. W. Greaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>H. J. Swift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WZ</td>
<td>A. A. Hoare-Hobson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Possibly dismantled.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XB</td>
<td>A. T. Croucher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XC</td>
<td>H. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XD</td>
<td>H. R. Gladwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XE</td>
<td>E. T. Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WJ</td>
<td>A. E. Turville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>R. Wagner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WZ</td>
<td>Capt. E. S. Davies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WH</td>
<td>D. L. Fellows</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Possibly dismantled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YB</td>
<td>R. A. Milne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YF</td>
<td>J. R. Clay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YG</td>
<td>G. E. Devene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YH</td>
<td>J. E. Pevet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YJ</td>
<td>Wireless Equipment, Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YK</td>
<td>T. M. Overend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YL</td>
<td>W. H. Allan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YM</td>
<td>R. W. Piper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YN</td>
<td>A. W. Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YO</td>
<td>A. J. M. Douglas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YP</td>
<td>W. P. Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YQ</td>
<td>A. R. Pike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YR</td>
<td>G. W. Hayle and R-Lyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YV</td>
<td>G. M. Whiterock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YW</td>
<td>H. J. F. Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YX</td>
<td>F. F. B. Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YY</td>
<td>O. H. Patterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YZ</td>
<td>Western Electric Co., Ltd.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Possibly dismantled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZA</td>
<td>Rev. C. H. Townson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZB</td>
<td>Clacton Electric Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZC</td>
<td>General Wireless Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZD</td>
<td>A. Woodcock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZE</td>
<td>W. J. Badman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZF</td>
<td>B. T. H. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZG</td>
<td>British Thomson-Houston Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZH</td>
<td>W. J. Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZI</td>
<td>Clacton-on-Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZJ</td>
<td>Everley, Davenport Park, Stockport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZK</td>
<td>W. J. Turner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZL</td>
<td>H. W. Gee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZM</td>
<td>T. H. Isted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN</td>
<td>L. H. Solomon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZO</td>
<td>G. H. Forwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZP</td>
<td>H. Newton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZQ</td>
<td>F. J. Downage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZR</td>
<td>C. M. Bennet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZS</td>
<td>K. H. F. H. Smith and T. T. H. Heckscher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ZT   | Servel House, Harrow, Que.
| ZU   | C. D. L. Fellows |
| ZV   | M. E. Smith |
| ZW   | S. C. Parnall |
| ZX   | Manchester B.B.C. Station |
| ZY   | Cumberland Avenue, Park Royal, N.W. 10.
"CLARKE'S
ATLAS
PATENT No.215,053
PLUG-IN COILS"

"We make them good—good judges make them famous!"

The careful choice of tuning coils is not only advisable—it is essential to success. "Good" isn't good enough, and when once you appreciate the many points of outstanding merit in Clarke's "Atlas" Plug-in Coils you will be satisfied with nothing less. Here are a few of them:

1. The twin-wire winding. A unique feature, affording greatest circumferential area and the easiest path for H.F. Currents. Imitators fail when attempting to get the same results by the use of single-strand thicker wire. Each strand in an "Atlas" coil is thoroughly insulated, and the whole winding is designed to give maximum inductance and signal strength. Minimum self-capacity is assured by Special Separators.

2. The coil is wound on a substantial former and the windings are thoroughly protected by a casing of damp-proof silk.

3. The outer band of strong celluloid is firmly clamped to the base. An "Atlas" coil will stand up to years of hard wear and tear.

4. Note the peculiar shape of the double-slotted male insert. Gives a delightfully smooth, definite contact, and is specially designed to compensate for variations in different makes of coil stands.

5. "Atlas" Coils are supplied with Porcelain or Ebonite base as desired.

Build your set, and guarantee success with Clarke's "Atlas" Components which include everything for fixing on the panel.

THE "ATLAS" GUIDE FOR CHELMSFORD on 1,600 metres

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coil No.</th>
<th>Aerial</th>
<th>Tuned Anode</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>200 or 300</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>7s. 10d.</td>
<td>9s. 0d.</td>
<td>9s. 5d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Manufactured only by

H. CLARKE & CO. (MANCHESTER) LTD.
Radio Engineers, ATLAS WORKS, OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER.
"and let the sounds of Music creep in our ears."

ALTHOUGH it is generally acknowledged that Radio exercises its greatest influence on the home during the winter months, yet even keen music lovers feel ill-disposed to pay the price of remaining within-doors to continue its pleasures.

Happily most Receiving Sets can be carried into the garden and operated from a temporary aerial (of insulated wire) slung over the bough of a convenient tree and an earth provided by an iron peg driven into the ground.

If you are using a Cossor H.F. Valve (with red top) reception will be almost as loud and quite as enjoyable. It is when the conditions are difficult and abnormal that the Cossor Valve proves its real worth. For although any Valve can give results when conditions are favourable, yet for summer use, when the ether is heavily charged with atmospherics, when long-distance Stations become increasingly difficult to receive—when fading becomes more and more pronounced—you will find that the only Valve which can render you faithful and unvarying service, week in, week out, is the Cossor.

There is no magic in this—sound scientific tests have proved that Cossor valve design and construction (fully patented) makes use of a far larger proportion of the electron stream than any other Valve in the world, with a resultant increase in efficiency.

Next time you buy a valve, remember that in summer Radio conditions are not so good as during the winter, therefore counteract this by obtaining the highest efficiency in valve design—a Cossor.

Sold in two types:
P.1. (For Detector 12/6) P.2. (with red top) 12/6 for H.F.
and L.F. use— 12/6 From all Dealers.

Cossor Valves

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
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| 5 | AO | "The Leicester Mercury" | Lecister |
| 5 | AB | I. W. C. Martin | 40, Beek Street, Yvoil. |
| 5 | AC | W. G. Kinber | 39, Burgary Road, Catford, S.E.6 |
| 5 | AF | J. A. H. Delvy | 32, Great Bendland Street, Wolverhampton. |
| 5 | AG | A. E. Gregory | 77, Kedudo Road, K.1. |
| 5 | AJ | A. H. Chlefüh | 9, Rutland Avenue, Whittington, Henchester. |
| 5 | AK | Walter C. Barbagliou | 9, Rutland Avenue, Whittington, Manchester. |
| 5 | AN | Walter J. Loughin | Cleve View, Harringdon, near Evesham. |
| 5 | AO | John McLaren | Elsico Bell Works, Glengar Road, Pockham. |
| 5 | AP | A. J. Hill | 4, Hackmuist Road, Bexhill-on-Sea. |
| 5 | AQ | D. Dourt | 10, Rudgyny Gardens, Putney. |
| 5 | AS | F. A. Bourne | 10, Linley Road, S. Tottenham. |
| 5 | AT | The Dulux Condenser | Shepherd’s Bush, W.12. |
| 5 | AV | R. W. Harvey | 25, Shakespeare Avenue, Portis Wood, Southampton. |
| 5 | AW | F. Hough | 60, Sussex Road, Southport. |
| 5 | AZ | F. Chamberley | 45, Rends Avenue, Blackpool. |
| 5 | BA | Chase Motors, Ltd. | Sandyford Square, Newcastle-on-Tyne. |
| 5 | BC | Sir Trevor Dawson, Bart. | Edgwarebury House, Eslkee, Herts. |
| 5 | BD | D. Ketz | H. E. Beale | 84, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.1. |
| 5 | BJ | J. C. Autoyer, Ltd. | 59, W. H. Brown | 53, Winstonian Road, Cheltenham. |
| 5 | BK | W. G. H. Brown | B.M. VICK | Greshan Road, Hall Green, Birmingham. |
| 5 | BM | J. T. Quick | B.R. John James Smith, Ltd. | 8164, Portland Road, Edgbaston. |
| 5 | BR | J. V. Clark | 60, Oldham Road, Rochdale. |
| 6 | BV | H. N. Ryan | 83, Home Park Road, Wimbleton Park. |
| 6 | BW | A. de Villiers | 73, St. George’s Road, S.11 |

5 CA | N. L. Yates-Fish | Cleveland, 19, Mandfield Road, Reading. |
5 CB | K. E. Hartbridge | 14, Westbourne Crescent, W.2 |
5 CC | H. A. B. E. W. Works | Frocombe Road, Bath |
5 CD | G. W. Ward Root | 6, Albany House, Clarton Ave., Westiok. |
5 CF | P. S. Wise | 9, Cross End Hill, CReLU End, N.8. |
5 CG | E. W. Deas | 3, Hill Street, Covent Garden, Gloucester. |
5 CJ | J. Balderson | 6, Clough Terrace, Barnolds, Birch, Colne. |
5 CK | L. H. Pearson | 15, Torchway House, Thordle Road, Nottingham. |
5 CP | D. V. L. Fellow | 90, North Common Road, Eding. |
5 CS | G. M. Garratt | 7, Abbey Road, Londen, N.W.8. |
5 CT | T. A. Weir | 1, Garnet Villa, Olney. |
5 CX | A. Hegen | 151, Cotton Tree Lane, Colne, Lancs. |
5 CY | L. syler Gordon | 133, Old Street, Ashton-under-Lyne. |

5 DA | G. Gore | 21, Brucetag, Berwick. |
5 DB | C. H. P. Nutter | 39, Warmaster Road, Northwood Park, S.E.3. |
5 DC | W. T. Arch | 15, Ralston, Devonshire Road, St. Anne’s-on-Sea. |
5 DD | Capt. M. H. Barnes | Aakoo, Ainsdale, Southport. |

5 DG | C. H. Stephenson | 37, Tettenhall Road, Wolverhampton. |
5 DI | C. J. Matthews | Hammonds Farm, Stapleford, Tenness, Essex. |
5 DM | A. N. S. Leg | 40, Grove House, Albert Grove, Nottingham. |
5 DN | Capt. L. A. K. Halsey | South Dame, 100, Millions Lane, Sheffield. |
5 DO | E. J. Water | 15, Shepton House, Devon Road, Salisbury. |
5 DP | F. L. Sollowley | 5, Shepton House, Devizes Road, Cheltenham. |
5 DQ | C. H. Stephenson | Pen Mor, Wolverhampton. |
5 DZ | A. W. Fithian | 31, St. James’s Road, S.W.17. |
5 DT | S. C. Tucker | 39, Mount, 12, Alles Greaves, 1, Forest Hill, S.E.23. |
5 DV | D. Whitmer | 16, Park Road, St. Annes-on-Sea. |
5 DY | The Chalinda Engineering Co. | 5, Boulton Road, Chamonix, Blackpe. |

5 FA | F. L. Deveaux | 85, Wytham Road, Adalsham, Crayford. |
5 FD | A. Alfred Huffman | 30, Tufnell Lane, Greenwich Road, Birkdale, Lanc. |
5 FE | H. A. White | 8, Nottingham Place, Marylebone, London, W.1. |
5 FF | L. H. Lee | 155, Roche Road, Shewlfield, Birmingham. |
5 FG | H. D. Wadd | 39, Bradford Street, Wallsall. |
5 FH | I. W. Pevensie | Lower, S.16. |
5 FI | R. E. Shorey | 202, Walworth Road, S.E.17. |
5 FR | J. L. Jefferey | 197, St. James’s Road, Craydon, Surrey. |
5 FS | W. A. Andrews | 1, Balmoral Mansions, St. Andrew’s Park, Hestoi. |
5 FT | University College | 55, University Road, Warley, W.15. |
5 FU | N. H. Green-Jones | Sydney Rd., 71, Broadway Road, L.2. |
5 FW | S. I. Hoel | 7, St. Annes-on-Sea, Lancs. |
5 FX | Gent & Co., Ltd. | Faraday Road, overseas. |
5 FZ | Lincoln Wireless Soc. | Technical School, Munks Road Lincoln. |

5 GB | Leonard Humphries & Co. | Wireless Contractors, 69, Gerald Street, Windows Street, Liverpool. |
5 GD | E. C. Burdett | 3, Stochfield Road, Stortham. |
5 GF | H. Stopper | 14, Johnson Terrace, Cricklewood, S.W.12. |
5 GI | R. Horrockx | 63, Lambard Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey. |
5 GM | A. E. Greenblad | 15, Bench House, Wimbledon. |
5 GN | Edwards Greenblad | 8, Leys Road, Clapham, S.W.9. |
5 GP | J. E. Simpson | 18, Edgware Road, Waltham, S.E.12. |
5 GQ | E. W. Nightingale | 202, Westminster Road, Cantlestone, Stroud, | |
5 GT | E. Stanley Dobson | 39, Warwick Road, Richmond Farms, Ilikey. |
5 GX | P. D. Tyler | 70, Alfred Avenue Wareford. |
5 GY | G. H. Howwood | 19, Aldryd Road, Lichfield Lane, Eadfaude, S.E.16. |

5 HA | R. Watson | 3, The Beeches, Streatham, near Edgburn. |
5 HC | J. A. Sperie | 39, Glanmore, Clancy Drive, Edinburgh. |
5 HD | H. St. John Ward | 15, Blenheim Chambers, 7, Crowtree Road, Sunderland. |
5 HF | L. W. Brench | 85, Lower Road, Wolseley Park, S.E.18. |
5 HL | G. E. Vowles | 8, St. Leonards, Huyton Road, Epsom. |
5 HM | J. Fitton | 32, St. John’s Road, S.W.1. |
5 HN | L. R. Etchells | 3, Great Seal, Oakamoor, near Wolverhampton. | |
MODERN WIRELESS

5 HP Cunningham, Ltd., ....... 16-171, Edgeware Road, W.2.
5 HO E. A. Pollard ....... Spring Bank, Limeside, Blackburn.
5 HW National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Mid-Surrey.
5 HX C. H. Gardner ....... Racing cars on Brooklands and within ten miles of Sinder- bridge.
5 HY B. Homer ....... Cornwall Hall, E. Finchley, N.2.
5 IJ L. H. & L. W. Gardner ....... Decquisite Parade, West Kirby.
5 IC F. E. Harvey ....... Fairmeads, Sausset Avenue, Woodford Green.
5 ID P. D. Coates ....... 55, Rainmore Street, Burnley.
5 IG J. E. Sheldrick ....... The Brambles, Third Ave., Doverville, Havant, Hants.
5 IK B. L. Stephenson ....... 12, Sheringham Road, Withington, Manchester.
5 IO R. H. Brown ....... 10, Cowlenden Road, W. 12.
5 IP Robert H. Knox ....... 25, Bridge Street, Berwick-on-Tweed.
5 IS J. S. Fookes ....... 93, Herne Hill, S.W.
5 IT Birmingham Station B.B.C. ....... The Knoll, Kidney Manor, Selby, Yorkshire.
5 JY J. Wynn ....... 11, Bath Road, I.O.W.
5 LZ W. G. Sheppard ....... E33, Wilton Grove, Merton Park.

5 IB D. Priet-Jones ....... Manoravon, Llandilo, S. Wales.
5 JC Ivy Morris ....... The Compton, Cemmutts Bay, Anglesey.
5 JD F. Bulmer ....... 4, Carlton Terrace, Scarborough.
5 JG R. F. Longley ....... Kilworth, 81, Langdale Road, Thornton Heath.
5 JH E. C. Waddington ....... 171, Alexandra Terrace, Great Horton Road, Bradford.
5 JK North of Scotland Wireless Co. ....... 123, Bridge Street, Aberdeen.
5 JM W. Woods ....... 8, Brighton Street, Barrow-in-Furness.
5 JN S. Wilkinson ....... 270 Beer Co. & Co., Burnley, Spen-on-Trent.
5 JV Capt. J. B. H. Hamilton ....... 11, Earlsford Rise, Norwich.
5 JW J. H. White ....... 81, Bromley Street, E. 5.
5 JX M. G. Scroggie ....... 37, Clun Gardens, Edinburgh.
5 JY F. L. Arber ....... 6, Southport Road, Cheltenham.
5 JZ H. J. Chessey ....... 263, Thimble Mill Lane, Netchells, Birmingham.

5 KA G. C. Berridge ....... "Stapledon," West Cliff Road, Bournemouth.
5 KC T. Dootson ....... 12, Glynwy Road, Bolton, Lanes.
5 KD W. Bird ....... Langford, Homestead Road, Carrock, Staffs.
5 KN E. J. Drinkwater ....... 95, Mayfield Road, Sandfield.
5 KO F. W. Riggs ....... 15, Howard Road, Westbury Park, Bristol.
5 KP A. T. Wallace ....... Briston, Herd Lane, Pinneys Green, N. 12.
5 KW Rene Hodges ....... Holly Mount, Westdale, Lanes, Mapperley, Nottingham.
5 KX W. Ward ....... Sackville, Earl Street, Kelsbey.
5 KY E. G. Allsop ....... 44, Church Street, Tamworth, Staffs.
5 KZ R. Mitchell ....... Springvale, Earl Street, Kelsbey.

5 LA L. H. Soundy ....... 60, Bellevue Road, Ealing.
5 LB H. C. Foster ....... Hornby Castle, Lancaster.
5 LF Secreatan & Mallett, Ltd. ....... 149, Lower Parade, Bexes, S.W.13.
5 LG J. F. Johnston ....... 49, Borough Road, Armitrham, Cheshire.
5 LH J. C. Walker ....... 31, Whalley Range, Manchester.
5 LJ E. Jackson ....... 1, St. John Street, Wolverhampton.
5 LN J. W. Cloake ....... 163, Reigate Road, Blackburn.
5 LP L. W. Fullman ....... 21, Golders Green Road, N.W. 11.
5 LS W. R. H. Bignall ....... 99, Old Dover Road, Blackheath, S.E.1.
5 LV N. Wilson ....... 17, Claremont, Tenbury Road, King's Heath, Birmingham.
5 LW R. K. Drury ....... 24, Lorne House Avenue, Goole.
5 LZ A. G. S. Quinn ....... 6, Cornborough Road, Stratford-Upon-Avon.

5 MA R. Munday ....... 17, Malden Road, New Malden.
5 MC W. Woodhams ....... 27, Marlborough Place, Brighton.
5 MD R. W. Hardesty ....... 5, Ashleigh Road, Cambridge.
5 MG Milligan's Wireless Co., Ltd. ....... 56, Bath Street, Glasgow, C.2.
5 ML O. R. Healey ....... 8, Glebe Road, Walls, Cheshire.
5 MM W. G. Dixon ....... Dipwood, Rowsland Gill, near Newton-Aycliffe.
5 MP Colin Bain ....... 51, Wightman Street, Newton-Aycliffe.
5 MU C. W. Titherington ....... Westhorpe Motor and Coach Works, Dorking, Dorket.
5 MV Burrell, Ltd. ....... Eastnor Works, Kichenham.
5 MW G. W. Watton-Ingraham ....... 41, Lambert Road, Brixton Hill, London, S.W.1.
5 ND J. H. Taylor ....... Macalnty Street, Huddersfield.
5 NF R. W. Calpin ....... Bank House, Herne Bay.
5 NH A. C. Heine ....... 39, Roquer Avenue, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
5 NL H. Gurney-Turner ....... 45, Musley Road, Whalley Range, Manchester.
5 NO Newcastle Station, B.B.C. ....... 3, Queen's Road, Manningham, Bradford.
5 NQ Eric F. Burgos ....... 100, Varborn Road, Lincoln.
5 NT C. H. Parrish ....... 100, Old Fallow Road, Crambeck, Stafford.
5 NU H. L. Tronson ....... 8, Westfield Place, Danes.
5 NW E. J. Allen ....... 5, Coleman Road, Bexley, S.42.
5 OC Col. P. C. Jeppings ....... Gelli-eg, Kidwelly, S. Wales.
5 OD R. Bayes ....... Holmfield, St. Catherine's, Lincoln.
5 OE W. G. Gold ....... Roseisle, Belwell Lane, Four Oaks, near Birmingham.
5 OL J. F. Cullen ....... 64, Queen's Drive, West Derby, Liverpool.
5 OT F. J. Woods ....... Belmont, Upper Colwyn Bay, N. Wales.
5 OW H. Green ....... Norman House, Swinton, Manchester.
5 OX C. H. F. Hubbard ....... 196, Putney Bridge Road, S.W.15.
5 OY Belvedere, Earth and District Radio and Scientific Society.

5 PB F. C. Hirst ....... Brookfield, Longwood, Huddersfield.
5 PD R. A. Durant ....... 366, Forest Road, Walthamstow, E.17.
5 PH C. F. MacIver ....... Frome Works, Halifax.
5 PJ A. Shaw ....... 8, Hall Road, Trealw, near Colne, Lanes.
5 PS J. E. Catt ....... "Melrose," Alexandra Road, Forthbridge, Hants.
5 PU T. Allison ....... 33, Wilton Manor, Henley Park, S.W. 20.
TWO IGRANIC COMPONENTS

which "go one better"

UNITUNE (Regd.)
APERIODIC FIXED COUPLER
De Forest Patent No. 141344. Other Patents Pending.

Unrivalled for reception on short wave-lengths from 80-180 metres and from 300-600 metres.

The difficulties usually encountered in short-wave reception are entirely overcome when the Unitune Aperiodic Fixed Coupler is employed and excellent results are easily obtained. This form of coupling combines many of the advantages of both direct and loose coupling without their attendant disadvantages.

Both coils are of the well-known Honeycomb Duolateral form of winding giving maximum efficiency and possessing a minimum of self-capacity which is absolutely essential for successful short-wave reception. The aerial coil is aperiodic or untuned, and is responsive to all wave-lengths within certain limits. The secondary winding is calibrated for various wave-lengths with given values of capacity in shunt. These wave-lengths remain constant no matter what size of aerial is employed.

The UNITUNE Fixed Coupler may be used in any receiver employing standard coil holders without any alteration to internal wiring by simply plugging into the A.T.I. socket, removing the aerial lead from the set and connecting it to the "earth" terminal of the coupler. The lower terminal should be connected to the "earth" terminal of the set and to earth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Wave-length Range.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNITUNE MINOR</td>
<td>80-180 Metres</td>
<td>7/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITUNE MAJOR</td>
<td>300-600</td>
<td>9/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Obtainable from all high-class Radio Dealers. Write for List Z.227

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.
When one considers the wide variety of instruments in the orchestra to which the Loud Speaker has to respond in a perfectly life-like manner, it is obvious that some means other than the ordinary telephone principle of a flat diaphragm must be used. In the Brown Loud Speaker, you have an entirely different method of reproduction—the only true method of preventing distortion. If you could examine one you would find that the diaphragm is cone shaped, and anchored at its centre to a steel reed. Thus the diaphragm, in its turn is made to vibrate to and from the poles of an electromagnet.

Johann Bach was born in 1685—the year that witnessed the birth of Handel. From his earliest days he showed a marked love for music. Yet his parents prohibited him from using his elder brother's scores. Bach, however, undaunted, used to rise at night and steal away to copy them by moonlight—permanently injuring his eyesight by so doing.

Thus the diaphragm moves only from its centre outwards, exactly like the mica diaphragm on the sound box of a Gramophone. Whenever the Brown Loud Speaker is compared on actual tests with any other, no one can fail to be struck with the masterful way in which it renders the extremes of the harmonic scale. From the shrill tones of the piccolo to the deep notes of the double bass, every instrument is reproduced with life-like fidelity. Before you decide on your Loud Speaker, get your Dealer to give you this test—you'll be convinced at once.

Brown
Loud Speakers

S. G. BROWN Ltd.,
Victoria Road,
N. Acton, W. 3.

Retail:
10, Mortimer Street, W. 1
15, Moorfields, Liverpool

Modem Wireless

Books

Without a doubt the very remarkable growth in the number of home-built Receiving Sets can be attributed to the exceptional Books and Magazines published by Radio Press, Ltd. This organisation—of the largest of its kind in the world—has risen from quite modest beginnings because it was the first to realise that the cry would come then, as now, for dependable literature.

The moment a man gets really interested in Radio he is so fascinated that he immediately wants to learn more about it. Naturally he buys books and magazines—but let those books or magazines be too technical that he cannot understand and appreciate them, or let them contain inaccuracies or mis-statements and Radio loses another promising recruit.

Radio Press, Ltd., pursues a definite policy in its book publishing which can be summed up as follows—

(a) It publishes Books written only by authors of repute. Its Editorial Staff—both in number and in experience the strongest in the country—is well able to check every manuscript submitted and to supervise generally the publication of every book.

(b) Each Book selected for publication must fill a definite niche in the Radio Press Series. Just as there are many grades of wireless enthusiasts from novices to experienced experimenters so there must be various types of Radio Press Books. At the same time, however, every phase of the Science is covered so thoroughly that anyone can build up a complete library as his knowledge increases.

(c) Every Radio Press Book is printed in good style, profusely illustrated and represents particularly good value for money. While several of the more elementary ones are published at a cheaper price, the bulk of the Radio Press Series cost from 2/6 to 5/-. This price permits a very high quality being maintained and allows half-tone illustrations and in the case of the constructional books, the fullest descriptions being given of every stage of Set building.

Make up your mind to look through the whole series at your Bookseller's or Wireless Dealer's—he has them in stock or will get them for you. It will be your first step to increased proficiency.

Consult your Bookseller

Gilbert Ad. 1320.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
| TA | V. I. N. Williams | "Merle", Lees Road, Bramhall, Cheshire. |
| TA | P. A. Gooding | 16, Cambridge Road, Haunmerswell, W. |
| TI | J. Ronnert | 150a, Turner's Hill, Cheshunt. |
| TL | L. D'Errey's Rose | 4b, St. George's Terrace, Regent's Park, N.W. 1. |
| TN | C. J. Stewart | 27, Mounth Pleasant, Weymouth. |
| TR | H. Hayter | 11, Orange Grove, Clapham Common. |
| TR | J. A. Cooper | 8, Cowley Road, Ilford, Essex. |
| TW | D. S. Rogers | 32, Clapham Grove, Kilburn, Kent. |
| TV | W. H. Lloyd | 27, Cotham Gardens, Twickenham. |
| SA | L. H. Good | 23, Osborne Terrace, South Shields. |
| SC | Glasgow Station, B.B.C. | 22, Hughenden Road, Hastings. |
| SD | I. D. Turner | 27, Southfield Road, Gipsy Hill, Croydon. |
| SE | J. R. Wilks | 43, Hill Crescent, Longden Road, Walsall. |
| SI | C. L. Naylor | 21, Hill View Road, Old Chapel Street, Blackburn. |
| SL | J. S. Yeomans | 11, Hill View Terrace, Chapel Street, Bury. |
| SP | E. Warner | "Dunlop", Horsemouth Road, Sutton, Surrey. |
| SQ | A. P. MacGregor | 35, Kirk Street, Campbeltown. |
| ST | R. E. Morrison | 31, Spring Grove, Kilburn, Kent. |
| SU | Capt. Ian Fraser | 17, John's Lodge, Lower Common, Regent's Park, N.W. 1. |
| SW | S. D. Mathis | 93, Upper Tulse Hill, S.W. 2. |
| SZ | J. W. Shirley | White Cross, Bate Lane, Macclesfield, Cheshire. |
| WD | K. Ullerty | 17, Dunlop Street, Leatherhead. |
| WF | D. G. Bowrey | 30, Station Road, Church End, Pinner, N. 3. |
| WI | R. Blanchard | 63, Old Chapel Street, Blackburn. |
| VX | E. W. Tetley | 1, King Street, Jersey. |
| XM | E. H. Robinson | 49, Autumn Road, Watford, Herts. |
| XX | Chelmsford Station, B.B.C. | 93, Brierly Road, Moseley, Birmingham. |
| XZ | A. F. C. Boyes | 1, Lewes Garden, London. |
| ZG | H. TAYLOR | 30, Park Road, Barnoldswick, Yorkshire. |
| ZH | CROMWELL ENGINEERING Co. | 81, Oxford Avenue, Walton Park, S. 20. |
| ZK | CITY ACCELERATOR Co. | 4, Queen's Road, St. John’s Wood, W. M. W. 8. |
| ZO | W. P. MILLS | 21, Stoney Hey Road, New Brighton, Chester. |
| ZQ | H. JESSOP | 144, Halliday Road, Brighton, Yorkshire. |
| ZR | F. ADSTON | 53, Church Street, St. Peter’s, Broadstairs. |
| ZT | E. S. T. EDWARDS | 18, Gipsy Street, Moss-Side, Manchester. |
| ZV | W. HERBINS | 231, Newark Road, Lincoln. |
| ZX | T. L. RAWSON | Helbrough, Beithfield Road, Dublin, Manchester. |
| ZY | L. HEADLAM | Stakesbury Road, Whitby, Yorkshire. |

6 AA | DURHAM AND NORTHUMBERLAND COLLEGE’S FIRE AND RESCUE BRIGADE. (Portable) | The Rescue Station, 854, Scotswood Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne. |
6 AB | DURHAM AND NORTHUMBERLAND COLLEGE’S FIRE AND RESCUE BRIGADE. (Portable) | The Rescue Station, 854, Scotswood Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne. |
6 AA | DURHAM AND NORTHUMBERLAND COLLEGE’S FIRE AND RESCUE BRIGADE. (Portable) | The Rescue Station, 854, Scotswood Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne. |
6 AF | R. B. RICK | 70, Seaside, Eastbourne. |
6 AG | W. H. FORTINGTON | 257, Dulley Road, Roton Park, Birmingham. |
6 AH | R. H. P. COLLINS | 4, Dean Place, Lincolns, Cornwall. |
6 AI | H. ANDREWS | Cygn’s Garage, 3, Strandhill, Swannery. |
6 AJ | G. E. OSSOL | 255, Victoria Road, Dunfield, Cheshire. |
6 AO | A. V. RUDDELETT | 24, Wakerley Road, Dewsbury, Yorkshire. |
6 AP | J. A. HIRSON | Hill Close, Berkhamst, near Coventry. |
6 AQ | A. H. BIRD | 31, Beewood Road, London, S.E. 15. |
6 AS | F. A. ELLIOTT | 10, Stunnersfield Park Road, Fulwood, Sheffield. |
6 AW | E. J. JAYNE | Newby Cottage, High Street, Waltham Cross. |

6 BB | J. BOLT | Crookshay, Lynn, Cheshire. |
6 BC | W. D. CLOUGH | White House, High Herworth, Gateshead-on-Tyne. |
6 BJ | C. SOLOMON (Portable) | 16, Cavendish Road, Bredsbury, N. W. 6. |
6 BM | BOUNENGOUGH B.B.C. STATION | Dobry, 25, Weighton Road, Aterley, S.E. 20. |
6 BN | G. E. MOWVALIA | 35, Cunningham Park, Harrow. |
6 BO | L. C. HAGGER | 53, Higham Road, Totonham, N. 15. |
6 BP | A. E. HAYWARD | 24, Woodcote Avenue, Braunhill, Glasgow, W. |
6 BQ | J. L. CANNON (Portable) | 24, Woodcote Avenue, Braunhill, Glasgow, W. |
6 BR | G. H. RAMSEY | Overdale, Ilkeston. |
6 BS | C. A. JAMIESON | 82, York Road, Bagst Edinburgh. |
6 BV | J. M. OLIVER | Whitley Lodge, Sunninghill, Berkshire. |
6 BW | J. C. MASON | 3, Westmorland Road, New Britton. |

6 CC | B. A. MATTHEWS | Westgate, Frederic Road, Wyde Green, near Birmingham. |
6 CF | W. C. LANGARD | Bridgehouse Green, Chapel-in-le-Firth, Derbshire. |
6 CG | A. W. EAGLE | 43, Park Lane, Tottenham, N. 17. |
6 CI | C. E. TILLEY | 10, Gloucester Street, Leith. |
6 CT | F. C. DEAL | 77, Hortwood Road, near Edmonston, N. 15. |
6 CW | D. BURKE JONES | Gwallor, 1, Rustic Avenue, Streatham, S.W. 16. |

6 DC | G. YOUNG | 57, Barnard Road, Moate Estates, Gosforth, Manchester. |
6 DD | I. J. W. BAKER | 205, Brookley Road, S. E. 4. |
6 DF | F. L. W. OXEN | 9, Working Street, Cardiff. |
6 DJ | A. C. COPSEY | 27, Southfield Road, Totten- ham, N. 17. |
6 DK | A. F. BOYCE | 121, Stoke Road, Slough. |
6 DM | C. KENOG-CROFT | 18, Vine Street, Stockport. |
6 DP | NORMAN CROFT | 210, Roundhay Road, Leeds. |
6 DJ | B. J. NEWTON | 1, Jermyn Road, New Cross, London. |
6 DW | DOUGLAS H. HODSON | 145, Clapton Common, London. |
6 DZ | CAPT. L. H. E. PEACOCK | South Done, 106, Milhouses Lane, Sheffield. |

6 FA | G. E. WILSHIN | 10, Hopwood Lane, Halif. |
6 FB | W. GROSCOTT | 11, Radio Engineer, 6, Cotsgate Hill, Ripon, Yorks. |
6 FC | L. S. TAYLOR | The Crott, Dingwall, N.B. |
6 FD | P. N. GOLDSMITH | 49, Aligton Avenue, Coventry. |
6 FF | P. R. SOLDIER | 15, Albert Road, Alexandra Park, London, N. 12. |
6 FG | J. H. RIJN | 477, Earlham Rise, Norwich. |
6 FH | V. P. BRIGGS | 43, Commercial Road, South Shields. |
6 FI | J. W. BUTLER | 15, Alton Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. |
6 FJ | T. H. HALL | 63, High Street, Ripley, Surrey. |
6 FK | F. J. DREX | 59, Antill Road, Tottenham, N. 15. |

6 GM | E. A. WILLIAM | 110, Hopwood Lane, Halif. |
6 GO | L. A. SAVAGE | 6, Toward Terrace, Sundf. |
6 GP | J. S. SMITH | Greynians Farmhouse, Bic. |
6 GQ | G. TAYLOR | 43, Rydred Road, Moate Hill, W. 9. |
6 GW | P. B. BLAIR | 79, Lailey Lane, Hall Green, Birmingham. |
6 GX | C. REYNOLDS | 77, Siddall Street, Oldham. |
6 GX | T. J. LOW | 477, Earlham Rise, Norwich. |
6 GZ | R. C. NEAL | 77, Siddall Street, Oldham. |

6 HD | NATIONAL WIRELESS AND ELECTRIC, LTD. | Donnington. |
6 HG | A. FRANCIS, LTD. | Custom House, Gloucester. |
6 HH | GLENNJY RADIO SOCIETY | Fretreneway, Newcross, Cornwall. |
6 HK | W. F. FENWICK | Church Road, Ryton, W. 3. |
6 HO | NATIONAL WIRELESS & ELECTRIC CO., LTD. | Church Road, Ryton, W. 3. |
6 HR | W. D. KELSEY | 51, Highwood Road, New Southgate, London, N. 11. |
6 HS | H. SAVILLE | 88, Horse Lane, Highgate, N. 14. |
6 HV | J. W. BUTLER | 15, Alton Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. |
6 HW | C. H. NOBLE | 63, High Street, Ripley, Surrey. |
6 HW | F. J. DREX | 59, Antill Road, Tottenham, N. 15. |

6 IC | A. JEffery | 110, Hopwood Lane, Halif. |
6 IG | E. BRAND | 6, Radio Engineer, 6, Cotsgate Hill, Ripon, Yorks. |
6 IL | J. H. ROSCOE | 43, Chester Street, Birkenhead. |
6 IM | J. J. KAM | 88, Horse Lane, Highgate, N. 14. |
6 IN | G. HORNBY | 14, Baring Street, South Shields. |
6 IV | J. B. BOWDEN | 15, Alton Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. |
6 IV | B. A. BOWDEN | 63, High Street, Ripley, Surrey. |
6 IV | L. A. SAVAGE | 43, Commercial Road, South Shields. |
6 IV | A. G. W. GIBSON | 63, High Street, Ripley, Surrey. |
6 IV | W. A. BOWDEN | 15, Alton Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. |
6 IV | B. A. BOWDEN | 63, High Street, Ripley, Surrey. |
6 IV | A. G. W. GIBSON | 63, High Street, Ripley, Surrey. |
6 IV | W. A. BOWDEN | 15, Alton Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. |
6 IV | B. A. BOWDEN | 63, High Street, Ripley, Surrey. |

6 JB | WRENNINGHAM RADIO SOCIETY | Red Cross Hall, 57, Church Road, Wimborne. |
6 JI | J. O. P. SMITH | The Crott, Dingwall, N.B. |
6 JL | P. N. GOLDSMITH | 49, Aligton Avenue, Coventry. |
6 JS | P. R. SOLDIER | 76, Albert Road, Alexandra Park, London, N. 12. |
6 JV | CAPT. H. J. B. HAMMOND | 477, Earlham Rise, Norwich. |
6 JY | V. P. BRIGGS | 43, Commercial Road, South Shields. |
6 JX | R. J. W. LAMBERT | 15, Alton Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. |
6 JZ | V. A. G. BROWN | 63, High Street, Ripley, Surrey. |

6 KC | RADIO SPECIALITY CO. | 47, Limbroi, Blackburn. |
6 KD | W. R. KNIGHT | 10, scarf's, Newcastle, N.W. 12. |
6 KE | J. COOKSON | Central Radio Stores, Blackpool. |
6 KJ | H. G. CLAY | 144, Bracken Road, Poole, Herts. |
LOUDSPEAKERS
—read what users say!

The following are from recent unsolicited letters received:

"I have received your Loudspeaker quite safely, together with receipt for cheque. I am very pleased with same. The reproduction of speech and music is very fine, and I do not find the gramophone tininess that I have heard so much talk of with Loudspeakers. The set I use is S.T. to C. I shall certainly let my friends hear this, who are interested in loudspeakets."

And another letter says:

"The loudspeaker received is the nearest to perfection I have ever heard. On Tuesday I did my best to make it distort the speaker's voice and also the music, but found this impossible. I have used various other makes, but can assure you that yours is the nearest to perfection yet placed before the public."

Now compare these prices—and insist on Stella.

BIG STELLA (No. 1). Guaranteed, and British made, 70/-.

LITTLE STELLA (No. 2). A smaller model, equally perfect, 35/-. "WEMBLEY" LOUDSPEAKER (No. 3). Portable Miniature, giving perfect results, and guaranteed at 22/6.

All carriage paid.

To be seen and purchased from all good Wireless Dealers, or at Wembley, Avenue 13, Bays 8 and 9, Palace of Engineering, or direct from the makers—

STELLA WORKS,
31-37, Wybert Street,
LONDON, N.W.1.
Telephone: Museum 890.

Make Sure

that the small fixed condenser you buy has a MICA dielectric.

It may have a paper one, put in for economy's sake. There is no real economy in this, as you will find out after a few weeks' working.

There are so many flattering imitations of the Dubilier 600 to-day that the outward appearance of a condenser tells you nothing.

If you want to be sure, don't say to your dealer "I want a 'three o's three' condenser," but

Specify Dubilier.

Advt. of the Dubilier Condenser Co. (1921), Ltd.,
Intron Works, Goldhawk Road, London, W. 12.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
SUMMER days and summer evenings in the garden can be made vastly more entertaining by means of a B.T.H. Loud Speaker. There is no better instrument in the world. It is free from distortion and undue resonance, yet has a volume and timbre which render it ideally suitable for outdoor use.

Only the best loud speaker is good enough for the garden: therefore see that yours is a B.T.H.

**Form C2 (as illustrated)** £5 5 0
**Form C1** £3 0 0
**Form D (electro-dynamic type)** £12 10 0

From all Electricians and Wireless Dealers

We also make Radiola Crystal, Valve-Crystal and Valve Sets, Head Telephones, Amplifiers, Valves (including the famous B5, 0.06 amp. valve) etc.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
Reflex Wireless Receivers in Theory and Practice. — CHAPTER VII.

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

This complete series on Reflex Circuits began in our issue of March, 1924.

We have so far considered, for the sake of simplicity, the use of loose coupling between the aerial and the valve. Such loose coupling involves extra coils and condensers, and other apparatus. It is also more difficult to tune a loose coupled circuit on account of the extra number of controls. A further disadvantage is that when a valve is being used to obtain high-frequency amplification it will have a much greater tendency to oscillate if loose coupling is employed. The only real advantage of loose coupling, in many cases, is that greater selectivity is obtainable. It is little wonder, therefore, that direct aerial coupling is the most popular arrangement.

Direct coupling, however, in the case of reflex circuits, introduces several important problems which have not received adequate attention until comparatively recently. A typical direct-coupled arrangement using the reflex principle is that illustrated in Fig. 31.

Let us examine closely the disadvantages of feeding back the low-frequency currents in this position. In reading the following remarks it must not be imagined that the arrangement of Fig. 31 will not work; the results are quite good, but various symptoms will be noticed. It will, for example, be impossible to touch the accumulator, or high-tension battery, or one of the terminals of the telephone receivers without affecting the signal strength. Touching any of these parts may, moreover, set up a low-frequency buzzing.

The disadvantages of the Fig. 31 circuit are therefore:

1. A full build up of signal strength is not obtained.
2. The circuit is not stable, and is susceptible to squealing or buzzing when certain parts are touched.

Reasons for the Disadvantages

In view of the importance of this section of our discussion it is proposed to examine more closely the disadvantages of the Fig. 31 method of feeding back the low-frequency currents.

In this figure a condenser C₁ is shown in dotted lines connected between the accumulator and the earth. This phantom condenser is not an actual one, but represents the capacity effect between the accumulator, etc., and the earth. The accumulator and the apparatus connected to it forms one plate of a condenser, the other side of which is the earth.

The capacity to earth between the accumulator B₁ and the earth is shown as C₁ while the capacity to...
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A Stolen Hour.

All the sweeter because it is stolen—and from my work, too. The so-called slack season has proved so successful that I simply don’t get a minute to myself; it doesn’t look as if I’ll even get a holiday. I don’t really mind, though; perhaps it’s because of my record wireless Summer, but somehow a quiet hour or two in the garden after dinner—with my Volutone—seems to me easily enough recompense for just a holiday.

I’m really glad, however, we did produce the Volutone; the Junior is a fine little instrument, even better now we’re fitting it with an adjustable diaphragm, but you do need something a little more powerful in the open air. You want to listen to a Volutone to appreciate how perfectly a modern Loud Speaker can give a large volume of sound without distortion. But more than anything I’m pleased about is its price. It really is Quality Apparatus at Low Cost.

GENT’S
“Tangent”
L. F. Transformer
Fitted with soldering terminals.
Tested on actual Broadcasting.
Guaranteed for silence, speech and music.

ENORMOUS SALES ENABLE ANOTHER PRICE REDUCTION – if fitted with soldering terminals—12/6
If fitted with “Tangent” patent terminals, 2/- extra.

Write for Free Descriptive Literature.
GENT & Co., Ltd.,
Manufacturing Electrical Engineers
Faraday Works,
LEICESTER.
EST. 1872.
MODERN WIRELESS

CONSTRUCT YOUR OWN SET

As fully described in MODERN WIRELESS, WIRELESS WEEKLY, RADIO PRESS HANDBOOKS and ENVELOPES.

The HIGH-LOW Receiver as described in this issue by Mr. H. K. Simpson.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polished Mahogany Cabinet, 15 in. by 10 in. by 6 in.</td>
<td>£1 10 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Meg. Switch Arms with Studs and Stops</td>
<td>6 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Switch Arms with Studs and Stops</td>
<td>3 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Valve Holders (Magnum)</td>
<td>10 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masthead Fixed Condensers</td>
<td>11 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubilier 50,000 ohm Resistance</td>
<td>7 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Compact Magnum 3 -Coil Holder</td>
<td>£1 9 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radian Mahogany Panel, 12 in. by 10 in. by 4 in., drilled and engraved</td>
<td>1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burntcoat Dual Rheostat</td>
<td>7 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnum 3 -Coil Holder</td>
<td>12 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valve Lits (Lacquered)</td>
<td>4 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Instrument Transformer L.F.</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manbridge Condenser, .0005</td>
<td>4 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Crystal Detector</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubilier Condenser, .001</td>
<td>3 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magneto No. 16 Sec. T.C.C.</td>
<td>£1 7 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Wonderful OMNI as supplied by us to the Algarsson Arctic Expedition.

Construct this set for £11 3s. 6d.

THE TRI-CELL Receiver, as described in this issue by Mr. Percy W. Harris.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sterling Variable Square Law Condenser with Vernier</td>
<td>£9 10 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polished Mahogany Cabinet, 10 in. by 15 in. by 4 in.</td>
<td>£1 13 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radium Mahogany Panel, 15 in. by 10 in. by 5 in., drilled and engraved</td>
<td>1 1 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Components supplied for the various Circuits described in this issue.

Lathes

The Lathe has been called the King of the Tools, and the description is apt. The amateur, the professional, the experimenter and the manufacturer all find the lathe the most essential aid if they construct their own plant. Not only for Wireless, however, is a handy lathe so valuable. In all branches of model and experimental work, and in car and motorcycle overhauling, etc., it is always a prime essential.

For the home worker the best is the DRUMMOND 4 in. Universal Lathe.

This tool will cover an almost infinite variety of work, including all plain turning in metal, wood, ebonite, etc., screw-cutting, drilling, boring, facing, milling, coil-winding, slotting, etc. The saddle and top slide are provided with bolt slots to enable work to be readily mounted. These work tables have a height adjustment relative to the lathe centres—a very valuable feature; this is effected by sliding saddle about the circular bed. We illustrate the lathe arranged on stand for treadle drive; note the heavy flywheel. Other forms of drive are supplied, and an extra long bed model is available at small extra cost. A Service Department is at your disposal—consult us.

Machines, to suit all requirements; supplied on deferred payment plan if required. Write for lists:

DRUMMOND Bros. Ltd.
Reid Hill, Guildford.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.
earth of the high-tension battery $B_2$ is shown as $C_5$. The telephones, $T$, being on the head of the wearer, will also have a considerable capacity to earth. All these capacities are represented as one large capacity $C_4$ in Fig. 31. In addition, unless the accumulator, batteries, and phones are perfectly insulated from the earth, there will be a leakage effect which is shown as $R_2$. The leakage effect, of course, will lessen the potentials established across $T_2$, and, therefore, lessen the low-frequency potentials applied to the grid of the valve, but the beginner may not understand why the capacity effect should have an injurious effect.

A convenient analogy which the writer has previously used is that of an angler and a fishing rod. Fig. 33 shows an angler holding the end of his rod, and, by a wrist movement, swinging the tip up and down. A free action is obtained in this case, but if a heavy weight is attached to the tip of the rod, as shown in Fig. 34, a wrist motion on the part of the angler will hardly move the tip of the rod at all. In the same way, the fact that one end of the transformer winding $T_1$ is connected to earth and the other end to an accumulator, battery, etc., of substantial mass, results in an effect very similar to that shown in Fig. 34. Instead of the "full swing" of potential at the end of the transformer winding $T_1$ in Fig. 32 with respect to earth (which corresponds to the angler's hand) the varying potentials across $T_2$ are reduced.

Fig. 33.—A fishing-rod analogy. Fig. 34.—The effect of a weight at one end.

Fig. 35 shows the transformer itself having a primary $T_1$ and a secondary $T_2$. One end of $T_1$ is marked $E$ and the other $F$. At a certain given instant when a varying current is being fed into $T_1$, the end $E$ will be negative and the end $F$ positive. It is obvious that we want to get the largest potential difference across $E$ and $F$, and consequently nothing must be done which will lessen, unnecessarily, the potentials established across the secondary.

If, as in Fig. 36, we connect the end $E$ to earth, the end $F$ will vary positively and negatively with respect to the end $E$, and therefore with respect to earth. The fact that one end of the secondary $T_2$ is connected to earth does not in any way affect the magnitude of the potentials established across $E$ and $F$. It merely ties down, as it were, one end of the transformer, and makes it very important that we should not in any way tie down the other end of the secondary $T_2$.

In Fig. 37 we show the other end of the transformer $T_2$, formerly labelled $F$, connected to the grid $G$ of a three-electrode valve. In this case the grid is a very light metal structure having a negligible capacity, and consequently the potentials on $G$ will represent the full potentials established across $T_2$. If, on the other hand, we were to connect the right-hand side of the secondary $T_2$ to earth, the potentials established across $T_2$, and, moreover, this winding would be too small to be of any value.

In Fig. 38 we have part of the effect in Fig. 37 illustrated. This effect is a leakage effect between the accumulator, high-tension battery and phones to earth, and is frequently in existence. The resistance $R_2$ in Fig. 38 will act as a partial short circuit for the secondary $T_2$, and, moreover, this leakage will vary from time to time and cannot be reproducible at will. The leakage effect, however, is not the most serious because, provided the batteries, etc., are properly insulated, it will not occur. The most dangerous effect is the large capacity which the batteries, etc., have to earth. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 39.

If such a circuit be arranged, it will be seen that the condenser $C_4$ shunts the secondary $T_2$, and if a large condenser is connected across the secondary $T_2$, the potentials established across this winding will be reduced. If, for example, to take an extreme case, the condenser $C_5$ had a value of five microfarads, the condenser, which, of course, acts as a conductor to varying currents, would virtually short-circuit $T_2$, and the potentials across this winding would be too small to be of any value.

In Fig. 40 is illustrated the state of affairs existing in the Fig. 31 circuit, and it will be readily seen that the large capacity effects between $B_2$ and the earth and $B_2$ and the earth, not to mention the capacity of the telephones to earth, will act as a parallel capacity across $T_2$, and this capacity will decrease the potential's established across $T_2$. It will be noticed that in Fig. 40, as in Fig. 31, there is a small condenser $C_3$ across $T_2$ already. The value of $C_3$ will depend very largely upon the particular transformer employed, and its sole purpose is to act as a by-pass for the high-frequency currents in the grid circuit. In most cases the condenser $C_3$ will have a capacity of 0.003 $\mu$F, and if this is supplemented by the uncertain capacities of the batteries, etc., the value will, in many cases, be too high, and, moreover, the tendency towards buzzing will be increased. An additional and very important disadvantage is that the batteries, phone terminals, etc., cannot be touched with the hand without varying the signal strength and, in many cases, producing low-frequency buzzing.

Fig. 33.—Illustrating how potential at end of $T_1$ varies with respect to earth.

Fig. 35.—Conditions existing in a transformer at a given moment.

Fig. 36.—Illustrating how potential at end of $T_1$ varies with respect to earth.

Fig. 37.—The secondary winding connected between earth and the secondary.

Fig. 38.—The effect of a weight at one end.
The trouble due to the filament earth connection of the transformer secondary is accentuated in receivers using reaction, because any variation of the capacity across $T_2$ will vary the amount of reaction; an increase of the capacity, for example, will increase the tendency for the valve to oscillate, and once the valve oscillates the tendency to buzz is very greatly increased, and in many cases the high-frequency oscillation only takes place for a fraction of a second and is immediately followed by a low-frequency buzzing. Touching certain parts of a receiver in a Fig. 31 arrangement, especially if reaction is added, usually starts grid and the aerial. The end E of the secondary $T_2$ was, so far as low-frequency currents were concerned, at earth potential, whereas the end G was connected to the grid. None of the troubles experienced with the Fig. 31 circuit,

![Fig. 38](image1.png)

![Fig. 39](image2.png)

...or rather due to the Fig. 31 circuit, were obtained, but on the other hand this method of feeding back is wrong, technically, from another point of view. It is now a well-known rule in wireless design not to have any apparatus, such as transformers, potentiometers, etc., at a point at high-frequency potential to earth. Across the circuit $L_1 \ C_1$ high-frequency potentials are established, and consequently the whole secondary of the transformer is at a varying high-frequency potential to earth, and the transformer will consequently act in much the same way as the weight on the end of the fishing rod. This time it will be the high-frequency currents which will suffer, and these are much more susceptible to influence by parallel capacity. Every experimenter knows that if there is too great a capacity across his oscillatory circuit the potentials established across it will be small.

![Fig. 40](image3.png)

![Fig. 41](image4.png)

The very unpleasant buzzing effect and the obvious remedy is to feed the low-frequency currents into the grid circuit in some other manner.

**Round's Original Method**

The method which was used by H. J. Round in early experiments with reflex circuits is that illustrated in Fig. 41. The low-frequency currents were now fed into the grid circuit by means of a transformer $T_p \ T_q$, the secondary of which was connected between the grid and the aerial. The end E of the secondary $T_2$ was, so far as low-frequency currents were concerned, at earth potential, whereas the end G was connected to the grid. None of the troubles experienced with the Fig. 31 circuit,
Fig. 42. A popular method of feed-back.

Capacity between the two windings of the transformers is shown in dotted lines, and likewise the capacity of the secondary direct to earth. The capacity between the windings is very important because the primary winding is connected, virtually, direct to earth as regards high-frequency currents. The net capacity between the windings is very important because the primary winding is connected, virtually, direct to earth as regards high-frequency currents. The net effect of this arrangement is that the potentials established across L1 and C1 are decreased.

H. J. Round has also employed another method which has been largely used commercially. This is described later.

The first of the present author's methods, and the one which he has embodied in numerous reflex circuits, is that illustrated in Fig. 42. This method is rapidly becoming standard with experimenters, and no doubt the origin of the method will be clouded in obscurity, as so often happens in these cases.

It will be seen that the secondary of the transformer is now connected in the aerial circuit, as well as the grid circuit of the valve. A condenser C3 is connected across T2 and the capacity of this condenser may be fixed or variable. Experiment has shown that the best value is in the neighbourhood of .005 μF. If the condenser C3 is of too small a capacity it will interfere too radically with the aerial tuning arrangement, since C3 is an integral part of the aerial oscillatory circuit. If, on the other hand, the condenser C3 is too large, the low frequency potentials established across T2 will be reduced and there will consequently be a loss in efficiency.

The arrangement of Fig. 42 eliminates all trouble due to the transformer being at high-frequency potential to earth, and also all trouble due to the secondary of the transformer T1, T2 being tied down at both ends.

It will be seen that the secondary T1 will choke back high-frequency currents in the aerial circuit, and therefore the condenser C3 is required to complete the aerial circuit. Fig. 43 shows the aerial circuit as it really is, and from this
it will be seen that the main capacity in series with the aerial is \( C_3 \), while there is also the self-capacity \( C \) of the secondary of the transformer. This capacity is not sufficient of itself to make the circuit work effectively without \( C_3 \), but it will be seen that the size of \( C_3 \) will affect the tuning of the aerial circuit; the larger \( C_3 \) is, the higher the wavelength to which the receiver will be tuned, and vice versa. Consequently, in a reflex circuit a larger inductance will normally be required when parallel tuning is employed.

**Effect of Transformer Secondary in Aerial Circuit**

The only disadvantage of the Fig. 42 feed-back method is that there is a tendency to pick up interference from electric light mains, etc. This may be specially the case when alternating current is installed for domestic purposes, but it is impossible to state the effect of this interference without knowing the special circumstances. In some cases the interference is negligible, but in a few cases it may be desirable to use a feed-back method which cuts down the tendency to pick up this low-frequency disturbance.

It will be interesting, at this stage, to consider the effect of leaving out the condenser across the secondary of the transformer in the aerial circuit. If this condenser is omitted we have an aerial circuit of the kind illustrated in Fig. 44, and it will be seen that the iron-core secondary now is the controlling factor in the tuning of the aerial circuit. This iron-core secondary acts, of course, as a very high inductance, and we virtually have the circuit of Fig. 45 since the inductance \( L_1 \) of Fig. 44 has a negligible value in comparison with the inductance of \( T_2 \).

It will be clear that in Fig. 45 the wavelength to which the aerial circuit is tuned is very high, and in practice the elimination of the parallel condenser across the transformer secondary has the effect of bringing in numerous continuous wave stations of high wavelength, these stations producing beats with each other with a resulting medley of sound. This symptom in a reflex circuit therefore indicates a faulty condenser across the secondary, or its absence.

**The Phones that cost a fortune!**

If there is merit in the fact that

**GENERAL RADIOPHONES**
- are the outcome of exhaustive research work, carried out at enormous expense,
- will respond to signal intensity of \( 0.000000000011 \) of an ampere,
- are matched in tone by exacting mechanical gauges,
- embody a specially designed sound chamber
- and weigh net only 7 ozs.,

then they are well worth your immediate examination.

Ask your dealer for a demonstration. If you have any difficulty in obtaining **GENERAL RADIOPHONES**, write direct to us.

**GENERAL RADIO COMPANY, LIMITED,**
Radio House, 235, Regent St., London, W.I.
Branches in all principal towns in Great Britain and in principal countries overseas.
Jones was prejudiced against Loud Speakers. His own, distorting the finest performance into a fearful medley of noise, had compelled him unwillingly to resign himself to the inconvenience of head-phones. Then he met Smith, a keen wireless enthusiast and proud owner of a "Sparta," to whom he confided his not altogether complimentary views on Loud Speakers in general. Smith, seizing the opportunity to make a convert, invited him home for a Wireless Evening—a man who knew that Speaker unpleasantly distorted. 2LO

Jones arrived, coldly indifferent—reception must necessarily be commenced operations—a splendid concert "coming through" with perfect purity and sustained volume. After a few selections Jones's interest quickened—he became enthusiastic—wanted to know why reception with the "Sparta" is so perfect. Smith explained that the "Sparta" is so perfect. Jones's enthusiasm quickened—he became altogether complimentary views on Loud Speakers. Smith, seizing the opportunity to make a convert, invited him home for a Wireless Evening.

LOUD SPEAKER


GAMBRELL BROS., LTD. 76, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.I.
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The FORMO - DENSOR

THE FORMO COMPANY

Scottish Branch, 22, York Place, Edinburgh, and at Birmingham CROWN Office and Works:

Contractors to the Admiralty, War Office, Air Ministry, Post Office and India Office.

THE FORMO - DENSOR

AN ENGINEERING JOB OF GREAT MERIT is the unanimous opinion of all users of the FORMO - DENSOR. The vanes are grooved, which increases the area, and imparts great rigidity to the vanes, which is particularly essential in the moving vanes, thus eliminating the risk of "buckling," and permitting of close spacing with absolute safety. There are no SPACING WASHERS between the stationary vanes, cups of special design being formed on the vanes, which interlock, spacing and centralising the vanes with absolute accuracy, independently of washers, or the side pillars.

YOU CANNOT BEND THE VANES of the Formo-Densor, Take an ordinary condenser, and you will find that the slightest pressure with the finger will bend the moving vanes, and ruin the condenser, but it is impossible to bend the moving vanes of the Formo-Densor with the hands. No other condenser will stand this test. LOWEST MINIMUM CAPACITY — The minimum capacity of the .00001 F Formo-Densor is .00001 F, the value of the Vernier being .00001 F. THE DUAL MODEL WITH VERNIER enables accurate tuning, where two stages of H.F. are used, with ordinary standard untuned coils.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE FORMO-DENSOR are manifold. Ease of control, compactness, rigidity and sound construction combine to make it the best obtainable.

THE FORMO COMPANY

(Artur Preen & Co., Ltd.)

Constructors to the Admiralty, War Office, Air Ministry, Post Office and India Office.

Head Office and Works:

CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, N.W.2.

Phone Hamp. 1787.

Scottish Branch, 23, York Place, Edinburgh, and at Birmingham.

CHARGE YOUR ACCUMULATOR WITH AN "ELLA."

EVERY wireless user realises the importance of having fully-charged accumulators. A rapidly increasing number of enthusiasts protect themselves against failure by using "ELLA" BATTERY CHARGERS in preference to outside charging sources.

"ELLA" Battery Chargers draw the required electrical energy from the ordinary house or garage lighting supply — either D.C. or A.C.— by means of single lampholder connection.

LESS than a unit of electricity fully charges a 6v. accumulator with a capacity of 40 ampere hours (actual).

THERE is an "ELLA" Battery Charger to suit any supply voltage.

ACCUMULATORS charged at home have a much longer life and give better service. "ELLA" Battery Chargers save their purchase price many times over owing to the marked reduction in charging costs.

ELIMINATE failure and obtain maximum satisfaction by the installation of an "ELLA" Battery Charger in your home.

Send for Descriptive Leaflet. Trade supplied.

LIONEL ROBINSON & Co.


A.C. Model.

Output 5/10 amps. 9 volts. Complete with Pole Indicating Ammeter and all connecting leads and adapter.

D.C. Model.

Output 5 amps. 9 volts. Machine only.
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the house, one side of which system is permanently connected to earth, in practically all cases. The low-frequency currents collected by the aerial pass through the secondary of the transformer, which acts as a high impedance to the low-frequency currents. These low-frequency incoming currents therefore set up potential differences across the secondary, and these are consequently communicated to the grid of the valve. If we have the transformer secondary in the position illustrated in Fig. 37, this trouble is not experienced, because the low-frequency currents collected by the aerial pass directly through the inductance \( L_1 \) and so to earth. Since the resistance of the inductance \( L_1 \) is negligible and the impedance is also negligible, no potential differences due to these low-frequency currents will be set up across \( L_n \), and consequently no potentials due to the low-frequency currents will be communicated to the grid of the valve.

Fig. 46 shows the aerial arrangement of Fig. 37, while Fig. 47 shows an alternative of the Fig. 42 arrangement and which is very largely used in commercial sets. The arrangement shown in Fig. 48 is not exactly what is commonly used, but the principle is the same. It will be seen that the low-frequency currents produced by the rectification of the high-frequency currents by the crystal detector are fed into the grid circuit in parallel with the aerial input circuit, a condenser \( C_z \), of, say, \( 0.003 \mu F \), being connected in the position shown to prevent the induction \( L_1 \) from short-circuiting the low-frequency currents produced in the secondary \( T_z \) of the transformer \( T_1, T_z \). The secondary \( T_z \) will, in most cases, have an appreciable self-capacity which is shown as \( C_z \) in Fig. 48. To counteract this self-capacity reliance is not placed on the inductance of \( T_z \) but a separate inductance outside the secondary is connected in series with \( T_z \). Alternatively, a high resistance may be used.

The high resistance arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 49, the resistance \( R_z \) of, say, one megohm being connected in series with \( T_z \). This arrangement is not to be recommended, although it certainly helps to prevent the transformer secondary \( T_z \) acting on account of its self-capacity as a partial short-circuit for the high-frequency current supplied by the aerial circuit.

Fig. 50 shows the common arrangement employed, and it will be seen that a high inductance \( L_1 \) is connected in series with the secondary \( T_z \) in the position shown. This choke \( L_z \), which is of the air-core pattern, will choke back any high-frequency currents which try to pass via \( T_z \). This arrangement possesses all the merits of previous arrangements and is also devoid of any serious tendency for the circuit to pick up low-frequency A.C. hum, etc. This, of course, is because the inductance \( L_z \) short-circuits these currents, while not, of course, short-circuiting the high-frequency incoming signals.

A disadvantage of the Fig. 50 arrangement is that an additional coil \( L_4 \) is required, this coil requiring, for the best results, to have a minimum of self-capacity. Moreover, a different coil will be required for different wavebands, because obviously a small coil would not act as a choke at all.
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for longer wave signals. The arrangement of Fig. 50, therefore, in this respect is not as good as the Fig. 42 simple circuit. Another trouble in connection with Fig. 50 is that the inductance \( L_1 \) tends to resonate on account of its own self-capacity and stray capacities, and if it is tuned to certain specified wavelengths there will be a tendency for absorption of energy from the main circuit. There are, consequently, complications which may arise on this account, but careful design may eliminate these troubles for a given waveband.

A New Method of Feeding-Back the Low-Frequency Currents

The present author has introduced a new method of feeding-back the low-frequency currents so as to obtain all the advantages of Fig. 42 and at the same time to cut out any trouble likely to arise through A.C. mains, etc. This is depicted in Fig. 51. It will be seen that there is an inductance \( L_1 \) in the aerial circuit, a condenser \( C_1 \) (which may have a capacity of \( .0005 \mu F \)) and the usual circuit \( L_2, C_2 \); a condenser \( C_3 \) of \( .001 \mu F \) capacity is connected across the secondary \( T_3 \) of the feed-back low-frequency transformer.

This arrangement may take two distinct forms; the inductance \( L_1 \) may be a very high inductance choke coil and may take no active part in the tuning of the aerial circuit, which consequently consists of the aerial, the series condenser \( C_1 \), the circuit \( L_1, C_2 \), the condenser \( C_3 \), and the earth. In this case the condenser \( C_1 \) will act as a stopping condenser to prevent \( T_1 \) being short-circuited by \( L_1 \).

The author, however, prefers to use the circuit differently and to keep \( L_1 \) at a reasonable value. For example, \( L_1 \) may be a No. 75 plug-in coil, while \( L_3 \) is a coil of similar size. The condenser \( C_1 \) may have a maximum value of \( .0005 \mu F \), while \( C_2 \) has a value of \( .001 \mu F \). The condenser \( C_3 \) has a capacity of \( .0003 \mu F \). These values will serve for tuning the stations on the 300 to 500 metre waveband. The inductance \( L_1 \) now takes an integral part in the tuning of the aerial circuit, which consists of the aerial, \( L_1, C_1, L_2, C_2, C_3 \), and the earth. All this circuit acts, contrary to the expectations of many, no doubt, as a single tuned circuit, and any variation of \( L_1 \) will affect the tuning of the main arrangement. As a matter of fact, the inductance \( L_1 \) apparently acts in parallel with \( L_3 \), reducing the total inductance in the circuit. No loss of signal strength whatever is noticed with this arrangement. It might at first be thought that the main circuit was \( L_1, C_2, \) coupled by means of \( C_1 \) to the aerial circuit, but experiments will very soon prove that the whole acts as a single circuit, an alteration in any of the constituents causing a radical change in the wavelength to which the circuit is tuned.

For particularly difficult cases where there is a tendency to pick up A.C. hum, the new arrangement of Fig. 52 may be very confidently recommended.

In the next chapter it is proposed to deal with some practical reflex circuits embodying the principles outlined in the previous chapters. The arrangements so far described are not necessarily recommended examples, because in most cases the circuits have been simplified so as only to introduce the particular problem which is being explained.

(To be continued.)

THE SIMPSON SINGLE VALVE SET IN BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.

SIR,—I am a regular reader of MODERN WIRELESS, and have been very much impressed by the clearness of the diagrams illustrating various sets constructed by members of your staff. In spite of this, however, I have always doubted my ability to construct a workable valve set. In your June issue I noticed a set by Mr. H. K. Simpson called "an efficient Single Valve Receiver," and constructed one in two evenings.

I am 24 miles from 2LO and succeeded in getting Brussels quite clearly. London came in with tremendous volume, Bournemouth and Birmingham quite plainly. The next evening I succeeded in getting Newcastle and Manchester, C.A.T., in each case using coils 50 and 75.

I am quite sure that this instrument would meet the requirements of many people who like myself require one station on L.S. and an occasional visit to other stations by phones. Perhaps Mr. Simpson would make this possible by designing a two valve amplifier, with provision to cut out one valve when desirable, to attach to above set, using Dull Emitter Valves.

Wishing your paper continued success,—Yours truly,

A. G. PENFOLD.

FLACKWELL HEATH, Bucks.

Fig. 50.—The Choke Coil method of eliminating A.C. hum.

Fig. 51.—The author's method of eliminating A.C. hum.
WATMEL VARIABLE GRID LEAK


Patent No. 206998

See the trade mark

Imitations.

SMITH & ELLIS, Ltd. (Dept. 891, 11, Little Britain, E.C.1.

FOR SECURING YOUR AERIALS

A thousand purposes where great strength and strain is needed. FLEXIBLE STEEL WIRE ROPE, Aerial Cable, made to Govt. specification to specified breaking strain. PRICES BELOW COST. Orders of 10/- and over carriage paid, otherwise, please add 1/- for postage.

Now universally acknowledged the finest form of filament control. It constitutes a master patent, and has a resistance of zero to 100 ohms. Ideal for dull and bright emitters.

H.A.H. PATENT CRYSTAL . . . DETECTOR

Fig. 920. Codeword "LOCKIT." Complete as illustrated, less Crystals, 3/9 each.

Supplied with nickel-plated screws for panel mounting.

NOTE NEW ADDRESS:

WATMEL WIRELESS Co.

332a, Goswell Road, London, E.C.1.

Phone: CLERKENWELL 7990.

For full details see "Apparatus Tested," June 18th, Wireless Weekly.

WATMEL WIRELESS Co.

332a, Goswell Road, London, E.C.1.

Phone: CLERKENWELL 7990.

For full details see "Apparatus Tested," June 18th, Wireless Weekly.

Note These . . .

TWO GREAT ADVANTAGES

Over Other Types.

FIRSTLY

In many Detectors the operation of screwing or pressing the Crystal too hard together frequently resulted in smashing the glass. This fault is not possible with the H.A.H. "Lockit.

SECONDLY

Vibration will not alter this locked setting, and the sensitive spot is not ground off the Crystal by continuous alteration.

The need of a really high-class Crystal Detector combining the above special features has long been felt, and we believe the H.A.H. "LOCKIT" fills this need.

Write for catalogue and leaflets, free on application.

Manufactured by

A. H. HUNT, Ltd.

(Department 5), H. A. H. Works, Tantall Road, CROYDON, Surrey

"Kypeage, Croydon." Croydon 2295.

THE FINEST VALUE OFFERED ANYWHERE!

WATES H.F. TRANSFORMER.

Range

200-4000 Metres

A new transformer of outstanding merit for H.F. or tuned mode circuits. It is a contact switch giving range of 200 to 4000 metres, and a unique die-cast variable condenser. It is incorporated in base for critical tuning, an advantage in bottom illustration. Wound with nickel-covered wire, the instrument is made of the finest materials and constructed for panel mounting. It is only necessary to drill three small holes. Nickel plated fittings.

Model 2 BJOUPHONES

for CHELMSFORD STATION

Exclusive features:

VARIOMETER TUNING (950-1550 metres).
Moistened rubber top and base enclosed. Best quality crystal and cat's whisker.
Nickel plated fittings. Standard model for ordinary broadcasting.

83.5-V PULL-PUSH SWITCH

A neat switch of a hundred uses. Heavily nickel-plated, quick and decisive in action with self-cleaning contacts. Under-panel space only 1 in.

2/6

WATES BROS., LTD.

12-13-14
Gt. Queen Street,
Kingsway, W.C.2

Phone: Gerrard 575-6.

"Grame's, Zypeastree, Westcott.

Southern Depot: 101, Old Christchurch Road, Bournemouth.

Phone: 3573.

South-Western Depot: Central Mill, Raleigh St., Plymouth.

Phone: 2481.

Get our bargain lists to-day—free on request.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.
WE display below two selected "Cosmos" Radio Components which have already made a reputation for reliable operation and sound workmanship. You can obtain them from your local wireless retailer. Also obtain a copy of the "Cosmos" Catalogue and Handbook 7117/1.

"COSMOS" STRIP PLUG-IN INDUCTANCE COILS

These coils are constructed on an entirely new principle, being wound with "strip" composed of a number of Copper wires embedded in prepared paper. The results obtained by this method of construction include Low self capacity, Minimum Resistance and Low H.F. Resistance, hence exceptionally strong signals and sharp tuning are obtained with "COSMOS" coils. The coils are neat in appearance, are entirely enclosed and are low in cost.

PRICES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>25 10</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>50 10</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>100 10</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>735</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>150 10</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>300 10</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>1390</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>700 11</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>1000 16</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>1500 18</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>2500 17</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>5000 24</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>9000 28</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>3700</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“COSMOS” FILAMENT RHEOSTATS AND POTENTIOMETERS

Made in several standard types suitable for Face-of-board and Back-of-board mounting. The phosphor-bronze contact arm makes positive contact in all positions, and the winding is carried by a porcelain bobbin which is absolutely unaffected by heat.

A "Double Wound" type of Rheostat has also been produced for use with both bright-filament and dull-emitter valves, one half of the rheostat being wound with thick wire of low resistance and the other half with thinner wire of higher resistance. This rheostat fitted in a set allows for the insertion of either type of valve at will.

PRICES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Resistance &amp; Capacity</th>
<th>Carrying Capacity</th>
<th>Front of Panel</th>
<th>Back of Panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Cosmos&quot; Filament</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Cosmos&quot; Double-wound</td>
<td>3.0+4</td>
<td>1.0-0.4</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Variable Condensers

I expect that most of us have had trouble at one time or another with that very important piece of wireless apparatus, the variable condenser. It is naturally a delicate instrument with small spacings between its thin plates; hence quite a small amount of rough handling or an accidental fall may throw it out of action altogether by bending the moving plates so that at certain points in their travel they touch the fixed ones. When this kind of thing happens the cause of the trouble is usually quite obvious, since the plates can be heard scraping against one another when the knob is rotated. It is sometimes possible to straighten the plates if they are not badly bent, but the best remedy is usually to purchase a new set without bothering to waste time upon those which have been damaged. Sometimes, however, the plates may touch without any accident having happened to the condenser. This may be brought about in a variety of ways.

Faults Explained.

In Fig. 1 are seen drawings of typical variable condensers. The moving plates are held in position by being clamped upon the spindle between the two nuts A and B. So long as those nuts are tight the plates have no play, but if they become loosened a certain amount of wobble can take place which may lead to unwanted contacts. The remedy in this case is to tighten up the nuts, which can be done quite easily without dismounting the condenser if you have a 2 B.A. spanner. Or it may be that the moving plates are quite tight but that the fixed ones have become loose by the slackening of the nuts C, D between which they are clamped on the upright supporting pieces. Here, again, the remedy is obvious. It is not always realised that the nuts C, D are most useful when one is assembling a condenser which has been taken to pieces. Fig. 2 shows a rather exaggerated form of a case which may sometimes arise. A careless inspection might suggest that the moving plates were out of the true, though actually it is the fixed ones that are at fault. To correct this state of affairs the nut D, is loosened whilst C, is screwed down, C, is slackened and D, screwed up, clamping the plates against it. This adjustment will enable the condenser to be set quite correctly in the majority of cases. If the spindle is not vertical it can be trued up by straightening the bottom plate. To do this the nuts Y, Y, are loosened. The plate can then be trued and clamped together with Z, and Z, Be careful to see that the nuts X, and X, are quite tight.

Wobbly Plates

A much more difficult trouble to deal with occurs when the moving plates have a tendency to wobble as they are rotated. The spindle may be perfectly true and the plates quite straight, yet when the knob is turned they do not run truly. This is caused usually by there being a certain amount of play between the spindle and the metal bush in the top plate (G, Fig. 1). Only a few days ago I was shown two quite expensive condensers in which the play was so bad that it was impossible to adjust the instrument to such a position that the plates could not be made to touch by exerting side pressure on the spindle. A condenser of this kind is utterly useless for wireless work, and if it is fitted to the set it will lead to continual annoyance. What one quite often finds is that though the spindle fits the metal bush fairly well the bush (G) is loose in the ebonite bush (E) fitted to the top plate. Luckily it is not difficult to effect a cure in this case. A small insulating washer should be cut from 1 in. ebonite, or even from stout indiarubber and placed over the metal bush G. The one-hole fixing must be sacrificed, for it will be necessary to turn the nut H tightly down on to this washer.

Fig. 1.—Variable condenser faults explained.

Fig. 2 shows a rather exaggerated form of a case which
between the plates, which is not always easy to detect. Perhaps the best method of testing a suspected condenser is that shown in Fig. 3. Here the condenser is wired in series with the telephones and a flashlamp battery. The knob is now rotated, and if any noise is heard at a particular point in its travel the plates should be very carefully examined to see that touching is not occurring.

Bad Contacts

Clicks may, however, be due not to the moving plates touching the fixed, but to a bad contact between the spindle and the bush or other part to which connection is made. If the plates are obviously not touching then the noise must be caused by bad contact. If the contact is adjusted by means of a screw, one can usually set matters right without any trouble. If it has not, a spring washer placed upon the spindle will usually work a cure by keeping it up to work. Another point which often escapes attention is that the presence of dust or dirt upon condenser vanes is a fruitful source of annoyance in the set. It is surprising to notice how quickly condenser vanes collect dust, even if instruments are enclosed in a cabinet. It is as well to make a regular practice of cleaning the vanes thoroughly once a month by means of an ordinary pipe cleaner. This can be thrust between them and worked about until all dust is removed.

Stray Capacities

It is extraordinary what little-kettle wireless sets can be. Here is a case in point. Not long ago I made up a five-valve set containing two high-frequency stages, a rectifier, and two note magnifiers which worked so well that in a rush moment I told myself that I had really solved the problem of building large sets which would give perfectly pure reception with a large volume of sound! The set was as stable as could be wished, delightfully easy to handle, and in every way a thing of joy. One day a brother of mine came down for a short visit, and having heard the set was loud in his expressions of admiration. As he was not a wireless man I thought it was high time that he should begin, and gave him the set, believing that what I had done once I could repeat. I had a full-sized drawing, and with the aid of this I built a second edition of the first set which had proved so satisfactory. A few improvements were naturally made, but on the whole the new set differed hardly at all from the old. If you are a beginner you will be astonished (though if you are an old hand at the game you will not be) when I tell you that the new set, though its components were identical with those of the old, proved a real bad hat. It was very unstable, most difficult to operate, and altogether a sad handful. It gave volumes of sound certainly, but there was bad distortion. The cause of all the trouble was traced eventually, after a very great deal of work, to the presence of stray capacities.

Where the Trouble Lay

These were not due to the wiring, for in both sets bare wire was used, and every care was taken to keep leads well separated. The whole
of the trouble was caused by the addition of the tune-standby and series-parallel switches. Now, there is nothing against the use of such switches in the ordinary way; but in fact, there is a very great deal to recommend them, but in this particular case it happened that I had two very neat little midget switches of which I thoughtlessly made use. These tiny switches are all very well on the low-frequency side of the set, but there is far too much capacity between their poles for them to be suitable for high-frequency work. When they were removed and replaced by switches of larger size the set behaved itself perfectly. Distortion vanished, instability was no longer a bugbear, and the set was as easy to handle as its predecessor. I believe that a very great deal of the trouble that amateurs have with high-frequency amplification is traceable to the use of a multitude of switches, usually of the small type. If you wish to avoid the worries that result from self oscillation do not overdo the switching arrangements of your set. It is no doubt delightful to be able to do all kinds of things merely by turning over a switch here or a switch there, but it is far from entertaining to have to use switches fit only those of respectable size, or better still, use those which are designed especially for the elimination of capacity.

Valve Troubles

In a great many cases when one is asked to try out a friend’s set which has been causing trouble, one tests it through carefully and is unable to find anything wrong. A number of one’s own valves are then mounted in the holders and the thing works in every way as it ought to. There is no fault in the set itself; the reason why it will not work may safely be ascribed to a defect in some of the valves which its owner was using. Now, how exactly can a valve go wrong, and what are the tests which we can apply to discover whether it is faulty? The most obvious cause of its refusal to work is a broken filament. This is usually detected at once, though when very small dull-emitter valves of the one-volt type are in use it may escape notice, since if the set is used in daylight hours the filaments of these valves are so dimly illuminated that the slightest flaw is hardly noticeable. When, therefore, your set suddenly becomes dumb always look carefully at the filament of each valve, and see that each lights up properly before making the other tests. Again, the filament may have sagged until it is touching the grid. Reference to the kind of trouble has already been made in these notes, and the means of detecting its presence has been pointed out. In case any reader has forgotten the tip which I have given, it consists in placing the valve in a socket where the grid is connected to the filament of the tube. The fault can be run down without any trouble.

Distortion

It happens sometimes when a bright-emitter valve has been in use for some time that the emission from its filament falls off to such a marked degree that signals either fail to come in at all or are received with very poor strength indeed. With dull emitters this occurrence is not at all rare. These valves are of two kinds. Their filaments may be either thoriated or coated, but those of either type are easily injured by subjecting them to too high voltages. The voltage of 30 volts upon a thoriated filament is to volatilise the layer of thorium which lies upon the outside of the tungsten. The valve thus ceases to function as a dull emitter, though it may work quite well with a brightly glowing filament and higher voltage. As a rule a valve with a thoriated filament which has suffered in this way will be of no further use as a dull emitter, though it is sometimes possible to bring more thorium to the surface of the tungsten by the process of "flashing," which means applying a voltage of 30 or more to the filament for a fraction of a second at a time. This can be done by using the high-tension battery, making one contact with the valve fixed and using a wander plug for the other. The plug must be brushed quickly against one of the sockets. In the case of a valve with a coated filament a cure can usually be effected by switching off the high-tension supply altogether and running the filament for an hour or so at a very low temperature.

A Partial Remedy

The valve will in most cases function once more as a dull emitter, but it will seldom be as good as it was before it was subjected to ill-treatment. Falling emission is a very frequent source of misbehaviour on the part of a multi-valve set. Signals which were once quite good become gradually weaker and weaker on successive evenings and all remedies fail. The accumulator is recharged, the high-tension battery may be replaced. Inductances, transformers, condensers and telephones are suspected by turn and each is found to be quite up to the mark. The only components of the set which usually do not fail under suspicion are the valves which appear to be in good condition. When such a falling off occurs a valve known to be sound should be taken and the effect should be tried of substituting it for each valve in turn. In most cases it will be found that when this valve is used instead of one of the existing valves there is a sudden return of signal strength to its old volume. Of course, if a milliammeter is installed upon the set the falling emission can be detected at once, for one knows just what each valve passes under normal conditions, and the faulting is not up to the mark the culprit can be run down without any trouble.
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DELIVERY. Every endeavour is made to despatch goods by return, but sometimes delays occur which are beyond our control and in which cases customers may rest assured that their orders will be executed in the very shortest period. They will therefore realize that it is not possible to have orders cancelled through above causes.

RHEOSTATS.

Ormond 2/-
Raymond 2/-
Do, with dial 2/-
Extra value do. 2/-
T.C.B. 6 ohms 4/-
Potentiometer T.C.B. 5/-
Burnedip Dual 7/-
Post 2d.

TRANSFORMERS (L.F.).

Radio Instruments 25/-
Ironic, Shrouded 21/-
Potentiometer 19/-
Faro, Shrouded 18/-
General Radio 8 17/-
Brute, Shrouded 11/-
Femo, Open 10/-
Potewig, 2-1 or 4-1 14/6
Raymond 13/-
Stuart Concert Grand 30/-
Bosco, 2nd Stage 22/-
Silverton 21/-
Post 6d.

TRANSFORMERS (H.F.). Post, 36. each.

McMichael, 300,000 7/-
Ditto 100 200 7/-
Ditto 500,000 4/-
Ditto 100,000 2/-
Others Stocked.

H.T.C.

Grid holder above panel 1/9
Ditto, for under panel 1/6
Post 2d.

POLAR CONDENSERS.

.001, .0003, .0005 each 10/-
Microconder 7/-
Post 8d.

EBONITE.

3/16th in. Stock sizes.
5 x 6 1/6
5 x 8 1/6
5 x 10 1/6
8 x 6 2/-
8 x 8 2/-
8 x 10 2 1/2
8 x 12 3/-
8 x 14 3/-
10 x 6 2/-
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10 x 10 2 1/2
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10 x 14 3/-
10 x 16 3/-
12 x 8 3/-
12 x 10 3/-
12 x 12 3/-
30 x 20 7/-

Cheilsmo.
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Brass +. 9d.
Nickel 1/-
Ebonite 1/-
Porcelain 1/-
(Kitchen and Kitchen)
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RAYMOND VARIABLE CONDENSERS

"NEW MODEL," with 3 Plate Vernier at bottom. Finest possible Tuning.

C. Walton, Esq., Andover, says:—
"I have tested your new Variable Condensers on a Megger and get 'INFINITY,'" (Entirely Unsolicited.)

Complete with 2 Knobs.

For a limited period I will include an Ebonite Dial FREE.

INFINITY. " (Entirely Unsolicited.)

Condensers on a Megger and get "I have tested your new Variable Condensers.

C. Walton, Esq., Andover, says:—
"Tuning.

Vernier at bottom.

September, 1924

July, 1924.

Many thanks for promptness, and I wish to express my utmost satisfaction with everything purchased from you.

J. Appleford, Esq,
June 25th, 1924.

Variable Condensers first class, also the 'phones. Everything perfect. My 4-valve set made of your parts works splendidly.

J. Appleford, Esq.
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Special Offer of RADION VALVES
AZ for Amplifying, 84 for Detecting
10/- EACH.
Use only .25 amp. at 3.5 to 4 volts. Anode volts 30 to 92.
On all normal plate voltages no grid bias is needed.

D.C.C.
WIRE PER lb.
S.w.g. 6d. 8d. 10d. 1/- 1½ 2/-
18 16 14 12 10 8
22 20 18 16 14 12
26 24 22 20 18 16
28 26 24 22 20 18
30 28 26 24 22 20
but 6d. post ext.
not sent otherwise.

RAYMOND FIXED CONDENSERS.
Ebonite Base, Terminal Fittings. Post Free.
"RAYMOND" 6/- Post 8d.

B.B.C. PHONES
4,000 ohms.
STERLING NEW MODEL.
B.T.H., very fine.
Brown's Featherweight. Representing the cream of British Headphones.

VARIOMETERS.
The finest Variometer on the market at any price.
inside winding, suitable for broadcast reception on any P.M.G. Aerial, extraordinary close coupling, ensuring large tuning range.
On a 30 ft. indoor aerial the maximum wave-length exceeds 420 metres, and the minimum on a 100 ft. aerial is below 350 metres. The maximum on a full-size outdoor aerial is 700 metres, and the minimum on a 30 ft. 200 metres. Induc-
tance, the highest possible 0.5 to 1. Metal feet can be adjusted to four different positions.

VARIOUS COIL SIZES.
LISEN No. 150 Aerial.
IGRANIC, No. 200 Receiver.
ATLAS, No. 250 Tuned Anode.
ALL SIZES STOCKED.

HONEYCOMB (CHELMFORD) COIL SIZES.
Polar Microdensers 6/- Post 6d.

EDISON-BELL 10/- Post 6d.

TINNED COPPER
SQUARE 16 or 18 S.w.g. 1½ ft. 1- 1 ½ ft. 1 ½ ft. 3 ft. 3 ft. 6 ft.
ROUND DITTO 15 ft. 10d.
1 lb. REELS, 16 ROUND 2/-
1 lb. 18 S.w.g. 3/-
1 lb. " 20 3/-
Post free.

INFORMATION.
ALL PRICES subject to alteration without notice.

PARAGON EBONITE PANELS
RADIO QUALITY. Post Office " B."
"THE BEST MADE."
Fine-grain, DRY matt finish, ground edges.
Each panel in Sealed Carton Stamped "PARAGON."

FIBRE STRIP FOR COILS
4 lengths a 1/-
Post free.

YOU CAN MAKE A FINE 2 VALVE SET,
INCLUDING LOUD SPEAKER
LESS BOX. FOR ABOUT
£5

BRUNET
6,000 OHM HEADPHONES.

DOOR " PARAGON."

K. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2
PHONE: GERRARD 4637.

Here is the complete contact information.}

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.
This page is for CALLERS ONLY
All post orders from the other three pages.

Prices subject to alteration without notice. Every endeavour made to keep large stocks; but am not responsible for manufacturers' non-deliveries.

SWITCHES
Porcelain D.P.D.T. 1/11
Porcelain S.P.D.T. 1/3
Ebonite D.P.D.T. 1/3
Ebonite S.P.D.T. 1/3
Min. Panel D.P.D.T. 1/-
Min. Panel S.P.D.T.... (Enid)

SMALL BATTERIES.
Voice English 4 1/2 1/6
B.B.C. Red 4 1/2 3d.
Eveready " London " 4 1/2 4d.

H.T. BATTERIES.
Best Made 30 v. 4/6
Best Made 60v. 9/6
Ever-ready 6v. 13/6
Ever-ready 10v. 17/6
Siemens' " Q " 1 1/2 2
Ever-ready ditto 1/8
B.B.C. 9 volts. 3/6

RHEOSTATS.
Small 5 ohms .... 1 1/2
Best Hole Fixing 1 3/4
Ormond 1 10d.
Ebonite Former 1 10d.
Dillo and Glass 1 10d.
Igranic, King, T.G.B. 11/9, and all known makes.

CRYSTAL DETECTORS, &c.
Enclosed Brass, Large 1/3
Dillo, Nickel or Brass, Large 1/2
Small Brass .... 1/6
Ebonite, Enclosed 1/9
Micrometer Adjustment 1/11
Mic. Wet Type 1 1/2
Burndedt 5/6
Exo-Fix Caps. 1d. 6
Gold Spearpoint 3d.
Kiln Wrought 8d.
Neutrons Crystal 1 1/2
Herzitze (Shaw's) 8d. & 1/4
Middle .... 6d.

VALVES.
Dutch Detector 2/9
Dutch " R " 3/8
French " Metal " 6/11
French " Wire " 6/11
Phillips 3d. 11/17
Metal 06 1/13
Radien (100) 1/10

TOOLS.
Set of Spanners .... 1 1/4
Taps. O. 2, 4, 8, B.S. set 2
Small Soldering Irons 8d.
7-Inch (N.L.S.) 1 1/4
New Hackshaw Blades. 1/4

EBONITE PARTS.
Good Coil Plugs: from 4d.
Raymond ditto .... 10/6
Bassett Adapters 1/6
Also at 1/6 & 1/3
2-way Coil Stands .... 7/6
With Extents, Handle 7/6
Also at 3/6, 6/6, 1/6
3-way Panel 12/6

BRASS PARTS.
W.G., or Pillar Terminals 1d.
Inlet Filler .... 4 1/4
" Phone 4 B.A.
" Phone 2 B.A., 2 for. 1/2d.
Valve Sockets 4 for 3d.
Dillo, Shouldered 1/6
(Above with Nut Washer)
Valve Pins and Nuts, 2 a 1/6
Slip Pin and Nuts & 2 a 1/6
Plug and Socket pr. 1/6
Spring Washers 4 1/6
Spat Screws 1/6
Pin Screws 2 for. 1/6
Spade Tags .... 5 1/6
Spring Pillar Terminals 1/6
.072 Spacers doz. 3d.
Dillo, Small, 3 a doz. 6d.
Nuts, L. 4, 6, 8, B.A. doz. 2d.
Ormond Machine Cut Screws Socket (BnT)
Wood Screw, Brass 1/6

VARIOMETERS.
Impregnated Board, Wound D.C. and
Cilps, 200,000 metres 2/6
Very Good Values, Wound
D.C. and Knob 1/6
200,000 metres 2/6
Ebonite D.S. Wound, with
Reel Retractable and
Knob, 200,000 metres 5/11
Ebonite, 200,000
Rockey Inside Wind-
ing 2/11

SUNDRIES.
'Phone Cords (6 feet) .... 1 1/2
Raymond ditto .... 10/6
Bassett Adapters 1/6
Also at 1/6 & 1/3
Similar Sets (Titles or
Scots) ..... 3 1/2
Knob, 16 to 18 g. in Stock 2d.
Good Knobs 16 B.A. 2d.
" Sheds, Nuts and Washers
doll. 4d.
Switch Arms. 8d. to 1/2d.
Copper Foil. 2 1/6.
10 g. 1/4.
16 g. 1/8.
20 g. 1/8.
30 g. 1/3.
Various Enamol stock ed.
Coal.. per stick 5d.

SUNDRIES.
Tumbler Switches (Ebonite) per piece 1 1/4
Fibre Strip (for Coils) (New) 1/4
D.C. Wire, per f. lb. 15 g. 9d.
22 g. 16d. 24 g. 1/-
28 g. 1 1/2d.
32 g. 1 3/4d.
Various Enamol stock ed.
Solder ... per stick 3d.

Ebonite, Stock sizes 3/6-
8 x 6 and 7 x 5 each 1/6
8 x 6. 3/8 x 6 2/6
3/4 x 6 2/6
12 x 12 1/3
To cut to your size 1/6
Shtitidvarish
Battery Box and Clips (for 36 coils) (Enid)

SHAW'S HERTIZE.
BEATS ALL OTHER " I'TES " 1/-

N. and K.
GENUINE STAMPED
4,000 ohms .... 12/11
6,000 ohms .... 13/3

MYERS VALVES.
12/6

Strong Valve Template 6d.
Egg Insulators 1d.
Red ditto 1d.
Thick Rubber Lead-in

RIBBON AERIAL.
Ditto 6 v 100 amps. 4/11-
Ditto 6 v 80 amps .. 3/3-
Ditto 6 v 50 amps ... 2/6-

CRYSTAL DETECTOR.
Similar to the
MICleurs.

HACKSAW BLADES.
(NEW.)
1�, each 1/- 6d.

McMICHAEL.
50,000 70,000 80,000

5,000 100,000

Fixed Resistance and
Cilps, each 1/6
2 Met. Grid Lead 1/3

EXIDE.
D.T 9 Type. 2 Volts. (Glass).
(For 600) 9/-

SIDPE
4,000 ohm Phones ... 9/11
Single do. 6/11

GAMAGE'S PERMANITE. 1/-

CHELMSFORD.
Leading Coil Plug and
Sockets--
Nickel 4d.
5d.

" POPULAR "
WIRELESS"
FREE TO CALLERS.
(Limited number, of course.)

SPECIAL LF TRANSFORMER.
Few only, 12/11.
Worth 25/-

FRENCH METAL DULL EMITTERS.
3/4 Volt, L.T.
30-80 Volt. H.T.
.06 amps, 17/11

No post orders from this page.

K. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2

PHONE: GERRARD 4587.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
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Then a 0.001 µF fixed condenser should be connected across the primary of the transformer.

Connecting the Unit to a Crystal Set

The method of adding the instrument to a crystal receiver by the makes of the particular value of H.T. voltage as specified may be used with this unit, and, either one or two units may be connected to a valve set. When using dull-emitter valves and H.T. over 60 volts, grid cells should be added.

Grid Bias

Should the reader decide to use a dull-emitter valve with this unit, then the incorporation of a grid biasing battery is recommended, and in order that such an addition is to connect the two "input" terminals of the unit to the two telephone terminals of the receiver, connect the batteries and telephones, light the valve to a suitable degree of brilliance, and after obtaining the best results, try reversing the connections to the "input" of the unit; this precaution very often affords better results both as regards distortion and volume.

Where two units are used the connections are much the same and are illustrated in Fig. 6. The same precaution of reversing the "input" connections should also be tried with the second unit.

Connecting the Unit to a Valve Receiver

The adding of this unit to a valve receiver calls for the same operation when a crystal receiver is used, with the addition that the H.T. and L.T. connections are extended as shown in Fig. 8, illustrating the connections for either one or two units.

Valves

It may be understood that any general purpose receiving valve may be used with this unit, and, since a suitable filament resistance is fitted, these remarks may be taken to also cover the range of dull-emitter valves. Care must be taken, however, to use the value of H.T. voltage as specified by the makes of the particular valve chosen, otherwise distortion or damage to the valve is likely to result.

Test for Common L.T. Negative and H.T. Negative Connection.

In those cases where readers do not know whether their valve sets are connected L.T. to H.T. or whether the two negatives are connected together, the following is an easy test:

Take a pair of telephones and connect one pin to one side of a flash-lamp cell. The other telephone pin is now connected to the H.T. negative terminal, and the L.T. positive terminal is tapped with the free side of the flash-lamp battery.

If a loud click is heard in the telephones, then the L.T. positive is connected to the H.T. negative; if no click is heard, then the two negatives are connected together.

During this test both the H.T. battery and accumulator should be disconnected from the set.

Test Report

The unit as illustrated, when connected to a crystal receiver in S.E. London, using 60 volts H.T., gives the standard volume for a crystal and note magnifier circuit. Connected to a single valve reaction receiver in the same district, with the same value of H.T. voltage, fair loud speaker strength can be obtained from 2LO, whilst all other stations within range are amplified to a standard consistent with that of any other low-frequency unit the writer has tried.

Throughout the tests the aerial used was a small indoor arrangement.

THE JUNE SINGLE VALVE SET

S September, 1924

To the Editor of Modern Wireless.

Sir,—Saturday afternoon, July 19, being very wet, the writer and his friend decided that they would endeavour to build the single-valve receiver by H. K. Simpson as described in the June issue of Modern Wireless with a few odd parts which had been discarded. Not having any ebonite or sufficient terminals, and all shops being closed, we decided to use an old gramophone record (without any treatment) for the panel, and to use valve legs and brass screws to make up for what we were short in terminals. The work was commenced at 3 p.m. and completed at 7.20 p.m., which included an interval for tea. After completion the high power station, 5XX, was received fairly clear with No. 200 Igridic coil in the aerial and 250 reaction—aerial is span of 2 wires, 5 ft. apart, about 25 ft. long by 40 ft. high. We then heard Manchester with 50 coil in aerial and 75 in reaction until 5.30 p.m., when we were switched on to London. I may mention I have built the S.T.100 as described in your journal, and can hear all B.B.C. stations with careful tuning, Manchester and Glasgow being very strong. I can also tune in Radiola, and on Saturday night last we heard the "time signal" from Eiffel Tower. My reason for sending you this letter is to tell you that I greatly appreciate the help I have received from both Wireless Weekly and Modern Wireless.

Dublin.

R. Stevenson.
The Dominant features of the A.J.S. Two, Three and Four-Valve Receivers are Efficiency, Selectivity, Power and Clarity of Reception. The List Price is the Last Price, the Specifications embodying everything ready for installation and the prices include all Royalties.


**PRICES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panel only</td>
<td>£12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Valve Panel</td>
<td>£17.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Valve Panel</td>
<td>£22.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four Valve Panel</td>
<td>£27.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Sets</td>
<td>£52.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you wish to secure this Valuable Agency write for our trade terms.


**FALLON FIXED CONDENSERS**

Fitted with soldering tags and nuts for making clean connections.

**FIXED Condensers are right up to "Fallon" Standard if your dealer cannot supply you, you will.**

**MODEL A II. VARIABLE CONDENSERS**

Special Features.—One Hole Fixing. Tag Connections. Heavy Aluminium Top and Bottom Plates. Metal-to-metal adjustable bearings. Stout, well-cast aluminium yokes. Flanges 27... Price 8/- 2002... Plates 13... Price 4/6 0003... 29... 6/- Vernier... 3... 4/- 0005... 15... 5/- Vernier... 5... 3½/- 0001 15... 5/-

British Reputation. Your Condensers are not FALLONS unless the name FALLON appears on same. Write direct for Trade Terms.

**FALLON CONDENSER CO., LTD.**

All Correspondence and Post Orders to Registered Offices and Works,—White Ribbon Works, Broad Lane, N.13.

Phone: Tottenham 1713.

City Depot: 163, Harrington Road, E.C. 1.

Manchester Depot: 19, Bridge Street, Deansgate.

120, Wellington Street, Glasgow

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page 461.
Illustration shows
Swan Neck Model
AR 15 - £5 - 0 - 0
Write for leaflet WD 8
giving full particulars
of all Amplion models.
From 27/6 upwards.

A 'Strad' for the Million

As Stradivarius, in the past, gave to the world the
most perfect sound-producing violin, so does the
House of Graham give to the world to-day the
most perfect sound-reproducing loud-speaker. The
Service of the House of Graham, backed by nearly 40
years of experimental research, is at your disposal,
and will ensure that your AMPLION will be a
"Strad." Every Amplion means Better Radio Reproduction
— enjoy your broadcast concert with its aid and appre-
ciate to the full the meaning of purity of tone and
distortionless reception.

The
World's
Standard

AMPLION

Wireless
Loud
Speakers

Obtainable from all Wireless Dealers of repute.

ALFRED GRAHAM & CO.
(E. A. GRAHAM)
St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park,
LONDON, S.E.4.
Continued from page 403.

of all one after the other in the same circuit and with the same tuning condenser. Unless the condenser readings are within one or two degrees of each other, pairs of inductances or of transformers will not work well together when tuned by a double condenser for short wave reception. It must be remembered that upon short waves the tiniest increase in capacity makes a comparatively enormous difference to the frequency. Hence, unless inductances or transformer primaries are perfectly matched one of them will probably always be slightly detuned. This obviously does not make for efficient working. On the longer waves such as those of our own broadcast-band, slight differences will not give rise to any noticeable ill effects, and when we tune up to 2,000 metres or more complete efficiency will be obtained. It is not really a difficult business to match the sub-panel wiring of two circuits if a little care is taken in the design. Provided that the components of both circuits are equally spaced leads can be made of exactly the same length, and if care is taken to arrange them the same distance apart in every case capacity differences should not be noticeable.

The Long and Short of It

For very short wave work, then, I am disposed to recommend that two separate condensers should be used for tuning the plate circuits of high-frequency valves. The main objection to the use of a pair of condensors so far as I can see is that it does rather complicate the question of searching. If a double circuit tuner is employed one has four variable condensers — the A.T.I., C.C.I. and the two anode condensers — all of which should really be moved simultaneously. Not being gifted with prehensile toes I have not so far been able to discover any ready method of doing this! In practice it is a good deal more simple than it will appear on paper. One knows the approximate tuning of both A.T.I. and C.C.I. for any wavelength, especially if square law condensers (I cannot refrain from mentioning these again, since I am so delighted with their performance) are used, and even if no wavemeter is available one can usually set these two at something approaching the required adjustment. Now with two stages of high-frequency it is not essential, unless signals are so weak as to be hardly detectable that both should be sharply tuned. It suffices, therefore, to set the second tuned anode condenser at approximately the right setting and to use the first for searching. Again, if the coupling is kept not too loose, the adjustment of the aerial tuning condenser is not over critical. This again can be placed at approximately the right setting. One can now use one's two hands for operating the closed circuit condenser and that tuning the first anode, and in most cases even the weak signals of a distant short wave station will be picked up in this way. Once found they can be tuned to their maximum strength by adjusting the other condensers. For medium and long-wave work the double condenser is entirely satisfactory; it saves one any amount of trouble, and if due care is taken in matching the two circuits and their components it will be as efficient as can be desired, even by the most critical of amateurs.

A Condenser Point

A very important point in the reception of either very short or very long waves is that the condenser should be up to its stated maximum capacity, and that it should have a very low minimum capacity. If the maximum capacity is much below what it ought to be, or if the minimum capacity is high, the waveband covered by any particular coil used in conjunction with the condenser will be a comparatively narrow one. The effects of small maximum capacity are obvious. Those who care to do so can easily prove to their own satisfaction that the waveband covered by a condenser whose maximum capacity is .0005 µF with a minimum of .00005 µF is very much smaller than one which ranges from .0005 µF down to .00002 µF. Using the ordinary formula \[ \lambda = \frac{\mu F}{\text{volts} \times \mu F} \] and allowing .00003 µF for the distributed capacity of the coil, a simple calculation will show you how much is lost if the minimum capacity of the condenser is large.
New R.I. Transformer

Messrs. Radio Instruments, Ltd., have submitted for test a sample of their new pattern of the well-known R.I. intervalve L.F. transformer.

This exactly resembles in external appearance and finish the old pattern instrument; but has a sectional winding, both primary and secondary coils being divided into six portions, each in a separate compartment in the insulating bobbin, and with the primary winding now arranged outside the secondary. The effect of this is claimed to be a considerable reduction of self-capacity (distributed capacity) in the windings, with resulting greater and more uniform amplification at high audio-frequencies. A larger gauge of wire is also used than heretofore. The same type of liberal iron core, with thin laminations which are not short-circuited for eddy-currents by bolts through them, is adopted. The turns ratio is given as 4:1, with a primary inductance of 111 Henries. The makers actually offer a twelve-months guarantee with this instrument. It will give the experienced investigator considerable confidence to learn of the ample use made by the manufacturers of the unrivalled facilities of the National Physical Laboratory for accurate scientific standardisation, in the development of this instrument. The curve showing the actual voltage amplification (A.C. voltage across unloaded secondary of transformer following an amplifying valve: A.C. voltage applied on the grid

Notice the many advantages illustrated above

Every detail of the “Fulstop” Condenser is as perfect as it can be made.

Prices: — .001 .... 13/6. .0003 .... 10/3.

Most good wireless dealers stock the “Fulstop” Condenser. If any difficulty in obtaining send to


ABOLISH
HAND
CAPACITY

The Naylor “Fulstop” Condenser embodies many improvements of great importance including the complete elimination of all hand capacity effects and a consequent smoother operation and audibility. Adjustment is effected by means of a patent gear that makes extremely fine tuning possible, and entirely removes the necessity for a separate Vernier Condenser.

Ask your Dealer about it.

Fulstop

VARIABLE CONDENSER
of that valve) at different frequencies from 300 to 4,000 cycles, as determined by the N.P.L., indicates a flat characteristic from 4,000 down to 2,000 cycles audio-frequency; falling to about 50 per cent. of the average amplification at 500 cycles; and to about 38 per cent. at the lowest frequency measured of 300 cycles—a fairly low note. Accordingly it was to be expected that there would be but little distortion noticeable in operation, in amplifying speech and music; but a slight loss in the low bass notes: giving what is sometimes loosely termed a rather "high-pitched" effect.

On actual trial, in conjunction with a loud-speaker equipment as nearly above suspicion as appears to be possible at the moment, in comparison with the standard L.F. amplifier new pattern of the R.I. showed noticeable improvement over the old pattern, in the matter of distortion, the tone being rounder and fuller, due to the inclusion of more of the low frequencies: this was particularly noticeable on organ music. The degree of amplification on an average was about the same as with the old pattern, and approached closely to the standard. Compared with standards in the matter of tone, except for the slight raising of the "pitch" (or particular amplification of that particular portion of the scale), the performance was good, and marvellously superior to the average run of even high-priced transformers. Comparative tests with approximately pure notes of different pitches substantiated the claims for fairly uniform amplification over a large range, the typical resonance peaks of poor L.F. transformers being absent.

The customary routine tests of insulation proved satisfactory. The workmanship and finish of the instrument were up to the usual high standard of the makers.

Vanicon Variable Condenser
With reference to the Vanicon variable condenser reported on in Vol. 3, No. 2, of MODERN WIRELESS, Messrs. Dubilier Condenser Co. have drawn our attention to the provision made in this instrument for panel mounting. By removing the knob and scale from the Spindle it becomes an easy matter to take off a circular false panel on the top of the condenser, which carries the stops and zero-mark of the scale: this is then placed outside the panel (where it affords an attractive finish), and the condenser proper is secured by small screws below the panel. The terminals are then behind and clear of the panel, and easily accessible. We understand that instructions for this operation are to be attached to instruments supplied to the public. It is evident that considerable thought has been given to the matter of providing an effective and extremely neat mode of mounting this condenser.

M.L. Anode Converter
Messrs. M.L. Magneto Syndicate, Ltd., have submitted for practical trial a sample of their "Anode Converter," for providing a reliable H.T. supply to replace the customary H.T. battery. This consists of a small motor-generator, working off an ordinary 6- or 12-volt accumulator, and mounted on supports inside a metal case so as to minimise vibration and noise and to reduce direct interference. It is particularly suggested for use in power-amplification work where H.T. batteries are rapidly exhausted by the large demands made for plate current. Several types are made, each of which is rated at 20-milliamperes continuous load, but of voltage ranging from 70 volts to 500 volts. A filament rheostat type of resistance-controller is fitted in the L.T. side, which gives a narrow and convenient control over the output.

Every time you see this sign—
in the circuit of the set you are assembling
FIT THE POWQUIP L.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER,
then you will know that you cannot improve this portion of your set, nor make it better, nor more reliable.

Accurately and scientifically made, and fully tested by many exhaustive tests. Guaranteed for twelve months.
Open model 14/6 Shrouded model 18/-.

The POWER EQUIPMENT COMPANY LIMITED
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The current demand is from around 1 to 2 amperes for no load, or 2 to 3 amperes for full load, at 6 or 12 volts, according to size. The 12-volt unit, which was given an extensive test, operated quite well on 6 volts, with proportionately lower output.

A smoothing device is provided, consisting of the usual iron-core inductance and smoothing condensers, which has alternative modes of connection. Extra smoothing units, for use in special cases, are also supplied.

On practical trial it was found that a distinct hum was noticeable when the generator was used to supply H.T. for both detector and power-amplifier valves, and was run off the same L.T. battery. With a separate battery to run the unit the hum was quite inaudible at any distance from the loud-speaker, and extremely powerful loud-singing results were obtained. The best mode of operation appeared to be to use a separate small H.T. battery for the detector-valve, and separate L.T. battery for valves and generator, using the latter exclusively for supplying the 20-milliampere or more of plate current at 150 to 300 volts for power-amplification.

The generator ran steadily and silently, and was readily controlled. The general workmanship and finish were of the highest order.

Dull-Emitter Dextraudion Valve

A sample of the new one-volt Dextraudion valve has been submitted for test by Messrs. Economic Electric Co., Ltd.

This is similar in general appearance and design to the bright-emitter Dextraudion valve, having the same type of rectangular trough-shaped anode; but has a dull-emitter filament rated at the unusually low figure of 0.5 watt — i.e., 1 ampere at 1 volt.

On trial the sample valve took 0.12 amperes at 1 volt on the filament, for satisfactory operation, the saturation plate-current being 2 milliamperes; the filament is just visibly red under these circumstances. The valve will operate both as detector and amplifier with considerably less than 1 volt on the filament, and with the latter at so low a temperature that it is almost invisible even in a carefully darkened room. It is, however, not advisable to use the valve in this condition. With the filament at a bright red heat the filament current rose to 0.15 amperes.

Tested at 0.12 amperes in the filament the characteristic curves showed that on 50 or 70 volts H.T. and with a negative grid-bias of a few volts, the desirable long straight portion for distortionless amplification was obtainable. On 70 volts H.T. over half-a-milliampere plate-current was available for modulation under these circumstances: it is not surprising therefore that on practical trial in reception most excellent distortionless loud-singing was obtained on a two-valve set at short range, using this valve as a note-magnifier. With up to 150 volts H.T. and grid-bias of 5 volts maximum a large volume of sound was obtained, without signs of the distortion due to partial rectification, and somewhat impressive in view of the small amount of energy consumed in the filament.

In high-frequency amplification using 50 volts H.T., the valve replaced a standard bright-emitter R valve effectively, and gave a degree of amplification which reached the usual standard obtainable, by actual measurement. As a detector the results obtained fell a little short of those given by the pea-nut type of valve; consuming over twice the current; the valve oscillated readily, and operated best on moderate H.T. of about 30 volts. Microphonic effects were not noticeable.

(Continued on page 489.)
WIRELESS ON EASY TERMS!
GAMAGES have now extended their easy payment system to Wireless, and you may now secure, on payment of first deposit, Wireless Sets and Apparatus from £5 upwards, balance being payable in monthly instalments. Write for details to Wireless Dept.

As rigid adherence to their years-old policy of UTMOST VALUE FOR MONEY, Gamages mean to keep their proud position of "London's Premier Wireless Supply House." All orders, post or personal, are dealt with by men who are Wireless Experts!

The "VELVET" FILAMENT RESISTANCE.
A High-class Variable Resistance for one or two valves. Beautifully finished and a perfect movement. 2/6 Post 4d. Price

Get a Piece of GAMAGE'S "PERMANITE"
The Finest Crystal in the World (Regd. No. 433340). To obtain the best results from the new B.B.C. Station at Chelmsford, you must use the World-famous "Permanite" Crystal, now supplied in two sizes - The 1½ size which is easily broken into two or three pieces for keeping in reserve, and the HANDY SIZE that fits the Crystal Cup. Price 1/6

Both supplied complete with Cat's whisker.

Visitors to Wemb'e are invited to visit our Stand in the Palace of Industry for Radio Specialities.

MORSE KEYS
Well finished, accurate working. Tapping Key base 11 x 2 in. x 2½ in. high. Price

THE "GAMAGE" SUPER 'PHONE PANEL'
A beautifully finished component with lacquered terminals. TO TAKE 4 PAIRS OF PHONES. Size 5 in. x 2 in. x 2½ in. high. Price

Send your order NOW on our Guarantee of Satisfaction or money refunded in full.

TERMINALS
Very handy for Aerial, Earth and Battery-Wire, etc. Beautifully made and finished. Price 1/6 Post 4d.

COIL HOLDERS
For Honeycomb and Burrnep Coils. Best ebonite with all brass parts finished nickel. Perfect movement which can be tightened when using large coils. Price

Send for New Illustrated Wireless List.

DEKAFINK'S, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page

SIEMENS HEADPHONES.
Unsurpassed for clearness and purity of tone.

PRICES.
120 ohms .. £1 2 6
2,000 .. £1 4 0
4,000 .. £1 5 0

Also manufacturers of:
LOUD SPEAKERS, JACKS AND PLUGS, LIGHTNING PROTECTORS, SWITCHES, CORD TABS, ETONITE, WIRELESS SETS, Etc.

Obtainable from all dealers.
SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LTD.
WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E. 18.
Nothing Better to be had.

**KINGCRYST** Crystal Receiver.


**31/6** (Postage ed.)

No. 200 Burndepot Coil for receiving 5XX. **COMPLETE OUTFIT** (including No. 200 Burndepot Coil) — £5 5 0

Everything of the BEST.

**READING RADIO INSTALLATIONS,**

17, King's Road, Reading.

Why didn't someone think of it before?

Not so very long ago the common or garden pin, which positively won't "stay put," was a serious menace to the rising generation. Millions of babies howled their disgust at it. But ingenuity has domesticated it to-day in the far more comfortable safety-pin.

CLIX—the inexpensive universal contact—marks as great an advance in radio and electrical science as does the safety-pin in everyday life. It supersedes all forms of switches, plugs and terminals, for it does all their work—and does it better.

**CLIX**

**The Safety-Pin of the Radio and Electrical Industries**

The introduction of this ingenious combination plugsocket marks the advent of a standardised system of wiring.

Obtainable from all good Wireless Dealers or direct from the Patents and Manufacturers:

**AUTOVEYORS LTD**

Radio Engineers and Contractors,

84, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.

**TO CONSTRUCTORS!**

We specialise in the supply of Cabinets, Panels and Parts for sets as described in "Modern Wireless" and "Wireless Weekly," and invite you to inspect various models. Only high-grade components supplied.

**SEND STAMP FOR DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLETS.**

Cabinets are best hand-made in seasoned walnut. Panels are high-grade ebonite, guaranteed electrically, matted both sides, edges squared, accurately drilled and engraved.

**468**
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**NO MORE CATWHISKERS!**

**NO MORE ADJUSTMENTS!**

A Permanent Detector which Cannot go Wrong.

The "Hovimo" Crystal Valve must not be confused with the ordinary "Permanent" Detector, neither is it to be compared with the Silicon-bornite and other similar combinations.

"**HOVIMO** CRYSTAL VALVE"

is an entirely new invention. Can be simply adjusted to suit the individual set, and once right always right. Is equally excellent for crystal sets and for circuits employing crystal rectification, as well as for crystal loud-speaker systems. Always producing a remarkably pure tone. Ask your dealer for it.

**EVERYONE GUARANTEED.**


One hole fixing. Handsome nickel dial. Phosphor Bronze contact arm.

**VALVES repaired Quick!**

Send your "burnt-out" valves to a proper valve manufacturer for repair. You will get them back same as new—and perfectly "hard," i.e., with thorough vacuum. We guarantee our repaired valves:

1. To consume no more current
2. To have same amplification
3. To go Wrong.

If cap is broken—new nickel-plated cap supplied FREE.

If glass is broken—new glass supplied free, but in no case can new grids or plates be supplied. Please add postage (usually 3d.) when sending remittance.

Our bins are packed with testimonials from users who regularly receive American Broadcasting on our repaired valves.

**RADIONS, LTD.**, Bollington, Nr. Macclesfield.

We make the new Radion Low Consumption Valve, price 15s. Use only a third of usual current. Big gain, no harm.

**S. A. CUTTERS,** 15, Red Lion Square, London, W.C.1

Phone: Chancery 1429.
September, 1924

In general, we can certainly recommend this valve for use where L.T. supply is a serious consideration, as a single moderate-sized dry cell for each valve is all that is required. With proper adjustment of H.T. supply, and in particular ample H.T. on the L.F. stages and from 1.4 to 5 volts grid-bias in the latter case, results can be obtained that compare well with those given by R valves.

Marconiphone "Ideal" Distortionless Transformer

Messrs. Marconiphone, Ltd., have sent for test a sample of the new "Ideal" L.F. interstage transformer, that submitted being the 2.7 : 1 ratio type, designed for use in particular immediately after a valve of high impedance such as the R., D.E.R., V.C., etc., and in general as the first stage of L.F. amplification after rectification.

This is a very large, heavy instrument, the circular iron casing enclosing it being 3 in. diameter by about 23 in. high, small terminals being mounted on ebonite strips on the top. Drilled lugs are provided for fixing in the set.

The design of this transformer is particularly interesting, the coils being divided into sections which are interleaved, and suitably spaced, whilst the iron circuit is exceptionally liberal. The makers describe elaborate tests which are carried out during the assembling of each instrument, and have the notable courage to give a printed guarantee of performance amplification to be within 5 per cent. of that shown by characteristic curves, given for each type with standard types of valves; and replacement free of charge within six months if a break occurs in the winding, subject to reasonable usage.

The curves give for the theoretical voltage amplification, measured in a somewhat arbitrary manner as the ratio of the A.C. voltage across the unloaded secondary of the transformer, used after an amplifying valve, to the A.C. voltage of the particular frequency applied to the grid of this same valve (and therefore making full use of the amplification of the valve) show a very high and uniform amplification over an unusually long range of audio-frequencies. With the 2.7 : 1 ratio instrument, and an R valve (M = 10), this "voltage amplification" is given as about 33 : 1 over the whole range from 4,000 down to about 700 cycles audio-frequency, and only dropping to 28 : 1 at 300 cycles—an extraordinary performance.

The actual amplification of signals, though related to this theoretical "voltage amplification" is naturally much less! by actual measurement with this instrument and an R valve used before the transformer, with a small power-valve and 150 volts H.T. with proper grid-bias for the second stage, the amplification was sensibly less than that given by the standard, which gives a pretty uniform average of 7 : 1 actual measured signal-strength. The comparative low ratio of this transformer, while it makes possible a high impediment primary (and accordingly more uniform amplification of the lower notes), had cut down the available amplification in comparison. It will be interesting to test the higher-ratio patterns of the "Ideal" transformer in this connection. The makers give particulars of a 4 : 1 type, for use with low-impediment valves, or to get maximum results from an R valve and a special 6 : 1 ratio type for use in the last stage of power amplification with power valves.

It would be a revelation to many of those who tolerate present-day loud-speaker performances to note that the signal-strength.

Manufacture of Broadcasting Apparatus.

USE OF PATENTS

Galvano-voltaic apparatus, embodying inventions controlled by patents.
No more wireless worries

No need to sit down and puzzle over the connections for the new 3-valve Set you are thinking of building. If you can read a simple circuit diagram, you'll find it all clearly shown in "More Practical Valve Circuits," the most complete book on circuits by John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

Every type of Valve Circuit you are likely to require is given and in addition a whole page of descriptive explanation is devoted to each circuit, including the suitable values for condensers, resistances, coils, etc.

Actually, of course, if you have had any experience at all in building Sets you will find that this book will give you scores of ideas for different types of receivers, each with its own particular advantages according to circumstances. As the standard book on Valve Circuits it is having a very large sale — undoubtedly it is the most complete of its kind.

Remember that this volume is full bound in cloth and is intended as a work of reference — a necessity for every experimenter's bookshelf. Examine a copy at your Bookseller's or Wireless Dealer's — you'll be amazed at the comprehensive views and utility.

Published by
RADIO PRESS LTD.,
Devereux Court,
Strand, W.C.2.

More practical Valve Circuits
By John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P.

the difference between this type of uniformly amplifying L.F. transformer, when used in a properly adjusted circuit, with ample H.T. and optimum grid-bias, with the valves chosen to carry the load; and the more usual types of transformers with low impedance, overloaded iron circuits, and pronounced resonance peaks. With the best available loud-speaking equipment this 2-7:1 instrument gave as natural a reproduction as one could desire, even Big Ben being reproduced in all his dignity and sonority. Contraits and soprano kept their natural "pitch"; piccolo and organ both were faithfully rendered. The fullness and roundness of tone (without the dulling of the sparkling upper notes and overtones which sometimes accompanied loud speaker reproduction) was notably better than that of our previous standard, though, as stated, the amplification fell sensibly short. Critical tests at different audio-frequencies failed to bring out any resonance effects.

Qualitative tests in actual reception showed very satisfactory results: on a good aerial in a remote corner of Essex with an R and a small-power valve and moderate H.T., London came in with a merry shout; Bournemouth, Manchester, Newcastle, Glasgow, Birmingham (the latter little inferior to 2LO) all comfortably audible on the L.S. in a large room; two German stations tuned in (as with the others) directly on the loud-speaker, the Frankfort announcer being readable across the room; finally Madrid, after the B.B.C. stations had ceased, came in loud enough to follow the music (a guitar solo) in another room across a large hall— on the two valves arranged as detector and note-magnifier. The transmission from London at about 40 miles was exceptionally natural and clear, as well as almost overwhelmingly loud indoors.

We can with the utmost confidence recommend this very fine instrument. Whilst the price is not low, it should be borne in mind that the amplification attained with proper equipment is nearly twice that with inferior types of the so-called "cheap" order, so that the cost of another valve and of a cheap transformer, or of another stage of resistance-coupled amplification, must be offset against this. Of the workmanship, finish, and insulation it is unnecessary to speak.

September, 1924

Radio Press Service Department Notes

THE Radio Press Service Dept., Ltd., requests us to give prominence to the following notes, due observance of which will greatly facilitate the work of the department.

Packing of Sets

Experience shows that when sets are to travel by post or rail the greatest care must be taken in packing. Please use strong wooden crates or boxes, and surround the set with paper or straw: on no account screw the panel rigidly into the crate. Cardboard boxes are quite useless for the purpose.

Exhibition of Sets.

The exhibition of "Wireless Weekly," "Modern Wireless," and Radio Press Envelope sets has now been transferred to a room in the main Radio Press building (3rd floor) where they can be inspected by interested readers. It will be remembered that the W.W. and M.W. sets are on view for a period of three weeks following publication.

Labelling of Sets.

Readers are particularly requested to put their own name in some prominent position on the outside of the package, in order that sets can be identified easily and promptly acknowledged.

Something for the Constructor.

"That Professional Look"

EVERYONE who builds a wireless set must, at heart, rather wish he could make it look as handsome and imposing as some of the polished and lacquered productions of the best manufacturers, and one of his greatest difficulties is in the matter of engraving. He can, no doubt, have the panel properly engraved after drilling, but it is a somewhat expensive business, and entails a delay at the very stage where the constructor is most anxious to get a move on.

Radio Press, Ltd., ever on the watch for opportunities of helping the home constructors, is about to publish a set of special "Panel Transfers" which will entirely overcome the difficulty, and enable a really handsome appearance to be obtained. These transfers have been specially manufactured to suit the Radio Press sets, and are of the "hot pad" type. They are to be sold for the modest sum of 6d. per set, enclosed in a large sealed envelope, consisting of nearly 100 different labels, and are specially easy to affix.
MODERN WIRELESS

A REVOLUTION IN H.T. EFFICIENCY

H.T. Batteries made up of units are recognised as the ideal.
The HOVINO screw connection solves the problem of joining units without soldering.

The HOVINO assures perfect "silent" working—no everlastings—allows easy replacement of units—will take the ordinary wander plug—makes it possible to keep your H.T. at an equal voltage. Is British made.

M. MOBON
27, High
Hoborn
London, W.C.6
Tel. Hoborn 981


TELEGRAPH TRAINING COLLEGE Ltd.

Telephone: Western 2696.
Morse House, Earl's Court, S.W. Established 24 Years.
OFFICIALLY RECOGNISED BY THE WAR OFFICE, THE ROYAL AIR FORCE AND POST OFFICE AUTHORITIES.

CABLE AND WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

Parents DESIREous of placing their sons in either of the above Services and of obtaining them the best training facilities should apply for particulars of Courses and the methods of instruction which place this Institution in the front rank of Cable Telegraphy offers excellent prospects to youths from 16 years of age and upwards, and the College has exclusive facilities for obtaining posts for qualified students in the leading Cable Companies at commencing salaries of from £290 to £250 per annum, with yearly increments.

The College has never given "Guarantees" to obtain appointments, and parents are warned against persons who do so, as it is manifest that any such "Guarantee" must be of a fraudulent character.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.
Marvellously fine tone
—without a trace of blast or blare

Radio enthusiasts are gradually appreciating the fact that 75 per cent. of the responsibility for poor tone rendering is due to the Transformer, with the remaining 25 per cent. divided between the Valves and the Loud-Speaker.

It has been a common fallacy to believe that the L.F. Transformer merely amplifies, and for this reason many of them are badly designed. Amplification in a Transformer for Loud-Speaker use must always be considered in relationship to tone purity. Any Transformer can be made with a high amplification factor—that means merely a mathematical calculation as to the ratio between the number of turns on the primary winding and those on the secondary. But to eliminate distortion and yet retain the volume is entirely another matter.

The Eureka Concert Grand is such an exceptional Transformer because no money has been spared on its construction. For instance, it is the only L.F. Transformer in the world that contains 21 miles of wire. It is the only one that will stand a 14-day total immersion in water test. It is the only one that can be bolted together in pairs without interaction.

In face of these outstanding advantages it is not surprising that our output has had to be trebled in an endeavour to keep pace with the demand.

Sold by all Dealers and manufactured only by
Portable Utilities Co., Ltd.,
Scottish Agents: FULLER, BLACKIE & RUSSELL, Ltd., 90, Gordon St., Glasgow.

Wireless Vacuum Tubes
—an elementary Text-book written
by John Scott-Taggart
F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

For less than the cost of a Valve the keen experimenter can obtain a Text-book—the only one of its kind—on the complete working of the Thermionic Valve. Carefully printed and well bound in full cloth, this book should be on the bookshelf of everyone who is out of the novice stage and who aspires to some sound theoretical knowledge of Radio. Its wide scope, coupled with the fact that its contents are arranged in a progressive and logical order, render it ideal as a work of reference rather than a book that one would attempt to assimilate at a sitting.

With its 250 pages and more than 130 diagrams and illustrations, it represents remarkable value for money and is a book that would be gladly appreciated as a birthday or other gift by any wireless enthusiast.

10/-
from all Booksellers, or sent direct by the Publishers (postage 6d.).
This is how the All Concert-de-Luxe Receiver appears when assembled with our guaranteed components on a "Pilot" panel. The cost is only £6: 7: 6. WE DRILL THE PANEL FREE.

Write to-day for particulars of our wonderful PETO PANEL SERVICE and build one of the following Receivers:

- Trans-Atlantic V
- All Concert De Luxe
- Puriflex
- Three Valve Dual
- S.T. 100
- Three Valve S.T. 100

"Pilot" panels and kits of components for the whole of the above sets are available in two types—Type A, exactly to the Author's specification; Type B, as adapted to Peto Scott guaranteed components and standard cabinets.

We can also supply the panels only, either plain, or drilled tapped and engraved, cut from the best quality Post Office B grade ebonite, guaranteed against leakage.

Finished instruments, aerial tested, are also available at our usual low prices. For example, the All Concert de Luxe, finished instrument, illustrated, less valves and batteries, including Marconi royalties, £13 10s.

POST YOUR ENQUIRY TO-DAY, or alternatively call at one of our branches.

Send 3d. for our fully illustrated catalogue, Unit Folder and Book of the Unettes.

A PRICE ACCUMULATOR will withstand astonishing endurance and breakdown tests. The SECRET is in the plates, plus the solidity of British craftsmanship at its best. For the past fourteen years PRICE Accumulators have found an ever-growing market all over the world, and all the experience gained, and the patented features, have been put into the PRICE SPECIAL Wireless BATTERY.

Every PRICE Wireless Battery is guaranteed for one year.

A USER'S EXPERIENCE. I have now had my Price Special Wireless Battery over twelve months, and you will be interested to know that I regularly obtain 100 to 110 valve-run hours on one charge and the perfect reception through, out will be a revelation in Battery Service.

Every PRICE Wireless Battery is guaranteed for one year. This is not a conditional guarantee. It is a broad guarantee that a PRICE BATTERY shall withstand anything but wilful damage, and still be a first-class battery in a year's time.

A PRICE ACCUMULATOR will withstand astonishing endurance and breakdown tests. The SECRET is in the plates, plus the solidity of British craftsmanship at its best. For the past fourteen years PRICE Accumulators have found an ever-growing market all over the world, and all the experience gained, and the patented features, have been put into the PRICE SPECIAL Wireless BATTERY.

Keep your BTC tuned with a Price Special Wireless Battery, and you will get the most out of your BTC. Ask for our "CAPITOL" SPEAKER (Retail Price £1: 12: 6) Built from an Established House.

IMPORTANT—Trade only Supplied.

HOBDAY BROS., LTD.
(Dept D),
21, 23, 25 & 27, Gt. Eastern Street,
LONDON, E.C.2.
Phone: Clerkenwell 2800 (6 lines).
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A new system simplifies the home construction of this fine Reflex Set.

While to many enthusiasts who already have some knowledge of Radio the constructional articles in *Modern Wireless* and *Wireless Weekly* are quite sufficient, yet to some beginners and others the elementary details of construction may have been omitted. Obviously exigencies of space in a magazine often render it necessary for an article to be kept brief.

In order to assist the novice and the man who has never built a Set before, however, we have produced a special Series of Envelopes, each dealing with one particular type of Set in a most comprehensive manner.

The first one of the series is devoted to building up the S.T.100 shown above and contains blue prints, wiring diagrams, illustrations of finished instruments taken in various positions, complete working instructions, etc., etc. Absolutely every possible assistance is given so that the novice can follow the instructions and build a first-class Set without possibility of error. 1/9 post free.

**S.T.100**

Although it is less than eighteen months since the S.T.100 was introduced to the public through the pages of *Modern Wireless*, yet scores of thousands of Receiving Sets incorporating it are giving complete satisfaction in all parts of the country. For a general purpose, economical Set the S.T.100 would be hard to beat. On an average Aerial all B.B.C. stations can be heard at good strength, while it has a Loud-Speaker range of 30 to 40 miles.

It is particularly economical because it only uses two Valves (a Crystal acting as Rectifier), yet immense amplification is obtained because the first valve acts as a high-frequency and low-frequency amplifier simultaneously.

To build such a Set is within the reach of anyone, the following being practically the only components required: Two variable condensers, two valve-holders, two rheostats, one fixed resistance, one coil-holder, one crystal detector, two L.F. transformers, the necessary terminals, panel and cabinet.

§ Why not rebuild your present Set into an S.T.100?

Radio Press Envelope No. 1

*Radio Press, Ltd., Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2.*

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.
If your Set will not work!—bring it along to us.

E
evry Receiving Set described in either Wireless Weekly or Modern Wireless is a thoroughly sound one, and before the article is printed the Set must have received independent tests from members of the Editorial Staff of Radio Press Ltd. This ensures a very high standard of efficiency being maintained and is partly responsible for the wonderful prestige that these two Magazines have acquired among Wireless enthusiasts.

It sometimes happens, however, that a Modern Wireless or Wireless Weekly Set may not give the complete satisfaction it should. This may be due to an error in following out the author's instructions—a mistake in the wiring—the choice of unsuitable components—or a number of other reasons. Radio Press feel, therefore, that they can complete the help and assistance already freely given in the pages of their Magazines by offering the services of practical experts to test a reader's home-built Receiving Set and diagnose possible trouble for quite a nominal charge.

We are confident that this Service development will have far-reaching effects—certainly it is far more progressive and ambitious than anything that has yet been done in Radio journalism.

If your Receiving Set is not giving you the fullest satisfaction do not hesitate to bring it to us for our expert advice and practical assistance.
Even if you've never built a Set before...

There are still plenty of Wireless enthusiasts who have still to build their first Valve Set. If they are afraid that they lack skill, here is a new method which will certainly smooth out difficulties.

Radio Press are now issuing envelopes (No. 1 deals with the S.T. 100 Receiver). Each contains blue prints showing the lower side of the Panel and also the upper portion. All wiring connections are plainly indicated so that it is absolutely impossible for a wrong connection to be made.

Enclosed also is a portfolio with full instructions for assembly and operating. Nothing, in fact, has been omitted in an endeavour to make Set-building really simple.

Magazine articles are often, through exigencies of space, kept somewhat brief, and points which might prove difficult to the novice are overlooked.

Radio Press Ltd., Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2.

Envelope No. 2

How to make
A Family Four Valve Receiver.

By Percy W. Harris.

In this envelope scheme, however, Radio Press are confident that, at last, a method has been devised whereby anyone can build up a first-class Receiver, professionally designed, at a most moderate cost.

The family four-valve Set shown above gives excellent Loud-Speaker volume, yet, by means of switches, any combination of Valves from one to four can be used at will.

Also on sale:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>How to build an S.T.100</td>
<td>John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P, A.M.I.E.E.</td>
<td>1/6, post free 1/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>How to make the &quot;Simplicity&quot; 3-valve set.</td>
<td>G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.</td>
<td>2/6, post free 2/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>How to make the &quot;All-concert de Luxe&quot; set.</td>
<td>Percy W. Harris.</td>
<td>2/6, post free 2/9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post free 2/9
The ship at the wharf's side—the train in the siding—the motor lorry at the docks—all these typify the wonderful march of civilization during the past few decades.

This period will assuredly go down in the world's history as having given birth to the new spirit of mechanical invention. With the development of the sciences came the co-ordinated efforts of those courageous pioneers which culminated in the discovery and practical application of Radio-telegraphy and Broadcasting.

And with the progress of Broadcasting came the inception of the Radio Press—a comprehensive and far-seeing organisation competent to deal with the technique of wireless in all its branches.

The same spirit of progress which inspired the publication of Modern Wireless and Wireless Weekly—and which has been directly responsible for the rapid growth and popularity of these two journals—will continue to direct the energies of this organisation in an unceasing effort to produce literature worthy of the importance of the Science.
Tuning Coils
and How to Wind Them.
By G.P. Kendall, B.Sc.

CONTENTS
How Circuits are tuned
Turn numbers
The choice of wire
Taking tappings
Damp proofing
Single layer coils
Basket coils
Slab coils
Pile winding
Lattice coils
Honeycomb and duolateral coils
Mounting coils
Aperiodic Aerial coils

---time spent in winding good Coils is never wasted---

As the Author says, "Many of the coils used are directly responsible for the mediocre results obtained by some experimenters."

Yes, that is the whole point. Because the Set works in a more or less unsatisfactory manner, yet apparently all is in order, the experimenter blames either his locality, his aerial or even the transmitting station. And the whole trouble often lies in his inefficient tuning arrangements.

Sharp tuning cannot be obtained with inefficient coils. Once you have learnt how to make good ones from this new Book you'll be sorry to think that you have wasted so much time with your earlier inefficient ones.

Buy a copy to-day—a surprisingly large amount of accurate information is yours at barely the cost of half-a-dozen terminals.

RADIO PRESS, LTD. - Devereux Court, Strand - W.C.2

IF IT IS A RADIO PRESS BOOK IT IS TECHNICALLY CORRECT
The romantic success of Wireless Weekly (founded but 15 months ago—to-day the leading weekly magazine for the wireless experimenter) is due to vision and enterprise.

Vision to foresee that, although there were other weekly radio magazines in the field, the ever-growing and important circle of enthusiasts taking more than a superficial interest in wireless and really appreciating the “Whys” and “Hows” were being handicapped by lack of a suitable high-class and progressive magazine.

Enterprise in creating the necessary organisation—no light task—in order to produce a weekly magazine comparable with the high level of Modern Wireless.

Vision and enterprise are still the main characteristics of Radio Press Ltd., and the prestige of Wireless Weekly never stood higher. Fully 90% of its purchasers are regular readers—men who find great pleasure in reading week by week its interesting practical articles, men who find its editorials most closely representing their own viewpoints, men who find its constructional articles thoroughly reliable.

All these read Wireless Weekly to become well informed and to be kept “au fait” with all the new ideas and developments which must be a feature of Radio for many years.

How about yourself? The fact that you are a reader of Modern Wireless proves that you are keen. Why not take the fullest advantage of the service that Radio Press are able to offer by becoming a regular reader of Wireless Weekly? For practically the cost of a couple of valves you can receive 52 issues—a whole year’s course in Radio in itself.

Why not start to-day?
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<td>461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarke (H.) &amp; Co. (Manchester), Ltd.</td>
<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coosor Valve Co.</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cunningham &amp; Morrison</td>
<td>422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis (Peter), Ltd.</td>
<td>422, 425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond Wireless, Ltd.</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drummond Bros.</td>
<td>442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubilier Condenser Co. (1921), Ltd.</td>
<td>457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Electric, Ltd.</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edson Swan Electric Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fellow's Magneto Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formo Co.</td>
<td>448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuller’s United Elec. Works, Ltd.</td>
<td>447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamage, A. W.</td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambrell Bros., Ltd.</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gent &amp; Co.</td>
<td>441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goswell Engineering Co.</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham (A.) &amp; Co.</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grou-Goldman Service</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holiday Brothers</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. T. C. Electrical Co.</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunt (A. H.), Ltd.</td>
<td>447, 451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Bros.</td>
<td>405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lissen Co.</td>
<td>889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Telegraph Training College</td>
<td>471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marconi-Osram Valve Co.</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marconi Wireless Tel. Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall, L.</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMichael (L.), Ltd.</td>
<td>441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. L. Magneto Syndicate</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molback (M.)</td>
<td>468, 471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulholland Radio Valve Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>398, 399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naylor (J. H.)</td>
<td>404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peto-Scott Co.</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pickett Bros.</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable Utilities Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Equipment Co.</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price’s Battery Co.</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiax, Ltd.</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Communication Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Instruments, Ltd.</td>
<td>Cover iv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radions, Ltd.</td>
<td>468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond, (K.)</td>
<td>456, 457, 458, 459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Radio Installations</td>
<td>468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson (Lionel) &amp; Co.</td>
<td>448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“S. A. Cutters”</td>
<td>468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siemens Brothers &amp; Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>466, 467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simpson &amp; Hylthe</td>
<td>471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith &amp; Ellis</td>
<td>451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spawre Radio Co.</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stella-Works Co.</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling Telephone Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens (A. J.) &amp; Co. (1914), Ltd.</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varley Magnet Co.</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward &amp; Goldstone, Ltd.</td>
<td>471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wates Bros.</td>
<td>451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warmel Wireless Co.</td>
<td>451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkins &amp; Wright, Ltd.</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## USE THIS COUPON

**in writing to advertisers in “Modern Wireless.”**

**CUT HERE**

In connection with your announcement in MODERN WIRELESS, please supply me with:

Enclosed please find remittance of...

(Leave blank if not an order)

If an open envelope is used in applying for catalogues a halfpenny stamp will cover postage.

Name, Address, Date...

---

**COUPON**

**Questions and Answers**

In future this coupon must be accompanied with 2s. 6d. P.O.

“MODERN WIRELESS” September, 1924

---

**CABINETS YOU WANT**

Pickett’s cabinets—they’re good value, from 1/6 each, highly polished. Cabinet Works, Albion Rd., Bromley Heath, S.E.3. Write for List M.W.

---

**Important Notice to Advertisers**

As and from August 12th, 1924, the Advertisement Managers for MODERN WIRELESS and WIRELESS WEEKLY are Messrs. BARCLAY’S, Advertising Contractors, of Sentinel House, Southampton Row, London, W.C. 1.

(Telephone : Museum 7560 and 7566.)

Applications for Advertisement Rates will receive their immediate attention.

Advertisement of RADIO PRESS LTD., Devereux Court, Strand, London, W.C. 2.
The Famous All-Concert Receiver

—designed by Percy W. Harris

This Receiver is astonishingly sensitive yet very simple to handle—to its credit stands a formidable list of Stations heard in North London on an average aerial—commencing with all the B.B.C. Stations (London, of course, in good volume on a Loud Speaker) and continuing with all the better known Continental Stations and also KDKA — the well-known American Broadcasting Station which operates on 100 metres.

The secrets of its construction are now available to all who purchase the Envelope containing full details, wiring diagrams, blue prints, etc.

If you are contemplating building a good all-round Set you can’t beat the All-Concert de-luxe.

Published by Radio Press, Ltd., and sold by all Booksellers

2/6

or post free direct, 2/9
ONE of the finest things we can say about the new R.I. Transformer is that over a quarter of a million are now in use, but the finest thing we can say about the original R.I. is that it is better in every respect than the original type and in one fundamental detail, it has a low self-capacity which we maintain is superior to any of its competitors. Behind the scenes for two years at our great wireless factory have been ceaseless experiments and practical tests. We now offer the radio public a still further improved transformer backed by a year's guarantee. But more important still, we want to remove all possible doubt and enable the public to judge for itself by publishing for the first time the results of searching tests carried out by "The National Physical Laboratory."

Extract from Report on Audio/Frequency Inter-Valve Transformer for Messrs. Radio Instruments, Ltd.

April 7th, 1924.

The self-capacity of the secondary winding of the transformer was measured, using alternating voltage of sine wave form and was found to be 18 Micro-microfarads.

The attached blue print shows the curve of the voltage amplification plotted against frequency for a stage comprising the transformer and a standard type R valve.

Recognise the New R.I. by the provisional patent number on label. Write for leaflet No free on application.

Radio Instruments Ltd.
12 Hyde Street, Oxford Street W.1.

Telephone: Regent 6214-56

Telegrams: "Instradio London"

25/-